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Introduction
Since their postulation by Wolfgang Pauli in 1930 [1], neutrinos became one of the most
extensively studied particles of the Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM). It took 23
years until the first experimental observation of a neutrino in a laboratory experiment was
made [2]. With the discovery of the muon neutrino in 1962 [3] and the tau neutrino in 2000
[4], it was made evident that neutrinos are organized in three flavor generations, analogous
to the other SM particles. The discovery of neutrino oscillation in 2001 [5] set another
milestone in the history of particle physics. It proved that neutrinos, contrary to their
formulation in the SM, have a finite mass. This finding has far-reaching consequences for
particle physics as well as for cosmology. Since neutrinos are the most abundant particles
in our Cosmos, their influence on the evolution and structure formation of the Universe
depends crucially on their mass. [10]
There have been numerous attempts to determine the neutrino mass in the last decades (for
example [7, 8]). The current upper limit on the effective antineutrino mass of mν̄e < 1.1 eV
(90 % C.L.) is set by the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino (KATRIN) experiment [9]. The ul-
timate goal of the KATRIN experiment is to directly measure the effective antineutrino
mass with a sensitivity of 0.2 eV (90 % C.L.) after 5 years of data taking [10].
In order to achieve this, the KATRIN experiment measures the tritium β-decay spectrum
in a high-precision spectroscopic approach. The neutrino mass will manifest as a small
distortion of the spectral shape in close vicinity to the kinematic endpoint. [10]
Besides the excellent spectroscopic precision, the KATRIN experiment is equipped with
several unique features. One is the high-luminosity tritium source with an activity of
100 GBq, stable on the permille level [11]. The high decay rate in combination with the
precise rate stability enables the KATRIN experiment to enhance its scientific program,
for example to search for sterile neutrinos on the keV mass scale [12].
Besides the three light active neutrinos, the SM can be extended by additional sterile
neutrinos [6]. These particles would not interact via any SM interaction, however, could
have a small admixture with their active partners [13]. Sterile neutrinos can help to solve
several problems in particle physics and cosmology: Heavy sterile neutrinos on the GeV
and TeV mass scale can explain the very small masses of the active SM neutrinos via
the see-saw mechanisms [14]. If the mass of the sterile neutrinos would be on the order
of keV, they could significantly contribute to the Dark Matter content of our Universe
and solve structure formation problems of the ΛCDM model [13]. Anomalies observed
in short-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments could be explained by active-to-sterile
mixing of sterile neutrinos on the eV mass scale [15].
A sterile neutrino in the keV mass range would manifest as a kink-like distortion in the
β-decay spectrum [12]. If the KATRIN experiment is used to search for keV-scale sterile
neutrinos, the tritium β-decay spectrum needs to be measured on an extended energy
range down to several keV below the endpoint. This arises certain challenges: deeper
in the spectrum, the signal electron count rate exceeds the limits of the KATRIN Fo-
v
cal Plane Detector (FPD). Furthermore, additional systematic effects occur, for example
transmission losses due to non-adiabatic electron motion [16].
As a consequence, the following approach was chosen for the search for keV-scale ster-
ile neutrinos with the KATRIN experiment:
The TRISTAN project develops a new detector system that is able to resolve high count
rates of up to 108 cps. This enables a high statistics sterile neutrino search with a sensi-
tivity on the mixing amplitude of up to sin2 θ < 10−6. [17]
Until the new detector system is available (earliest 2025), the KATRIN experiment can
be used with only minor modifications for a first sterile neutrino search. This has the po-
tential to improve the current laboratory limits on the active-to-sterile mixing amplitude
by up to one order of magnitude on a mass range of several keV. This thesis focuses on
the realization of such a measurement.
The main objectives are:
• To find an optimized setting of the KATRIN experiment that takes into account all
technical limits as well as all systematic effects that occur if the spectrum is measured
further away from the endpoint.
• To extend the KATRIN β-decay model which is optimized for an endpoint analysis
in order to search for keV-scales sterile neutrinos in the data of the First Tritium
Campaign.
• To develop future strategies that guide the way towards a high statistics sterile
neutrino measurement with the KATRIN experiment.
The work is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 gives a brief overview of the history of neutrino physics. The framework of
the SM is introduced with focus on the electroweak sector and the particular position of
the neutrino among the other particles. The principle of neutrino oscillation is described
and its consequences for the neutrino properties are explained. The last part focuses on
past and current approaches to determine the neutrino mass.
In chapter 2, the KATRIN experiment is presented. In the first part of the chapter,
the underlying measurement principle is explained, followed by the description of the dif-
ferent sections of the experimental setup. The second part covers a brief introduction of
the analysis strategies and shows the concept of how the sensitivity on the neutrino mass
is derived.
Chapter 3 focuses on sterile neutrinos. It shows how the hypothetical particle can be
embedded in the SM by a minimal extension. Furthermore, it is explained which role
sterile neutrinos on the keV-mass scale play in cosmology and how they can help to solve
major problems of our present understanding of the evolution of the Universe. Subse-
quently, limits from cosmological observations as well as laboratory experiments on the
sterile neutrino parameter space are presented. In the last part of the chapter, the con-
cept of a search for sterile neutrinos with the KATRIN experiment is introduced and the
objectives of the thesis are defined.
Chapter 4 presents detailed studies on how the current KATRIN setup can be adjusted in
order to search for sterile neutrinos. The rate limit on the FPD is defined and methods to
lower the signal rate are discussed. A second challenge that arises if the retarding potential
is lowered are transmission losses in the main spectrometer. Due to their chaotic nature,
vi
they can be of great harm if the tritium spectrum is measured several keV below the
endpoint. After a discussion of the concept of adiabatic electron transport, three methods
are developed to regain fully-adiabatic transmission over a large energy range. At the end
of the chapter, several measurement scenarios are defined based on optimized KATRIN
settings.
Chapter 5 presents the first comprehensive study of all yet known systematic effects that
are relevant for deep spectral scans with the KATRIN experiment and their impact on
the sensitivity of a sterile neutrino measurement is derived. Furthermore, countermeasures
are identified and recommendations for future improvements are documented.
The information gained so far in the thesis is used for a first sterile neutrino measurement
with the KATRIN experiment. Chapter 6 presents the analysis of data taken during the
KATRIN First Tritium Campaign in 2018. The tritium β-decay model that is used in
the standard KATRIN neutrino mass analysis is extended by systematic effects derived
in the previous chapter.
In chapter 7, future strategies and perspectives for a keV-scale sterile neutrino search with
the KATRIN experiment are developed and discussed. Besides other hardware modifi-
cations, the TRISTAN detector system is briefly introduced. As a conclusion of all the
studies of this thesis, a proposal is made for a next sterile neutrino measurement with the
KATRIN experiment.
Finally, chapter 8 summarizes the results of the thesis and gives an outlook.
vii
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CHAPTER 1
Neutrino Physics
With at least four Nobel prizes directly connected to neutrino physics [18, 19, 20, 21], this
field of research always had strong potential to help understanding the Universe and the
matter that forms it. The discovery of neutrino oscillation in 2001 [5, 22] proved that
neutrinos have to be massive and that the Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM) is
incomplete and needs to be extended (see for example [23]).
This chapter gives a brief introduction to the history of neutrino physics and its theoretical
description in the framework of the SM (section 1.1 and 1.2). The massive neutrino
that is required to explain the phenomenon of neutrino oscillation (section 1.3) could be
introduced to the SM by adding a new particle, the sterile neutrino (section 1.4). In section
1.5 it is shown how the mass of neutrinos can be experimentally determined.
1.1 History of Neutrino Physics
In 1896, Henry Becquerel discovered radioactivity by studying the phosphorescence of ura-
nium [24]. Three years later, Ernest Rutherford showed that the emitted radiation can
be separated in two different kinds: α- and β-radiation [25]. In 1914, Frederick Soddy
proposed that these decays correspond to a transformation of mother-atoms to daughter-
atoms by postulating that chemical elements decay into elements with lower atomic number
by emitting β-radiation [26]. Similar to the observed α and γ radiation the spectrum of
the β-radiation was expected to be monoenergetic [6].
First hints of anomalies in the β-spectrum were found by Lise Meitner, Otto Hahn, and
Otto von Baeyer in 1911 [27]. With the help of a magnetic spectrometer James Chadwick
proved in 1914 that the spectrum of the emitted β-decay electrons is indeed continuous,
which gave a puzzling challenge to the physics community of the early 20th century [28].
Not only the conservation of energy, but also of angular momentum seemed violated.
In 1930, Wolfgang Pauli postulated a new particle – the neutrino – to explain the shape of
the β-decay spectrum [1]1. Pauli claimed that the neutrino needs to be a spin S = 12 parti-
cle to regain the conservation of angular momentum and carries parts of the decay energy
so that total energy is also conserved. Furthermore, the particle needs to be massless, or
at least of very small mass, to explain the shape of the spectrum close to the endpoint [1].
In the years after Pauli’s postulation, Enrico Fermi formulated a theory that describes the
β-decay as a pointlike one-vertex decay with four particles taking part
n→ p + e− + ν̄e [29]. (1.1)
1Originally Pauli named the particle neutron. However Enrico Fermi renamed it in 1931 to neutrino, due
to the simultaneously discovery of the neutron as the counterpart of the proton [29].
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It took another 20 years to experimentally observe the neutrino. In 1956, Clyde Cowan
and Frederick Reines demonstrated via the inverse β-decay
ν̄e + p→ e+ + n (1.2)
the existence of the neutrino. They derived a cross section in the order of σ ∼ 10−43 cm2. [2]
Frederick Reines was awarded with the Nobel Prize in Physics 1995 for the first detection
of the neutrino, Clyde Cowan unfortunately passed away 1974 [30].
A second neutrino type, the νµ was found 1962 by Jack Steinberger, Melvin Schwartz, and
Leon Lederman at the Brookhaven Synchroton. The group used the decay of the π-meson
π+ → µ+ + νµ , (1.3)
to show that there is an additional neutrino flavor, different from the electron neutrino.[3]
After the discovery of the charged τ-lepton in 1975 it was believed that there has to be a
third neutrino flavor, the ντ [31]. This assumption was supported by the measurement of
the decay width of the Z0-boson which affirmed three generations of neutrinos [32]. The
ντ was finally measured in 2000 by the DONUT experiment [4].
1.2 Neutrinos in the Standard Model of Particle Physics
The Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM) is the result of many decades of theoretical
and experimental research. Even though it has been tested to a level of high precision, it
faces some major challenges that arose from experimental results such as neutrino oscilla-
tion [5] or the existence of Dark Matter [33]. Section 1.2.1 gives an introduction to the SM,
its general concept and content, and difficulties with observations and other theoretical
models. In section 1.2.2, a focus on the electroweak sector and especially the neutrino is
laid.
The following two sections are a summary of the basic concept of modern particle physics.
The used formulation, as well as similar formulations can be found in most textbooks on
introductions to particle physics. It is well described for example in [34] chapters 10-14.
1.2.1 Introduction to the Standard Model
The SM describes the properties and interactions of all known elementary particles via
three of the four fundamental forces (electromagnetic, weak, and strong force, gravity is
not included). The interactions between the fermionic matter particles (quarks and lep-
tons with spin S = 12 ,) are mediated by gauge bosons (the gluon, photon, W
±-/Z0-bosons
with spin S = 1). Via coupling to the scalar Higgs boson (spin S = 0), the masses of the
particles are generated. The photon, gluon, and the neutrinos remain massless. [34]
The SM is formulated as a gauge quantum field theory. It describes the dynamics and inter-
actions of a particle with a renormalized2 Lagrange formalism for fields. The particles are
represented as quantized fields, their kinematics and interactions are summarized in a La-
grangian density L. The Lagrangian is invariant under a local SU(3)C×SU(2)T3×U(1)YW
symmetry, which leads to certain conserved charges3: the color charge C of the strong
interaction resulting from the SU(3)C-symmetry, the weak isospin T3 and hypercharge YW
of the electroweak interaction, coming from SU(2)T3 and the U(1)Y symmetry. [34]
2To avoid infinities (or divergences) arising in calculations using a certain theory it needs to be renormal-
ized. This is achieved by redefining parameters in such a way that the calculations show no divergences
anymore. The original, non-renormalized parameters are so called bare parameters [35].
3In gauge theory, certain sets of transformations are summarized under symmetry groups. The equations
of motion do not change under these transformations. Following the Noether Theorem, every symmetry
generates a conservation quantity [36].
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The resulting Lagrangian of the SM consists of several terms, which describe the funda-
mental interactions between the particles: The theory of quantum chromodynamics (QCD)
was developed in the 1970 by Harald Fritzsch, Heinrich Leutwyler and Murray Gell-Mann
[37] and is based on the 1954 published work of Chen Ning Yang and Robert Mills [38].
It defines the strong interaction of the quarks via gluon transition. Leptons are color un-
charged and do not take part in the strong interaction.
The electroweak sector is the unified description of the theory of quantum electrodynam-
ics (QED) [39] and the weak interaction [29] and was formulated in the 1960’s mainly
by Sheldon Lee Glashow, Steven Weinberg, and Abdus Salam [40, 41, 42]. It describes
the weak interaction, in which all fermions of the SM take part, and the electromagnetic
interactions of all electrically charged particles.
The SM is experimentally studied with high precision. With the discovery of the Higgs
boson in 2012 [43, 44] another milestone of particle physics was reached that demonstrated
once more the consistency of the SM.
However, the SM also has some major inadequacies, for example:
• The model does not include the fourth fundamental interaction: gravity [45].
• It is incompatible with the Standard Model of Cosmology (ΛCDM4) since it fails
to describe Dark Energy, matter-antimatter asymmetry, and does not provide a
candidate for Dark Matter [46]. It only describes 4.6% of the energy density in the
Universe [33].
• In the weak sector it leaves several open questions, for example the existence of a
non-vanishing neutrino mass [23].
Figure 1.1 shows an overview of the elementary particles that are combined in the SM.
The course of this chapter addresses some of the open questions and shows ways to extend
the SM to solve them. The following section focuses on the electrically and color-uncharged
neutrinos that only interact via weak interaction.
1.2.2 The electroweak Sector - Neutrinos in the SM
The electroweak interaction underlays the weak isospin SU(2)T3 and the weak hypercharge
symmetry U(1)YW (combined as the SU(2)T3 × U(1)YW symmetry group). It is mediated
by the W±-, Z0- and γ-bosons. [34]
The Higgs mechanism describes the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the SU(2)T3 ×
U(1)YW to the electromagnetic U(1)em symmetry. According to the Goldstone Theorem
[49], three would-be Goldstone bosons appear, which are absorbed by the W±- and Z0-
bosons and generate their masses while the γ-boson remains massless.[50]
The SM leptons played a keyrole in investigating the electroweak interaction especially
the neutrinos. In 1956, Chien-Shiung Wu used the 6027Co β-decay to show that the weak
interaction violates the parity conservation: Weak gauge bosons only interact with left-
handed particles (and right-handed antiparticles)[51].
Representing the left-handed leptons as SU(2)T3 doublets(
νe
e−
)
L
(
νµ
µ−
)
L
(
ντ
τ−
)
L
(1.4)
and their right-handed partners as SU(2)T3 singlets(
e−
)
R
(
µ−
)
R
(
τ−
)
R
(1.5)
4Λ stands for the cosmological constant and CDM for Cold Dark Matter. For details see section 1.5.1.
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Figure 1.1: The Standard Model of Particle Physics: The matter particles consist of quarks
and leptons (fermions) and constitute of three generations (column 1 - 3). The gauge bosons
(column 4) mediate the interactions between the particles, while the Higgs boson (column 5)
gives them mass. The figure is adapted from [47] figure 2.2. with values from [48].
assures that only the left handed leptons interact with the weak-interaction bosons. [6]
One year later Maurice Goldhaber determined a helicity of hν = 1.0 ± 0.3 for neutrinos,
which means that they only appear as left-handed particles (respectively antineutrinos as
right-handed) [52].
The SM charged leptons l generate their mass via Yukawa coupling yl [53] to the Higgs
doublet φ
φ =
(
φ+
φ0
)
with
φ+ =
1√
2
(φ1 + iφ2)
φ0 =
1√
2
(φ3 + iφ4)
(1.6)
and the Lagrangian
LY = −yl
[(
ν̄l
l̄
)
L
φlR
]
+ h.c. . (1.7)
By expanding around the Higgs vacuum expectation value
〈φ0〉 =
1√
2
(
0
v
)
, (1.8)
the mass terms for the charged leptons
LY = −ml[l̄RlL + l̄LlR], (1.9)
with the charged lepton mass ml = yl
v√
2
, can be derived. As a consequence of equation
(1.5) neutrinos remain massless in the SM. [13]
The fact that neutrinos are massless in the SM are not their only exceptional property.
Since neutrinos are not charged under any unbroken gauge symmetry (U(1)em) they could
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be their own antiparticle. Particles that fulfill this requirement are called Majorana par-
ticles. [54] A Majorana neutrino would violate lepton number conservation which is not
allowed in the SM [6].
1.3 Neutrino Oscillation
The discovery of neutrino oscillation was groundbreaking, both for neutrino and particle
physics [5, 22]. It reveals once more the far reaching significance of neutrino properties to
the understanding of the SM and its underlying physical processes. Section 1.3.1 briefly
discusses the history of neutrino oscillation discovery, followed by a theoretical description
of the mechanism (section 1.3.2). It is shown that flavor-changing processes necessarily
require the neutrino to have a non-zero mass and point out other challenges to the SM
that come up with the existence of this phenomenon.
1.3.1 The Solar Neutrino Problem and its Solution
With the solar neutrino flux being approximately Φsolν ∼ 6.6 · 1010cm−2s−1, the Sun is the
strongest natural source of neutrinos observed on Earth. Electron neutrinos are generated
in fusion processes with the main contribution coming from helium fusion (pp-chain)
4p→ 4He + 2e+ + 2νe + 26.73 MeV .[6] (1.10)
The solar neutrino energy spectrum is composed of several continuous and monoenergetic
spectra and was first investigate in detail by John Bahcall as a result of his Standard Solar
Model (SSM) (see figure 1.2) [55].
In 1964, Ray Davis proposed a low background experiment in a mine in Homestake with
the purpose to measure the neutrino flux of 7Be coming from fusion processes in the sun
[56].
The neutrinos were captured via the inverse β-decay of chlorine to exited argon
νe +
37Cl→ 37Ar∗ + e−. (1.11)
After a fixed measurement interval of 60 days, the argon was separated. It de-exited via
electron capture to excited states of chlorine which again decayed via Auger electron emis-
sion to a chlorine groundstate. The electrons were measured in a proportional counter. [57]
This process of determining the number of captured neutrinos is known as the radiochem-
ical detection method [6].
After two decades of measurement the determined neutrino flux showed a significant deficit
to the prediction of the SSM. Only about a third of the expected electron neutrinos were
measured. [58] In the upcoming years, several other observations confirmed this so-called
solar neutrino problem, for example the GALLEX [59] or the SAGE experiment [60].
The foundations of an approach to explain the electron neutrino deficit was already formu-
lated by Bruno Pontecorvo in 1957 [62, 63]. He proposed a neutrino-antineutrino mixing
analog to kaon oscillation. His idea was further developed by himself and by Ziro Maki,
Masami Nakagawa and Shoichi Sakata to a theory of flavor transition of neutrinos, today
known as neutrino oscillation [64].
The problem was finally solved in 2001 by the SNO experiment. It used an experimental
technique that allowed for a measurement of not only electron neutrinos but neutrinos
of all flavors. The D2O target detected charged current (CC) and neutral current (NC)
interactions on deuterium as well as elastic electron scattering (ES)
νe + d→ p + p + e− CC - only for νe, (1.12)
νl + d→ p + n + νl NC - for all flavor νl, (1.13)
νl + e
− → νl + e− ES - for all flavor νl. [5] (1.14)
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Figure 1.2: The Solar Neutrino Spectrum in a double-logarithmic representation derived by
[61]. The figure summarizes the fluxes of neutrinos originating from different fusion processes
in the sun. The dashed lines correspond to the neutrino-flux coming from the CNO-cycle,
the solid black lines from the pp-chain. Depending on the corresponding decay, the emitted
neutrinos are monoenergetic or have a continuous energy spectrum. The percentage numbers
are the uncertainties on the size of the fluxes. The figure is reprinted from [61] with the kind
permission of the American Astronomical Society and the author.
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The measured solar neutrino flux, when consisting of all three flavors (l = e,µ, τ), con-
firmed the predictions of the SSM, while the electron neutrino flux showed the same be-
havior as the other solar neutrino experiments. This result could only be explained by
neutrino oscillation. [5]
The spokesperson of the SNO collaboration Arthur McDonald was awarded the Nobel Prize
of Physics together with his colleague Takaaki Kajita from the Super-Kamiokande collab-
oration, an experiment that simultaneously confirmed neutrino oscillation for atmospheric
neutrinos [22].
1.3.2 Theory of Neutrino Oscillation
The following formalism of neutrino oscillation can be found in most textbooks on intro-
duction to neutrino physics or related topics. One good example can be found in [6] section
8.1.
The concept of neutrino oscillation is an outcome of a gauge theory for massive neu-
trinos [6]. There exists a mixing matrix analogous to the CKM5-matrix for quark mixing
[65] that transforms the neutrino mass eigenstates νi (with i = 1, 2, 3) to flavor eigenstates
να (with l = e,µ, τ)
|νl〉 =
∑
i
Uli |νi〉 and vice versa |νi〉 =
∑
l
U∗li |νl〉 , (1.15)
where Uli is the so-called PMNS
6-matrix [64, 6]. This unitary 3 × 3 matrix can be inter-
preted as a rotation matrix
U =
Ue1 Ue2 Ue3Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3
Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3
 [13]. (1.16)
If neutrinos are Dirac particles, the PMNS-matrix is defined by the three mixing angles
θij and the CP-violating Dirac phase δ and can be written as
UD =
 c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ−s12c23 − c12s13s23eiδ c12c23 − s12s13s23eiδ c13s23
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ −c12s23 − s12s13c23eiδ c13c23
 , (1.17)
with sij = sin θij and cij = cos θij [13].
For Majorana neutrinos, the mixing matrix needs to be extended by two Majorana phases
α1,2
UM = UD ·S (1.18)
with
S =
eiα1/2 0 00 eiα2/2 0
0 0 1
 [13]. (1.19)
The oscillation probability Pαβ can be derived via the time evolution of an initial |να(t)〉
to a final neutrino flavor state |νβ〉
|να(t)〉 =
∑
i
U∗αi · exp(−iEit) |νi〉 6= |να(t = 0)〉 [6]. (1.20)
5Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa.
6Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata.
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The mass eigenstates |νi〉 propagate through space-time with energy Ei. The oscillation
probability Pαβ is given by the transition amplitude
Pαβ = |〈νβ|να(t)〉|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
U∗αiUβi · exp(−iEit)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∑
i,j
U∗αiUβiUαjU
∗
βj · exp(−i(Ei − Ej)t) [6]. (1.21)
For relativistic neutrinos with p m the mass eigenstate energy is
Ei =
√
p2 +m2i ≈ E +
m2i
2E
(1.22)
which leads to the final expression.
Pαβ(L,E) =
∑
i,j
U∗αiUβiUαjU
∗
βj · exp
(
−i
∆m2ijL
2E
)
, (1.23)
with ∆m2ij = m
2
i − m2j the mass differences of the mass eigenstates, L the distance of
propagation, and E the neutrino energy. [6]
1.3.3 Neutrino Oscillation Parameters
The mixing angles θij and mass splittings ∆m
2
ij are experimentally accessible. θ12 and
∆m212 are historically connected to solar neutrino observations (e.g. [5, 59, 60]) and have
been well chross-checked by reactor experiments [66, 67, 68]. The parameters θ23 and ∆m
2
23
are mainly determined by atmospheric neutrino observations measuring νµ generated in the
Earth’s atmosphere by µ±-decays [6]. The flagship is the Super-Kamiokande experiment,
which uses Cherenkov detection techniques to measure νe and νµ [69].
θ31 was only recently determined by the Daya Bay short-baseline reactor experiment [70],
figure 1.3 shows the result of the measurements.
In [23] a broad overview of all oscillation experiments can be found. The values of the
oscillation parameters are given in table 1.1.
The sign of the mass splitting ∆m232 relative to ∆m
2
12 is still unknown, which leads to two
different scenarios of neutrino mass ordering:
Normal ordering: m1 < m2  m3 (1.24)
Inverted ordering: m3  m1 < m2 .
The global analysis of all oscillation experiment data favors a normal over an inverted
ordering, with a statistical significance of 3.2σ. [23, 71]
While neutrino oscillation experiments are able to measure the ∆m2ij the absolute mass of
the neutrino mi can not be accessed [13].
1.3.4 Consequences of Neutrino Oscillation
The formalism of the leptonic sector in the SM stands in great contradiction to the theory
of neutrino oscillation. It necessarily postulates non-zero neutrino masses and measure-
ments even provide bounds and relations due to the measured mass splittings. The SM
does not contain a mechanism to generate neutrino masses and it has to be extended to
allow for neutrino oscillation. [6] Once introduced, massive neutrinos are of special interest
to explain the cosmological observations of Dark Matter (as described for example in [14]).
For more information see section 1.5.1.
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Table 1.1: The neutrino oscillation parameters as listed by the particle data group [48]. The
parameters are the best fit values ±1σ. They are sorted by normal and inverted ordering
according to equation (1.24).
Parameter Normal ordering Inverted Ordering
sin2 θ12 0.307
+0.013
−0.012 0.307
+0.013
−0.012
sin2 θ23 0.417
+0.025
−0.028 0.421
+0.033
−0.025
sin2 θ31 0.021
+0.001
−0.001 0.021
+0.001
−0.001
∆m212
10−5 eV2
7.53+0.18−0.18 7.53
+0.18
−0.18
∆m232
10−3 eV2
+2.51+0.05−0.05 2.56
+0.04
−0.04
Figure 1.3: Survival probability P (ν̄e → ν̄e) of electron antineutrinos versus the effective
propagation distance Leff devided by the average antineutrino energy 〈Eν〉, measured by the
Daya Bay experiment [70]. The data points are the ratios of the measured antineutrino flux to
the one predicted without oscillation. EH1-3 stand for the three different experimental halls.
By varying Leff/〈Eν〉 an oscillation pattern appears in the survival probability as predicted
by theory. The figure is reprinted from [70] with the friendly permission of the author and the
American Physical Society.
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Furthermore, equations (1.17) and (1.19) implement CP-violating phases to the weak inter-
action. The violation of CP-Symmetry in the quark sector is a well-studied phenomenon
[72, 20] and can help to explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry in our universe to a
certain (however not sufficient) degree [73, 74]. The additional CP-violating phases, in-
troduced by neutrino oscillation, could play a crucial role in explaining this discrepancy
[13].
1.4 Massive Neutrinos
In this section several mechanisms to introduce massive neutrinos to the SM are discussed,
all of them require an extension. In section 1.4.1, the neutrino mass is added analog to the
charged lepton masses (equations (1.7)-(1.9)) by coupling to the SM Higgs doublet. De-
pending on the Dirac or Majorana nature of the neutrino, the mechanism splits up in two
ways. Both models require a very small Yukawa coupling (about five orders of magnitude
smaller than for the charged leptons). This unnatural discrepancy can be avoided by the
so-called seesaw mechanism which is discussed in section 1.4.2. [13]
All three ways have one thing in common, which is of great importance in the scope of this
thesis: They require to add another group of particles to the SM – the sterile neutrinos.
The right-handed partners of the active neutrinos do not interact via any SM interaction
and imprint themselves only via mixing with the active neutrinos. [13]
For the sake of completeness it should be mentioned that there are also other possibilities
to generate neutrino masses for example via radiative quantum corrections [75, 76, 77],
Froggatt-Nielsen type models [78], and models with approximate lepton number conserva-
tion [79, 80, 81].
1.4.1 Dirac and Majorana Massterm
To formulate a neutrino mass term analogous to equation (1.9) a right-handed neutrinos
need to be introduced to the SM. Identically to right-handed charged leptons they are
formulated as SU(2) singlets with T3 = 0 and YW = 0 and can not interact with weak W-
and Z0-bosons (
νe
)
R
(
νµ
)
R
(
ντ
)
R
. [13] (1.25)
The Dirac massterms are derived via Yukawa coupling to the SM Higgs doublet from
equation (1.6):
LD = −mD(ν̄LνR + ν̄RνL) [13]. (1.26)
The Dirac mass of the neutrino is given by
mD = yD
v√
2
, (1.27)
where v is the Higgs vacuum expectation value. The lepton number is conserved. With
v = 246 GeV the Dirac-Yukawa coupling has to be in the order of yD ≤ 10−11 and would
be five orders of magnitude smaller than for the charged leptons due to the large mass
difference. [13]
Assuming that the neutrino is a Majorana particle, the neutrino spinors are directly con-
nected to their own CP-conjugate (antiparticle). In this case, the mass term can be written
as
LM = −
1
2
ML(ν̄Lν
C
R + ν̄
C
RνL)−
1
2
MR(ν̄Rν
C
L + ν̄
C
LνR) . [13] (1.28)
This coupling of neutrinos and antineutrinos would violate lepton conservation and can
not be described by the SM Higgs mechanism. One way to realize it is by coupling to a
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Higgs triplet or higher-dimensional operations including two Higgs doublets [82].
The Dirac and Majorana mass terms can be combined to
Lν = −
1
2
(ν̄L ν̄
C
L )
(
ML mD
mD MR
)(
νCR
νR
)
+ h.c. . [13] (1.29)
One way to explain the neutrino mass and avoid unnaturally small Yukawa couplings, is a
special case of equation (1.29) where the Majorana mass for the left-handed neutrinos is
set to zero ML = 0. This so called minimal type-I seesaw mechanism is explained in the
following section. [13] A graphical interpretation of the three different coupling scenarios
can be found in figure 1.4.
1.4.2 Seesaw Mechanism
The seesaw mechanism is a well studied theory, to introduce a small neutrino mass by
adding n right-handed sterile neutrinos to the SM. Over the past years, it has been the
topic of many different investigations for example [83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88]. The limitation of
the new mass eigenstates depends on the mechanism type, but is in general arbitrary [13].
The masses can be chosen in a way to potentially explain the matter-antimatter asymme-
try [74], the reactor antineutrino anomaly observed in short-baseline neutrino oscillation
experiments [89], or Dark Matter on the keV mass scale [90]. It allows a mixing of active
and sterile neutrinos which makes an experimental observation possible [13].
As an example, the minimal type-I seesaw mechanism is considered, which describes a
special case of equation (1.29) with ML = 0 and MR  mD with the Lagrangian
Lν = −
1
2
(ν̄L ν̄
C
L )
(
0 mD
mD MR
)(
νCR
νR
)
+ h.c. . [6, 13]. (1.30)
By diagonalizing the 2 × 2 matrix, two eigenvalues which correspond to two Majorana
neutrinos are derived
mνa ∼
m2D
MR
, mνs ∼MR , (1.31)
with mνa the active and mνs the sterile neutrino mass eigenvalue [13].
The name seesaw mechanism refers to the fact that mνa ∼ m−1νs . The heavier the sterile
neutrino mass, the lighter the active SM neutrino. Both neutrinos mix with the amplitude
|θ| ∼ mD
MR
∼
√
mνa
mνs
, (1.32)
which makes the sterile state observable. [13]
The Yukawa coupling is given by
yD =
√
mνamνs
v
. (1.33)
By choosing very large sterile neutrino masses the problem of an unnaturally small Yukawa
coupling can be solved. [13]
As mentioned above, the mass MR and subsequently mνs is of arbitrary scale. In the
following section several scenarios for different sterile neutrino masses are discussed. For
some of them, the minimal type-I seesaw mechanism presented here does not meet the
requirements in regard of number of sterile neutrinos. Therefore it is important to men-
tion, that there are several other seesaw models, which allow for more than one sterile
neutrino, such as the Neutrino Minimal Standard Model νMSM, which is presented in
chapter 3. [14]
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Figure 1.4: The three ways of neutrino mass generation discussed in this paragraph visu-
alized in a Feynman diagram-like representation (idea with modifications from [91]). Left:
Generation of Dirac mass via Yukawa coupling to a neutral component of a Higgs doublet
φ0 (corresponds to equation (1.26)) . Center: The Majorana case with coupling to a Higgs
triplet φ0T . The Majorana mass could also be generated by a coupling to two Higgs doublets
via a higher-dimensional operator (see [13].) Right: Majorana mass generation via the seesaw
mechanism type-I by a Yukawa coupling to two Higgs-doublets φ0. All three cases are generic
examples. [13]
1.4.3 Possible Masses of Sterile Neutrinos
In principle, the sterile neutrino mass mνs can be of any value [13]. However, there
are some favored mass scales that imply different seesaw scenarios. The resulting sterile
neutrinos could have great influence on several processes of particle physics and cosmology.
Furthermore, the method to detect them also strongly depends on the mass-scale. In [13]
the different mass scales are listed as follows:
• mνs = O(eV): Many short-baseline neutrino oscillation experiments such as LSND
[92] and MiniBooNE [93] observed an anomaly in the ν̄e disappearance channel that
could be referred to an active-to-sterile neutrino mixing [94, 95]. The minimal-mini-
seesaw model with mD  mνs ∼ O(eV) and ML = 0 yields reasonable values for the
active-to-sterile mixing and the active and sterile masses [96, 97]. Sterile neutrinos
in the eV-mass range could be detectable in β-decay spectra [98]. [13]
• mνs = O(keV): Sterile neutrinos in the keV-mass range are favored Dark Matter
candidates, with the production mechanism determining whether they are cold, warm
or hot DM [99]. If the sterile neutrino would act as Warm Dark Matter it could help
to solve structure problems in the universe [100, 101, 102] (detailed discussion in
chapter 3). [13]
The simplest way to introduce keV-scale sterile neutrinos is via the Neutrino Minimal
Standard Model (νMSM), which adds three sterile neutrinos to the SM, one of them
on the keV-scale [14].
Sterile neutrinos in the keV mass range are experimentally accessible, either via
active-to-sterile mixing in β-decay experiments [12] or through their decay channel
νs → γνa in astrophysical observations [103, 104, 13] Both cases are discussed in
more detail in chapter 3.
• mνs = O(MeV − TeV): In the above mentioned νMSM, two heavy sterile neutrinos
appear [14]. If their mass is constrained to 150 MeV−100 GeV, the baryonic matter-
antimatter asymmetry could be explained via active-to-sterile neutrino oscillation-
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induced leptogenesis, converted to baryon asymmetry via sphaleron transition [105,
13].
• mνs  O(TeV): For maximally heavy sterile neutrinos from the TeV to the Planck
scale, the Yukawa coupling yD is in the same order as the coupling for quarks and
charged leptons, and solves the mass-hierarchy problem in the SM [13]. This scenario
is favored by supersymmetric models and could be visible in sneutrino exchange
processes [106, 13].
This thesis lays focus on the search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos with the KATRIN
experiment. Chapter 3 gives a broader introduction on how sterile neutrinos on this
specific mass scale can be detected via β-decay spectroscopy. Limits on their parameter
space, already given by cosmological and experimental observations, are discussed and
an introduction on the history of keV-scale sterile neutrino investigation and the current
status is given.
1.5 Absolute Neutrino Mass Measurements
The nature of the neutrino and especially the phenomenon of neutrino oscillation is of
great interest for modern physics. The absolute neutrino mass is a new parameter in the
SM whose scale has significant influence on, for example, the structure formation of our
Universe [107]. There are several approaches to determine the neutrino mass. This section
presents an overview of the main principles sub-divided into two groups (as, for example,
formulated in [10])
• Measurements that dependent on underlying models represent the first group of
absolute neutrino mass determination experiments. The study of the hypothetical
neutrinoless double β-decay measuring the Majorana neutrino mass mββ and the
determination of the absolute sum of masses
∑
imi via cosmological observations is
explained in section 1.5.1 and 1.5.2.
• Model-independent measurements which study the pure kinematics of single β-decays
make use of the relativistic energy momentum relation7. The study of the tritium β-
decay is used in the KATRIN experiment in order to determine the effective electron
antineutrino mass mβ. Details are discussed in section 1.5.3.
It is important to emphasize that all approaches are sensitive to a different effective neu-
trino mass [10].
1.5.1 Cosmological Observations
The ΛCDM model is a cosmological model that describes the evolution of the Universe
since its beginning in the Big Bang [46]. With only six free parameters it is one of the
most basic and at the same time most accurate models and is therefore often referred to
as the Standard Model of Cosmology (for example in [13, 108]). It describes with high
consistency the existence and structure of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), the
large-scale structure distribution of galaxies and voids, and the accelerated expansion of
the Universe [46]. The six parameters of the ΛCDM are mainly derived by detailed studies
of the multipole expanded power spectrum of the CMB. Their values determined by the
Planck satellite experiment are listed in table 1.2 [33].
The baryon density parameter Ωbh
2 implies that the contribution of baryonic matter to
the energy density of the Universe is only about 4.86 % while 26.8 % is Dark Matter. Since
neutrinos only interact weakly and gravitationally they could contribute as so-called Hot
7E2 = p2c2 +m20c
4 with the energy E, the momentum p, and m0 the rest mass of the particle.
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Table 1.2: The main parameters of the ΛCDM-model [46]. Values taken from the results
from the Planck collaboration [33].
Description Parameter Value
baryon density Ωbh
2 0.02236± 0.00015
dark matter density Ωch
2 0.1202± 0.0014
reionization optical depth τ 0.054+0.007−0.0081
curvature fluctuation amplitude As
(
2.101+0.031−0.034
)
· 10−9
scalar spectral index ns 0.9649± 0.0044
acoustic scale angle 100θMC 1.04090± 0.00031
Dark Matter [109].
The ΛCDM predicts a Cosmic Neutrino Background (CνB) similar to the CMB that
consists of relic neutrinos which decoupled only one second after the Big Bang from the
baryonic matter [107]. The relic neutrino density is predicted to be 339 cm−3 with a present
black body temperature of 1.95 K [6]. Due to their small energy in the sub-eV range the
CνB has not been experimentally confirmed yet [110]. Its total energy density Ωνh
2 is
given by the sum of the neutrino masses Σmi derived from parameters that can be found
in table 1.2
Ωνh
2 =
∑
imi
93.14eVc−2
[6]. (1.34)
The neutrino mass
∑
imi can be estimated from astrophysical observations. The relevant
observables are the power spectrum of the CMB temperature anomalies as in [33] or the
matter power spectrum observed by galaxy surveys, for example the Sloan Digital Survey
[111].
The Planck Collaboration published an upper limit on the total neutrino mass in 2018
with ∑
i
mi < 0.12 eVc
−2 (95 % C.L.) [33] . (1.35)
Since the limit on the neutrino mass derived by cosmological observations is model-
dependent it can not be directly compared to laboratory experiments [10]. However, it is
important to understand the immense influence of the neutrino mass on the evolution of
our Universe and its matter content as it is described, for example, in [6].
1.5.2 Double Beta Decay Experiments
The Bethe-Weizsäcker formula underlays a semi-empirical model that describes the binding
energy of atomic nuclei and their resulting decay scheme [112]. The binding energy is
depending quadratically on the proton number Z as shown on the left side of figure 1.5. A
β-decay transmutes an even-even in an energetically preferred odd-odd state by converting
a neutron in a proton (or vice versa). Sometimes the daughter nucleus has a higher binding
energy and the decay is energetically forbidden. The double β-decay (2νββ) is a second
order weak interaction process that can be experimentally observed in such cases. [6] It was
first formulated by Maria Goeppert-Mayer in 1935 [113]. The double β-decay describes
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Figure 1.5: Left: The binding energy (mass) of different atomic nuclei as a function of the
number of protons derived by the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula. In some cases the single β-decay
is energetically forbidden and the double β-decay is necessary to reach the minimum of the
mass parabola. Right: The coherent sum of the mass eigenstates in the case of a Majorana
neutrino. If the complex phases are αj 6= n ·π the summation leads to cancellations. [6]
two simultaneous transmutations of two neutrons in two protons under the emission of
two electrons and two electron antineutrinos8
2n→ 2p + 2e− + 2ν̄e [6]. (1.36)
A graphical interpretation of the decay can be found in the center of figure 1.6.
Sections 1.2, 1.3.2 and 1.4.1 already point out, that neutrinos could be Majorana particles
so that ν = ν̄ [54]. In this case, the neutrino generated in one decay vertex could be
absorbed at the other and there would be no neutrino in the final state. This process is
called neutrinoless double β-decay (0νββ):
2n→ 2p + 2e−, (1.37)
and was first proposed by G. Racah in 1937. [115]
In this decay the lepton number conservation would be violated by ∆L = 2 why it is for-
bidden in the SM. In addition to the Majorana nature of the neutrino, the 0νββ requires
the neutrino to be massive. The electron antineutrino in one vertex would be emitted
as right-handed ν̄R and needs to absorbed as a left-handed neutrino νL. This spin flip
(change of sign of helicity9) requires mν > 0. The sum of the energies carried away by
the electrons is constant in contrast to the 2νββ, where always some energy is carried by
the neutrinos. It would imprint itself as a comparatively small mono-energetic peak at the
endpoint of the decay. The 0νββ is strongly suppressed compared to 2νββ due to the
smaller phase space. An exemplary spectrum can be seen on the left side of figure 1.7. [6]
In 0νββ the effective Majorana mass 〈mββ〉 of the neutrino can be determined via mea-
suring the half-life T 0νββ1/2 of the decay
(
T 0νββ1/2
)−1
= G0νββ
∣∣∣M0νββ∣∣∣2 〈mββ〉2
m2e
, (1.38)
8The β+β+ decay with two protons decaying in two neutrons is also possible and was observed in the
78Kr decay [114]. However, the β+-decay competes most of the time with electron capturing and is
therefore very rare [6].
9Projection of the spin onto the momentum vector.
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Figure 1.6: The Feynman diagrams of the single β-decay (left) and the two neutrino (middle)
and neutrinoless double β-decay (right). The latter case requires the neutrino to be a Majorana
particle and to be massive [6].
where
∣∣M0νββ∣∣ is the nuclear transition matrix element and G0νββ a phase space factor
[6]. The effective Majorana mass is given by
〈mββ〉 =
∣∣∣∣∣
3∑
i
U2eimi
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2,3∑
j,i
|Uei|2mieiαj
∣∣∣∣∣∣, (1.39)
which is the coherent sum of the neutrino mass eigenstates with the CP-violating Majo-
rana phase αj from equation (1.19). [6, 116]
The right side of figure 1.5 graphically interprets the summation of the neutrino masses
and the influence of the complex Majorana phases αj . It is possible that the αj lead to
cancellations which could result in a negative effective Majorana mass 〈mββ〉 <
∑
imi. [6]
There are several experiments that are investigating the neutrinoless double β-decay for
example the MAJORANA [117], the KamLAND-Zen [118] and the GERDA experiment
[119]. All experiments require a very low background rate why they are located in under-
ground laboratories [6].
The current limit on T 0νββ1/2 is given by the latest results of the GERDA experiment
10
from March 2018
T 0νββ1/2 > 8.0 · 10
25 a (90 % C.L.), (1.40)
which corresponds to a Majorana mass limit of
〈mββ〉 < (0.12− 0.26) eV [119]. (1.41)
The result strongly depends on the transmission matrix elements
∣∣M0νββ∣∣, which display
the highest theoretical uncertainty as well as the underlying model-dependencies [120].
1.5.3 Single Beta Decay Experiments
In a β−-decay a neutron decays into a proton under the emission of an electron and an
electron antineutrino11
(A,Z)→ (A,Z + 1) + e− + ν̄e [6]. (1.42)
The formulation of the decay via a Feynman graph can be seen on the left side of figure
1.6.
The released energy that is set free in this decay splits mainly between the two leptons
since the mass of the daughter nucleus is very large compared to the electron and the
10observing the decay: 76Ge→76 Se + 2e− [119].
11In the following only referred to as neutrino.
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neutrino (some energy goes into the recoil of the mother nucleus). The neutrino energy is
given by
Eν =
√
m2νc
4 + p2νc
2 [6], (1.43)
with the rest mass of the neutrino mν and its momentum pν. Since neutrinos have a non-
vanishing rest mass, they always carry some of the released energy, so that the maximum
observed electron energy of this decay is given by
Emaxe = E0 − Eν(pν = 0) [6]. (1.44)
The differential electron spectrum of the β-decay can be expressed by Fermi’s Golden Rule
[29] and is given by
dN
dEe
=
GF
2π3
cos2 ΘC |M |2 ·F (E,Z) ·
· pe · (Ee +mec2) · (E0 − Ee) ·
√
(E0 − Ee)2 − c4
∑
i
|Uei|2m2νi ,
(1.45)
where GF is the Fermi constant, ΘC the Cabbibo angle, M the nuclear transition matrix
and F (E,Z) the Fermi function [121]. The right side of figure 1.7 shows the spectral
shape with the focus on the endpoint region and the influence of the neutrino mass on the
spectrum.
The expression
m2ν̄e =
∑
i
|Uei|2m2νi (1.46)
describes the effective electron antineutrino mass and is the incoherent sum of the three
neutrino mass eigenstates. In contrast to the 0νββ no cancellations can occur due to CP-
violating phases and the Majorana or Dirac nature of the neutrino is not of importance.
[6] All effects that modify the shape of the spectrum, for example the final states of the
daughter nucleus have to be taken into account in β-spectroscopy. Therefore, A very high
energy resolution is required to reach the sub-eV sensitivity on m2ν̄e . [121]
The tritium β-decay
3
1H→32 He+ + e− + ν̄e (1.47)
has several advantages over other β-decays. The most important advantages are the energy
independent transisiton matrix element, the relatively simple atomic-shell structure and
the short half-life of T1/2 ≈ 12.3 a. [10] The current limit on m2ν̄e was recently published
by the KATRIN collaboration in [9] and is
m2ν̄e < 1.1 eV(90 % C.L.). (1.48)
In the next chapter the KATRIN experiment is introduced. With its high-luminosity
source and a precise MAC-E filter it has the potential to push the limit of the neutrino
mass by another factor of five, to finally reach the sub-eV scale for the absolute electron
neutrino mass [10].
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Figure 1.7: Left: The spectra of both electrons emitted in a double β-decay with and without
neutrino emission. While the 2νββ generates a continuous spectrum from 0 to E0, the 0νββ
appears as a monoenergetic peak at the endpoint. The size of the neutrinoless double β-decay
spectrum is figured exaggerated. Right: The electron spectrum from a single β-decay. The
neutrino mass is visible close to the endpoint by a shift towards lower energies.
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CHAPTER 2
The KATRIN Experiment
The objective of the Karlsruher Tritium Neutrino (KATRIN) experiment is to determine
the effective mass of the electron antineutrino in a direct and model-independent measure-
ment. This is achieved by measuring the β-decay spectrum of tritium close to the kinematic
endpoint via high-precision spectroscopy. With an aimed sensitivity of mν̄e < 200 meV (at
90% C.L.) and a 5σ discovery potential of mν̄e = 350 meV KATRIN intends to improve
the laboratory limits of previous experiments by one order of magnitude. [10]
This chapter gives a short introduction to the measurement principle in section 2.1 fol-
lowed by the experimental setup and the main components in section 2.2. Section 2.3 gives
a brief overview of the analysis technique and the aimed sensitivity of KATRIN on the
neutrino mass.
2.1 The Measurement Principle
As introduced in paragraph 1.5.3 the effective electron antineutrino mass squared
m2ν̄e =
3∑
i=1
|Uei|2m2νi (2.1)
can be determined by analyzing the shape of the tritium β-decay in close vicinity to the
kinematic endpoint.
Compared to the two predecessor experiments in Troitsk [8] and Mainz [7], the KATRIN
experiment aims to improve the current sensitivity on the neutrino mass of mν̄e < 2 eV (at
90% C.L.) by a factor of 10 and probe the sub-eV range. In order to achieve this ambitious
goal, the energy of the emitted electrons needs to be determined with a resolution of
∆E < 1 eV. This is achieved by a spectroscopic measurement method called Magnetic
Adiabatic Collimation with an Electrostatic filter (MAC-E filter). This principle was first
tested in 1980 in [122] and later used in many experiments (for example in [8, 7, 123]).
[10] Its concept will be explained in the following.
MAC-E Filter Setup
The principle of a MAC-E filter in the context of the KATRIN and its predecessor experi-
ments has been descried in multiple works. Good examples can be found in [124, 125, 126]
or the KATRIN design report [10].
In a MAC-E filter, electrons are guided magnetically from their point of generation to their
point of detection. The energy is determined in the center of a spectroscope. By applying
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a negative electrostatic potential qUret
1 parallel to the guiding magnetic field lines, only
electrons with sufficient energy are able to overcome the potential (high pass filter). [124]
Caused by the Lorentz force, the electrons move in cyclotron trajectories. The total kinetic
energy of the electrons Etot splits up in a transversal and a longitudinal component
Etot = E⊥ + E‖ . (2.2)
The angular between both components is θ. [124]
However, only the longitudinal energy E‖ can be analyzed by the electrostatic potential.
Consequently, the transversal energy E⊥ needs to be transformed to longitudinal energy
E‖ before the signal electrons reach the analyzing plane
2. This is achieved by a process
called Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation (MAC):
The polar angle of the electron is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field, θ ∼ B.
By reducing the magnetic field the polar angle and correspondingly the transversal energy
E⊥ decreases and transforms into longitudinal energy E‖. To assure an adiabatic transi-
tion, the magnetic field gradient needs to be small within one cyclotron length. Details on
adiabatic electron propagation in MAC-E filters can be found in section 4.2. [124]
A MAC-E filter has two characteristic parameters: the maximum acceptance angle θmax
and the energy resolution ∆E which are introduced and determined for the KATRIN
MAC-E filter in the following.
Maximum Acceptance Angle θmax
If an electron experiences an increasing magnetic field, the polar angle gets steeper until
a maximum angle of θ = 90◦ is reached and the electron gets magnetically reflected. The
ratio of the starting and the maximum magnetic field at a MAC-E filter (pinch magnet)
defines a maximum polar angle θmax under which β-electrons can start in the source with-
out being magnetically reflected. The maximum acceptance angle can be calculated as
follows:
If the transition is fully adiabatic, the orbital magnetic moment is conserved in first order
µ =
E⊥
B
= const , (2.3)
which leads to
Es,⊥
Bs
=
Epch,⊥
Bpch
, (2.4)
with the starting transversal energy Es,⊥ and magnetic field Bs as well as the transversal
energy Epch,⊥ at the pinch magnet Bpch. [126]
Replacing the transversal energy by its decomposition of the total energy
Es,tot · sin2 θs
Bs
=
Epch,tot · sin2 θpch
Bpch
(2.5)
and assuming that the electron gets reflected at the pinch magnet (sin2 θpch = 1), the
maximum acceptance angle can be derived
θmax = sin
−1
√
Bs
Bpch
. [124] (2.6)
1If not explicitly stated different, the retarding voltage Uret as well as the retarding potential qUret are
expressed as their positive absolute value through out the entire thesis (|Uret| = Uret, q|Uret| = qUret).
2The analyzing plane is usually situated in the center of the spectrometer and is the point where the
magnetic field reaches its minimum and the retarding potential its maximum. The ratio of both values
defines the energy resolution (see equation (2.8)). [124] In order to reduce the spectrometer background
approaches to shift the analysis plane are currently investigated [127].
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Electrons with a larger polar angle than θmax are magnetically reflected at the pinch
magnet.
For the KATRIN design values of Bs = 3.6 T and Bpch = 6.0 T [128] the maximum
acceptance angle is θmax ≈ 51◦.
Energy Resolution ∆E
Since the magnetic field at the analyzing plane is non-zero, some of the electron’s en-
ergy remains in the transversal component Emina,⊥ , which leads to the energy resolution of
the MAC-E filter
∆E = Emina,⊥ . [124] (2.7)
The minimum transversal kinetic energy at the analyzing plane corresponds to a maximum
transversal kinetic energy at the pinch magnet which is the kinematic endpoint of the
tritium β-decay E0 = 18.575 keV. Following equation (2.4), the energy resolution of the
KATRIN main spectrometer is given by
∆E = E0
Ba
Bpch
≈ 0.93 eV , [124] (2.8)
with the nominal magnetic field at the analyzing plane Ba = 3 · 10−4 T and the maximum
magnetic field that is reached at the pinch magnet Bpch = 6.0 T [128]. Throughout the
entire process, the magnetic flux is conserved
Φ =
∫
A
~B · d ~A = const . [124] (2.9)
With the design value of the magnetic flux Φ = 191 Tcm2, the fluxtube reaches a maximum
radius of rmax = 4.5 m in the small field of the analyzing plane of Ba = 3 · 10−4 T explaining
the dimensions of the KATRIN main spectrometer [10].
2.2 The Experimental Setup
On October 14th, 2016 the first electrons generated at the KATRIN rear wall were suc-
cessfully transported through the 70 m long beamline to the detector [129, 130]. This
milestone was followed by the First Tritium (FT) measurement campaign in May 2018
[131] and the official inauguration on June 11th, 2018. These were the final steps of more
than a decade long construction work of KATRIN, which mainly took place at the exper-
imental site at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT).
The experimental setup can be divided in four sections: the source, transport, spectrom-
eter and detector section. All experimental components and their working principles are
described in the following sections 2.2.1-2.2.4. A graphical overview of the experiment can
be seen in figure 2.1.
2.2.1 Tritium Source
KATRIN uses the tritium β-decay to determine the neutrino mass. Tritium has several
advantages over other β-emitters. The superallowed transition 3H → 3He has a short
half-life of only T1/2 = 12.3 yr which assures a high rate of decays for a small amount of
source material [132]. With a low nuclear charge of Z = 1, the theoretical description of
the decay is rather easily, which reduces the systematic uncertainties [133, 134, 135].
In order to make use of all the benefits, the KATRIN source needs to meet several re-
quirements concerning temperature and stability. The source is designed for a working
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the 70 m long experimental setup of KATRIN. The rear section (1)
monitors the decay activity and defines a homogeneous potential of the source (2), where the
tritium β-decays takes place. The electrons are guided magnetically through the transport
section (3) consisting of a differential and cryogenic pumping unit that removes tritium gas
and helium ions. The spectrometer section consists of two components, the pre-spectrometer
(4) and the main spectrometer (5) which work as high-pass filters (MAC-E principle). At
the focal plane detector (6) the signal electrons that overcome the spectrometer potential are
counted. [124] The figure was provided by the engineering department of the IKP at KIT and
is adapted from [9].
temperature at 30 K with a stability of 0.1 % reached with a two-phase neon cooling sys-
tem [136, 11]. A low temperature is favored, in order to minimize the uncertainty caused
by the Doppler effect of the moving tritium molecules [11].
Figure 2.2 shows a conceptual overview of the KATRIN tritium loop. The nominal col-
umn density of ρd = 5 · 1017 molecules/cm2 needs to be stable on the permille level which
is achieved first of all by a low and constant inlet pressure of 3 · 10−3 mbar provided by a
pressure controlled buffer vessel [137, 138]. Most of the gas (> 99 %) is pumped out at the
WGTS by turbo molecular pumps [139]. To ensure that no impurities arising for example
from the turbo molecular pumps reach the WGTS, it is purified by a palladium-silver
membrane which is only permeable to hydrogen isotopes [140]. The gas composition is
determined via Laser Raman spectroscopy (LARA) [141]. The gas amount which is mainly
lost in the transport section is fed back by the mix buffer vessel into vessel B. The impured
gas that is separated at the permeator is sent back to the infrastructure of the Tritium
Laboratory Karlsruhe, where the tritium is extracted. The same holds for the pumped
out gas from the transport section. [131]
The β-electrons are guided magnetically from the source to the transport section. The
required field of up to 3.6 T is provided by three super conducting magnets and a solenoid
surrounding the source. Four additional solenoids, two at the back end and two at the
front end of the source provide the rear section magnetic field (nominal 3.6 T) as well as
the transition field to the transport section with values up to 5.6 T. [128]
The WGTS cryostat has a length of 16 m and a total weight of 26 t [124]. The center
piece of the WGTS is the central source tube with a total length of 10 m and a diameter of
90 mm. It is the component where the tritium is injected and the decay of the molecules
takes place. [11]
On the back end of the WGTS is the rear section. It consists of the gold-plated rear-
wall disc that provides an uniform work function and a constant source potential [142].
The rear section is equipped with a monitoring system that determines the stability of the
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Figure 2.2: A schematic overview of the KATRIN tritium loop as described in the text.
The gas is injected to the source by the pressure controlled buffer vessel (PCB). The return
gas is purified by a palladium-silver permeator (Perm) and combined with the pre-defined
hydrogen gas mixture (Mix). During the entire process, the gas composition is monitored via
Laser Raman spectroscopy (LARA). All impure gas is redirected to the facility of the Tritium
Laboratory Karlsruhe where it is purified and stored. [131] The figure is adapted from [131].
source activity by measuring the X-ray spectrum generated by source electrons scattering
at the gold plate via β-induced X-ray spectroscopy (BIXS) [143, 144]. Another task of
the rear section is the angular selective electron gun (e-gun) that provides mono-energetic
electrons both for commissioning (for example the energy loss function) and monitoring
(for example the column density) measurements [145].
2.2.2 Transport Section
The main tasks of the transport section are to adiabatically guide the electrons from the
source to the spectrometers and to reduce the neutral tritium gas flow by at least 14
orders of magnitude on that way, in order to avoid tritium-induced background in the
spectrometers. This large suppression is achieved by the combination of a differential
(DPS) and cryogenic pumping section (CPS). Furthermore, another device to monitor the
source activity is situated at the end of the CPS, the forward beam monitor (FBM). [10]
For detailed descriptions of all components the reader is referred to [146, 147].
Differential Pumping Section
While the DPS1-F at the end of the source section already reduces the tritium flow by
two orders of magnitude, the main differential pumping is performed at the DPS [148].
It consists of five superconducting solenoids surrounding the beam tubes that are each
tilted by 20◦. Signal electrons are guided by the up to 5.6 T strong magnetic field through
the chicanes, while the heavier neutral tritium molecules scatter with the walls and are
pumped out by six TMPs. The DPS reduces the tritium flux by five orders of magnitude
[149]. [10]
Positive helium ions that are generated in the β-decay in the source are unaffected by the
differential pumping and have the potential to contribute to the background if they reach
the spectrometer section [150]. These ions are removed by three dipole electrodes that
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cause an ~E× ~B-drift towards the DPS walls. Since electrons are 104 times lighter, they are
not affected by the electrodes. For additional ion safety reasons, a ring-shaped blocking
electrode with a positive potential of up to +100 V forms the downstream end of the DPS.
[151] Details on ion removal can also be found in [152].
Cryogenic Pumping Section
The adjoining CPS reduces the tritium flow by more than seven orders of magnitude
[153]. Tritium molecules are adsorbed by an argon frost layer via cryo-sorption. In order
to increase the desorption time of the adsorbed neutral tritium, the CPS inner surface
is operated at 3 K. Similar to the DPS, the four beam tube elements of the CPS are
aligned in 15◦ tildes. β-Electrons are guided by the magnetic field of superconducting
solenoids while the neutral tritium molecules stick to the argon frost. When the argon
surface layer is saturated it needs to be replaced and regenerated by removing the triti-
ated molecules by heating it up. At continuous operation mode, the regeneration needs to
be done approximately every 60 days. [154]
Forward Beam Monitor
Another monitoring device is located at the end of the KATRIN transport section. The
forward beam monitor (FBM) measures the source activity via a PIN diode3 detector
[155, 156, 157]. It is positioned at the outer part of the magnetic fluxtube, which allows
to operated it simultaneously during regular measurements without blocking the fluxtube
visible by the KATRIN focal plane detector. The FBM is located on a two meter long
manipulator that moves it to any position in the fluxtube with a accuracy of 0.1 mm. [158]
After an integrated measurement time of 60 s it is able to monitor the β-electron flux with
a precision of 0.1% [157].
2.2.3 Spectrometer Section
The spectrometer section consists of two electrostatic filters: the pre- and the main spec-
trometer. While the pre-spectrometer works as a first filter for electrons with energies up
to 18.3 keV (nominal setting) the energy determination of electrons close to the kinematic
endpoint region is performed in the main spectrometer. [10]
As described in section 2.1, the high resolution of ∆E = 0.93 eV at 18.6 keV of the KA-
TRIN MAC-E filter requires a magnetic field in the analyzing plane of a few mT. In order
to fine shape this small field and to compensate the earth magnetic field, the main spec-
trometer is surrounded by an air coil system [159].
In the following, all three components of the spectrometer section are introduced, followed
by a description of another spectrometer that is used to monitor the retarding voltage
setpoint and stability.
Pre-Spectrometer
The pre-spectrometer has a length of 3.4 m and a maximum diameter of 1.7 m. It can
be operated as a high-pass energy filter with a nominal potential barrier of Uret = 18.3 kV.
To avoid ionization in the sensitive area of the main spectrometer, the pre-spectrometer
works as a pre-filter and reduces the overall electron flux by up to seven orders of magni-
tude. [10] Studies showed that if it is operated at too high potential a Penning trap can
3The PIN (positive intrinsic negative) diode has recently been replace by a seven pixel silicon drift detector
(a prototype of the TRISTAN detector [17]).
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be formed between the electric potentials of the pre- and the main spectrometer storing
electrons that are generated between both potentials [160]. The electrons accumulated
in this trap can lead to sudden discharges that increase the background and endanger
the detector system [160]. By assuring an ultra-high vacuum and lowering the retarding
potential of the pre-filter by a few keV, the trap can be reduced and its contribution to
the background is neglectable [161]. As a supplement, a penning wiper system is installed
[162].
Electrons are guided by the two pre-spectrometer magnets, generating a maximum mag-
netic field of 4.5 T [128]. At the center of the spectrometer the field drops to a minimal
value of 2 · 10−2 T which corresponds to an energy resolution of ∆E ≈ 70 eV following
equation (2.7) [10].
Main Spectrometer
The magnetic flux conservation in combination with the precise energy resolution of the
KATRIN main spectrometer, result in the large dimensions of this most prominent com-
ponent of the KATRIN experiment. With a total length of 23.3 m and a diameter of 10 m
the main spectrometer pushes the MAC-E filter technique to the limit of feasibility. [10]
The main contribution to the magnetic field is generated by the second magnet of the
pre-spectrometer (4.5 T) and the strongest magnet of the KATRIN setup located at the
exit of the main spectrometer - the pinch magnet (6 T) [128].
Because of its large volume and functionality, the main spectrometer has the highest vul-
nerability to background causing processes of the entire beamline. To avoid and reduce
background generation it is equipped with several tools. A two layer electrode system with
more than 24 000 wires serve as a shield for muon-induced background, generated at the
walls of the vessel. By operating the wires at a nominal offset of Uoffset = −200 V, the
electrons that are generated at the spectrometer walls by muon ionization are reflected
back to their point of generation. [163, 164, 165, 166]
In order to reduce the background caused by ionization of residual gas inside the spectrom-
eter volume, the main spectrometer is operated at an ultra high vacuum below 10−10 mbar
[167]. This is achieved by six cascade TMPs and three getter pumps performing at a
combined pumping speed of 106 `/s and regular bake-out phases [167].
Air Coil System
As described in section 2.1, the MAC-E filter requires a magnetic field of only 3 · 10−4 T
at the center of the main spectrometer. The fine-shaping of this field is realized by an air
coil system (Low-Field Coil System, LFCS) consisting of 14 coils surrounding the main
spectrometer. With values of approximately 10−6 T the Earth’s magnetic field contributes
significantly to the fine-shaping of the small field as well. 16 vertical and 10 horizontal
cosine coils form the Earth Magnetic Compensation System (EMCS). [159]
The LFCS system has recently been upgraded. Details on the upgrade can be found in
section 7.2.
Monitor Spectrometer
The retarding potential of the main spectrometer is applied by a high-precision voltage
divider [168]. To monitor the stability, a third spectrometer is directly connected to the
main spectrometer high voltage [169]. It is also used in a MAC-E filter setup. The former
spectrometer of the Mainz neutrino mass experiment scans the mono-energetic spectrum
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of 83Kr with a precision on the ppm level and is therefore sensitive to subtle drifts of the
main spectrometer potential. [10] For details the reader is referred to [170, 171, 172].
2.2.4 Focal Plane Detector
Electrons that pass the main spectrometer potential are focused via re-acceleration and
detected by the focal plane detector (FPD). The detector wafer with a radius of 4.5 cm
consists of a monolithic PIN diode and is segmented in 148 pixels, all of equal surface area.
The detector waver is surrounded by the detector magnet, which is usually operated at
a field strength of 3.6 T [128]. The segmentation allows for an event-wise exact field line
reconstruction by the detector. [173]
A custom-designed read-out system connects the detector with the data acquisition system
of KATRIN. In order to reduce the noise level, the preamplifiers are directly mounted
inside an ultra-high vacuum system. To shield the detector from γ background it is sur-
rounded by 3 cm thick cylindrical lead shells. Incoming muons are tagged by a veto system.
[174]
In KATRIN, the energy resolution is determined by the main spectrometer configuration
and the FPD only counts electrons. However, the detector has a designed energy resolu-
tion of ∆E ∼ 1.6 keV which is necessary for detector noise and pile-up discrimination in
the analysis [175].
Before the electrons hit the detector surface, they are accelerated by the UPAE = +10 keV
post-acceleration electrode (PAE). The increased incident energy helps to discriminate the
signal from detector background at lower energies, caused by intrinsic γ-background. [174]
By accelerating the electrons, the longitudinal energy increases which respectively declines
the impact angle and the uncertainty caused by electrons scattering back on the detector
surface [173] (for a detailed discussion of electron backscattering at the detector see section
5.6.1).
The detector section is equipped with two calibration sources providing γ-radiation and
photoelectrons [174].
2.3 Sensitivity on the Neutrino Mass
In order to determine the neutrino mass from the measured data, the measurement needs
to be compared to a predicted tritium β-decay spectrum. Systematic effects influence the
shape of the spectrum and need to be modeled in a response function. In the following,
R(E, qUret) is a general expression to connect the theoretical spectrum with the predicted
spectrum that is compared with the observed data. [10] Details on response function mod-
eling can be found for example in section 5.3.
The upcoming derivation follows mainly [124] section 2.3 which apparently has been
adapted from [10] section 11.6.
The KATRIN experiment measures the integrated tritium β-decay spectrum by mea-
suring the signal electron count rates Ns at the detector for different retarding potentials
qUret
Ns(qUret, E0,m
2
ν̄e) = NT · tqUret
E0∫
qUret
dN
dE
(E0,m
2
ν̄e) ·R(E, qUret)dE , (2.10)
with NT the number of tritium molecules in the source, tqUret the measurement time spent
at each retarding potential, and dNdE (E0,m
2
ν̄e) the differential tritium β-decay spectrum
[124].
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In order to get the predicted count rate at the detector, a constant, energy-independent
and Poisson distributed4 background is added
Npred(Rs, Rbkg, qUret, E0,m
2
ν̄e) = Rs ·Ns(qUret, E0,m
2
ν̄e) +Rbkg ·Nbkg , (2.11)
with the amplitudes of the signal and background rates Rs and Rbkg [124].
This predicted spectrum is now fit to a measured spectrum Nmeas(qUret,i) by minimizing
the χ2 function
χ2(Rs, Rbkg, E0,m
2
ν̄e) =
∑
i
(
Nmeas(qUret,i)−Npred(Rs, Rbkg, qUreti, E0,m2ν̄e)√
Ns +Nbkg
)2
.
(2.12)
The signal and background related amplitudes Rs and Rbkg as well as the endpoint energy
E0 and the effective neutrino mass squared m
2
ν̄e are free fit parameters and are result of
the minimization process. [124]
With the design parameters of KATRIN and a cumulated measurement time of 3 years,
a statistical uncertainty of
σstat = 0.018 eV
2 (2.13)
is reached [124].
Due to the complex setup and the challenging measurement technique there are a number
of systematic uncertainties that have to be taken into account for a proposition of an
experimental sensitivity. The KATRIN design report [10] lists most of them and derives
a systematic uncertainty budget of
σsys = 0.017 eV
2 . (2.14)
Adding both uncertainties leads to the total uncertainty of
σtot =
√
σ2stat + σ
2
sys = 0.025 eV
2 [124]. (2.15)
Taking into account this budget, KATRIN has a 5σ discovery potential for a neutrino
mass of mν̄e = 350 meV or an upper limit on the mass of mν̄e < 200 meV at a 90%
confidence level [10].
4As recent studies imply, there is a significant non-Poissonian contribution to the background [176] as
well as a slight dependence on the retarding potential [177]. Both effect are considered in the analysis
but for the sake of simplicity are not included here.
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CHAPTER 3
Sterile Neutrinos on the keV Mass Scale
Right-handed neutrinos are a minimal and well-motivated extension of the Standard Model
of Particle Physics (SM) in order to introduce masses for active neutrinos. They are not
charged under any SM gauge symmetry therefore they only interact gravitationally. This
property could make sterile neutrinos a pivotal particle in cosmology, concerning the un-
known nature of Dark Matter. As shown in section 1.4.3, the mass scale of sterile neutrinos
is arbitrary. [13] This thesis focuses on the search for sterile neutrinos on the keV-scale
which would be observable in the tritium β-decay measured by the KATRIN experiment.
KATRIN is equipped with one of the strongest tritium sources for scientific use [10]. This
feature, among others, makes the KATRIN experiment also expandable for investigations
of other physical parameters and phenomena beside the effective electron antineutrino
mass mν̄e . Several studies have shown that KATRIN has the potential to reach high-
statistical sensitivity to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos [178, 16, 12].
This chapter presents a general motivation for keV-scale sterile neutrinos from a particle
physics (section 3.1.1) and cosmological (section 3.1.2) point of view. The constraints
on the sterile neutrino parameter space linked to cosmological (section 3.2) or labora-
tory observations (section 3.3) are discussed. Section 3.4 focuses on the laboratory search
for keV-scale sterile neutrinos via β-decay experiments, in particular the KATRIN ex-
periment. Two different measurement programs are discussed, one that requires major
hardware modifications and another that uses KATRIN with only minor adjustments.
3.1 Motivation for keV-scale Sterile Neutrinos
The SM is a extensively tested theory for describing the particle content of our Universe
and the underlying fundamental interactions (with the exception of gravity). Among oth-
ers, it has two major ambiguities: the non-zero mass of the neutrinos and the absence of
a Dark Matter candidate. [34] One possible extension that has the potential to solve both
problems is called the Neutrino Minimal Standard Model (νMSM). It was first formulated
in 2005 by Mikhail Shaposhnikov and Takehiko Asaka [179]. The νMSM introduces three
right-handed neutrinos to the SM: Two heavy sterile neutrinos on the electroweak scale
(∼GeV) and one keV-scale sterile neutrino. The introduction of the νMSM is mainly built
on two arguments:
1. The masses of the two heavy sterile neutrinos are chosen in a way to coincide with
the observed mass splittings of the active SM neutrinos via a minimal-type-I seesaw
mechanism and to explain baryon asymmetry (see section 1.4.2).
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2. The keV-scale sterile neutrino acts as a candidate for Warm Dark Matter (WDM).
[179]
The following subsections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 discuss these two arguments in detail and un-
derline the importance of a model-independent laboratory experiment to search for sterile
neutrinos on the keV mass scale. A detailed introduction of the νMSM can be found in
[179].
3.1.1 From Particle Physics
The discovery and study of neutrino oscillations requires the SM neutrinos to have a
non-vanishing mass (see section 1.3) [34]. The most consistent way to introduce neutrino
masses to the SM is the seesaw mechanism type-I (section 1.4.2) which explains the mass
generation without unnatural small Yukawa couplings (derived in equation (1.31)) [13].
All of the seesaw models require right-handed neutrinos which do not participate within
the SM interactions, however, do mix with the active neutrinos [84].
The νMSM includes three sterile neutrinos so that the number of right-handed neutrinos
is equal to the number of fermionic generations [179]. A graphical overview of the νMSM
is displayed in figure 3.1. In the νMSM, the SM Lagrangian is extended by
δL = iν̄R∂/νR − ¯̀LFνRΦ̃− Φ̃†ν̄RF †`L −
1
2
(
ν̄CRMMνR + ν̄RM
†
Mν
C
R
)
, (3.1)
with the newly introduced right-handed neutrino νR, the left-handed SM lepton doublet
`L = (νL, eL)
ᵀ, the Higgs doublet Φ (with Φ̃ = iσ2 ·Φ∗), and the Yukawa interaction matrix
F . [13]
The formulation of νR as a singlet allows the Majorana mass term with MM. Beside the
three additional Majorana masses, the model adds three Yukawa couplings, six mixing
angles, and CP-violating phases respectively. By choosing the three Majorana masses to
be
M1 ∼ O(keV) , (3.2)
M2,3 > 1 GeV ,
the active neutrino masses can be fixed to
m1 ∼ O(10−5eV) ,
m2 =
(
9.05+0.2−0.1
)
· 10−3 eV , (3.3)
m3 =
(
4.8+0.6−0.5
)
· 10−2 eV ,
assuming the normal mass hierarchy. This does not only provide a keV-scale sterile neu-
trino with a lifetime long enough to serve as a Dark Matter particle (due to a small Yukawa
coupling) but explains baryon asymmetry of the Universe and is consistent with neutrino
oscillation experiments1. [14, 179]
3.1.2 From Cosmology
The ΛCDM model parameterises the Big Bang cosmological model, assuming an expanding
Universe (with Λ being the cosmological constant) caused by Dark Energy [46]. It includes
non-relativistic Cold Dark Matter (CDM) with small free-streaming lengths [46]. Due to
1The νMSM can also be used to explain the origin of the baryon asymmetry, which is another fun-
damental open question in cosmology and particle physics. The GeV-scale sterile neutrinos decay
out-of-equilibrium (third Sakharov condition) and generate a sizable lepton asymmetry. [179] During
the early phase of the Universe, shortly after the electroweak symmetry breaking, the lepton asymmetry
can be converted into a baryon asymmetry via sphaleron transition [105].
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Figure 3.1: The νMSM extends the leptonic sector of the SM by three right-handed sterile
neutrinos. The sterile neutrinos have almost the same quantum mechanical properties as their
active partners. However, due to the zero isospin, they do not interact weakly. The figure is
adapted from [47] figure 2.6. with values from [9] and [48].
its consistency with observations (for example the Cosmic Microwave Background [33])
and the simple formulation with only six free parameters, it is frequently referred to as the
Standard Model of Cosmology for example in [13, 108]. Physics beyond the SM provide
CDM candidates, the most prominent is the lightest supersymmetric particle [180].
While the ΛCDM model accounts for a number of observations on the large scale structure
of the Universe, from a few Gpc (scale of CMB) down to a few Mpc (galaxy clusters), it
fails to explain small-scale structures in the sub-Mpc range. In recent years, an alternative
Dark Matters candidate was proposed, helping to solve the small-scale ΛCDM tensions:
A so-called Warm Dark Matter (WDM) particle would be ultra-relativistic at the time of
decoupling with typical free-streaming lengths of λfs < 0.1 Mpc. On a large scale, WDM
models produce very similar structures and are indistinguishable from CDM, however,
on a small scale, the WDM properties improve the sub-Mpc structure formation to favor
observations. Sterile neutrinos in the keV-mass range are plausible WDM candidates. [13]
A model such as the νMSM provides a sterile neutrino that would be in the correct mass
range and behave as WDM [179].
In the following paragraphs, the three main small-scale tensions of the ΛCDM model are
presented. Several solutions are discussed with the focus on keV-scale sterile neutrino
WDM. The ideas presented in this discussions are mainly based on [13] pages 48-59 where
further information and references can be found.
Missing Dwarf Galaxies Problem
The missing dwarf galaxy problem, which is also called missing satellite problem, arises
from ΛCDM N-body simulations (excluding baryons and DM self-interactions) [181]. Due
to the small free-streaming lengths of λfs < 0.1 pc, CDM starts to cluster on small scales
in a bottom-up scenario [46]. For scales larger than galaxy clusters (> 1 Mpc) the ΛCDM
simulations fit the observations, however, the simulated number of dwarf galaxies is one
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order of magnitude higher than observed [181]. While there are 59 confirmed dwarf galax-
ies2 that are gravitational bound to the Milky Way, simulations predict up to 500 satellite
galaxies [192]. [13]
There are two well studied approaches to solve the problem, which in turn cause further
issues themselves. The first one predicts a large number of small but low-luminosity DM
halos that have not attracted enough baryonic matter to create a visible dwarf galaxy
[181]. With masses of M . 5 · 109M those invisible DM halos are in the mass range of
dwarf galaxies and could explain the non-observable abundance of satellite galaxies in the
ΛCDM model. The discovery of eight ultra-faint satellite galaxies in 2007 by the Keck-
observatory supports this hypothesis [193]. However, these small-scale DM halos would
require cusp-like density profiles (steeply increasing density for small radii), which contra-
dict observations (see next paragraph cusp-core problem) [194]. [13]
Baryonic feedback is another possibility to explain the missing dwarf galaxies [195]. Differ-
ent baryon-involved cosmological processes can alter the gravitational potential on small-
scale structure and cause an adiabatic contraction of DM halos [195]. Outflow processes
(for example supernovae) rip the baryon cluster apart. Both processes could cause a heat-
ing of the DM which results in a washout of the small structures. However, at higher
redshifts the densities of galaxies and respectively their escape velocity increase, which
make the feedback processes inefficient. [13]
The existence of WDM would naturally solve the missing dwarf galaxy problem. The free
streaming length scales with the mass of the DM particle and is directly linked to its
wash-out scale in the early Universe. [13]
Cusp-Core Problem
Besides a large number of dwarf galaxies, ΛCDM simulations predict inner density profiles
of DM halos with power-law shape ρ ∼ r−α with α ≈ 1 [196]. Those cusp-density profiles
are a result of non-baryonic, collissionless ΛCDM N-body simulations, first published by
J. Navarro, C. Frenk and S. White (so called NFW-Profiles) [196], and are consistent with
recent, higher resolution simulations, for example as shown in reference [197]. [13]
There have been many efforts of measuring the DM profiles: Typical research objects are
dwarf galaxies due to their abundance of neutral hydrogen, since the gas profiles provide
direct information on the DM distribution. However, studies from 2011 using data of
THINGS3 observe core-like inner density profiles with α = 0.29± 0.07 [194]. The core-like
profiles are also confirmed by studies of dwarf spheroidal (dSph) [198] and low surface
brightness galaxies (LSB) [199, 200, 201]. Baryonic feedback, including star formation and
supernova-driven outflows, is one way to explain the washing out of cusp inner density
profiles resulting in core-like distributions that fit the measurements. However, the large
radii and simultaneous low baryonic matter density of LSB galaxies are naturally resistant
to any feedback mechanism, as star formation is inefficient with low gas densities. Addi-
tionally, supernova wind outflows in low densities cannot provide the baryonic feedback
effect as required to redistribute the DM profile significantly. Even if baryonic feedback
is able to explain the core-like profiles of dwarf galaxies, no sufficient approach to explain
the erase of cusps in LSB galaxies have been found yet [202]. [13]
Sterile neutrino WDM on the keV-scale would automatically provide core-like profiles due
to a finite phase space density that does not allow for an accumulation of the DM particles
in a small volume over time [13, 203] (see also section 3.2).
2The references for the dwarf galaxy observations are [182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191].
3The HI Nearby Galaxy Survey, a measurement performed at the very large array of the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory in New Mexico, U.S. [194].
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Too-Big-To-Fail Problem
The too-big-to-fail (TBTF) problem is a combination of the missing dwarf galaxy and
the cusp-core problem. It describes the problem that the amount of satellite galaxies can-
not be conciliated with their inner kinematics. In order to describe the observed numbers
of satellite galaxies, they need to be hosted in very large DM halos, which would show
different kinematics as measured. Observations of the kinematics of Milky Way (MW)
satellite populations lead to the first observation of the TBTF problem [204, 205]. Later,
other galaxies such as M31 Andromeda [206] confirmed the problem. Studies based on
SDSS4 data showed that the Milky Way satellite populations are representative of galax-
ies of this size, suggesting that the TBTF problem is likely to be observed in many other
MW-like galaxies [207]. [13]
One approach to solve the TBTF problem is a mechanism called tidal stripping, which
is closely related to the baryonic feedback explained above [208]. This mechanism uses
hydrodynamic simulations and combines stellar feedback with tidal effects caused, for ex-
ample, by supernova shock waves, to strip apart the cusp density profiles and small DM
halos. However, these processes only show agreement with satellite dwarf galaxies and not
with isolated ones [209, 210, 211]. [13]
Similar to the missing galaxy and cusp-core problem, WDM has been regarded as a promis-
ing solution to the TBTF problem. A typical WDM power spectrum suppresses the for-
mation of small-scale structures while simultaneously providing the correct kinematics.
[13]
3.2 Cosmological constraints on the Sterile Neutrino Param-
eters mνs and sin
2 θ
Cosmological observations provide bounds on the sterile neutrino parameter space. Most of
them are model-dependent and depend, for example, on the production mechanism5. The
following paragraphs list the most important constraints, that either limit only the sterile
neutrino mass (phase space density and Lyman-α forest observations) or both parameters
(x-ray observations).
An overview of the cosmological limits are displayed in figure 3.2. The ideas presented in
the discussions are mainly based on [13] pages 39-42 and 64-80 where further information
and references can be found.
Maximal Phase Space Density of Fermions
If Dark Matter would be made of sterile neutrinos, two general constraints on the sterile
neutrino parameters appear: 1. the mean lifetime of the particle must be greater than
the age of the Universe and 2. the particle temperature and compactness must be small
enough to allow an accumulation on the galactic scale of sub-Mpc [13]. The letter argu-
ment leads to a constraint on the sterile neutrino mass. It is valid for all possible fermionic
Dark Matter. The derivation is taken from [13] equation (4.1) et. seq.
4Sloan Digital Sky Survey, a large dimensioned spectroscopic redshift survey [207].
5A distinction is mainly made between two production mechanisms: 1. The sterile neutrinos are generated
in the early Universe analogous to the active SM neutrinos. This scenario requires an early decoupling
and subsequent dilution to match the present DM density; 2. No sterile neutrinos exist in the early
Universe and they have to be generated thermally by mixing with the active SM neutrinos [13]. The
second scenario requires the seesaw mechanism as it is used in the νMSM and therefore is the favored
scenario in the framework of keV-scale sterile neutrinos [179].
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In good approximation, the galactic velocity distribution of Dark Matter with mass mDM
can be described by a Maxwell distribution
FDM(~v) =
1(√
2πmDMσ(~x)
)3 · exp(− ~v22σ2(~x)
)
, (3.4)
with the position-dependent velocity dispersion σ(~x) and the velocity ~v. Since sterile
neutrinos are fermions the Pauli Principle forbids the maximum of the phase space density
FmaxDM (~v, ~x) =
ρ(~x)
mDM
FDM(~v = 0) , (3.5)
to be greater than the critical value
F critDM =
gDM
(2π)3
, (3.6)
where gDM is the number of intrinsic degrees of freedom, which equals 2 in the case of a
sterile neutrino, and ρ(~x) is the Dark Matter mass density. [13]
Deriving the equation
FmaxDM (~v) ≤ F critDM , (3.7)
the lower mass limit is
(2π)3/8
g
1/4
DM
(
ρ(~x)
σ(~x)
)1/4
≤ mDM . (3.8)
For sterile neutrino Dark Matter this limits the lower mass bound to mνs & 1 keV. [13]
Depending on the studied object, the value can vary between mνs & (0.41 − 2.79) keV
[212]. This limit is also known as the Tremaine-Gunn bound named after the mechanism
derived in [213].
Lyman-α Forest Observations
Another lower bound on the sterile neutrino Dark Matter mass arises from Lyman-α
forest observations. The Lyman-α forest is a series of absorption lines caused by Lyman-
α hydrogen transitions (n = 1 ←→ n = 2) [214]. The spectra from far away objects,
such as quasars, are absorbed and shifted by interactions with the intergalactic medium
at different redshifts, causing a typical spectrum with multiple Lyman-α absorption lines
[214, 215, 216]. Observations of the spectra and comparison to N-body simulations or
semi-analytical calculations lead to conclusions about the free streaming length of Dark
Matter particles λfs depending on the mass (and temperature) of the Dark Matter par-
ticle [13]. However, the resulting mass limit strongly depends on the composition of the
Dark Matter (mixing ratio of WDM and CDM particles for example) and the production
mechanism and leading to a lower mass limit of mνs & (0.75− 14) keV [217, 218].
Non-Observation of Sterile Neutrino Decays
An upper limit on the sterile neutrino mass and mixing can be obtained by a discussion
of its decays to active neutrinos. A keV-scale sterile neutrino can decay via Z-exchange
to three active neutrinos νs → να + νβ + ν̄β, where α and β are arbitrary lepton flavors.
This is possible since the leptonic weak neutral current is non-diagonal in mass eigenstates
if a sterile neutrino is added to the leptonic sector. The decay width is given by
Γνs→να+νβ+ν̄β =
1
4.7 · 1010 s
( mνs
50 keV
)5
sin2 θ . [13, 219, 220] (3.9)
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The maximum mixing angle is
sin2 θ < 1.1 · 10−7
(
50 keV
mνs
)5
, (3.10)
assuming that mean lifetime of the sterile neutrino is greater than the age of the Universe
[13].
A second decay channel is the one-loop mediated radiative decay νs → γ+να. This decay
would lead to a monochromatic x-ray line-spectrum which allows an observation. The
total decay width is
Γνs→γ+να =
1
8.3 · 1020 s
( mνs
50 keV
)5
sin2 θ , (3.11)
and shows a strong suppression compared to the decay width displayed in equation (3.9),
which makes a detection demanding even in Dark Matter dominated objects. [13, 221] The
non-observation of a contribution of the radiative decay to the diffuse x-ray background
sets a lower limit on the mixing parameter depending on the present sterile neutrino Dark
Matter density Ωs
sin2 θ < 6.5 · 10−5
(
50 keV
mνs
)5
Ω−1s [13] . (3.12)
The 3.5 keV X-Ray Line
Recent XMM-Newton measurements claimed to identify a Eγ ≈ 3.5 keV x-ray line from
stacked spectra of galaxy clusters [103], the Andromeda galaxy [104], and the Galactic
center region [222]. The signal, with a statistical significance of up to ∼ 4σ, hints at
a possible decay of a sterile neutrino with mνs ≈ 7.1 keV and a active-to-sterile mixing
amplitude of sin2 θ ≈ 7 · 10−11 [104]. However, other studies explain the observed signal
via different atomic plasma lines [223] or incomplete underlying background models [224].
Some exclude the line with a significance of > 5σ [225]. [13]
The 2016 launched x-ray observation satellite Htnomi (also known as ASTRO-H ) had
the potential to bring further progress to this topic [226]. Due to a technical problem,
the satellite lost contact to the ground station during the commissioning phase and was
probably destroyed by entering the Earth’s atmosphere three months after its launch [227].
3.3 Laboratory Search for keV-scale Sterile Neutrinos
There are several approaches to detect sterile neutrinos in model-independent labora-
tory experiments. Analogous to other Dark Matter direct searches (for example WIMP
searches), the relic sterile neutrino background could be measured directly via scattering
or capturing processes using existing Dark Matter experiments such as XENON [229].
[13]
Another way is to produce the particle directly in the laboratory and detect it indirectly
via decay kinematics [12]. The latter approach is historically more probed and is part of
recent experiments, for example via tritium β-decay (KATRIN [12]) or electron capturing
of holmium (EHCo [230]).
Both methods are presented in the following section.
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Figure 3.2: Limits on the active-to-sterile mixing sin2 θ and sterile neutrino mass mνs gained
by cosmological investigations. The non-observation of a sterile neutrino signal in Lyman-α
forest surveys of quasars as well as the maximum fermionic phase space density, leads to a
lower mass limit of mνs & 1 keV (green area). Another bound is given by the absence of a
sterile neutrino decay signal that would be visible as an x-ray line (orange area). The blue data
point marks a possible measurement of a 7.1 keV sterile neutrino, which was not confirmed by
other measurements (the data point and the uncertainties are taken from [104]). If the sterile
neutrino would be produced thermally by coherent scattering of active neutrinos at primeval
plasma, another limit on the mass and mixing can be introduced (gray line and area) [228].
The data was extracted from figure 19 in [13] where further references are stated.
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Direct Search for relic Sterile Neutrinos
A direct detection of relic sterile neutrinos in a laboratory experiment is possible via
elastic scattering
νs
sin2 θ−−−→ νa + e− → νa + e−, (3.13)
or inverse β-decay
νs
sin2 θ−−−→ νa + N(A,Z)→ N′(A,Z∓ 1) + e±, (3.14)
where a sterile neutrino mixes with the amplitude sin2 θ with an active neutrino that scat-
ters with an electron or is captured by a β-decaying nucleus. Elastic scattering could be
observed in the electron spectrum with a signal that corresponds to an electron with a
momentum pe ≈ mνs . The inverse β-decay would imprint as a monoenergetic peak in the
spectrum with a distance ∆Ee ≈ mνs above the endpoint E0. [13]
Both interactions are leading order processes, however, are strongly suppressed by the
active-to-sterile mixing amplitude [13].
If all of the local Dark Matter density of ρDM = 0.3 GeVcm
−3 correspond to sterile neu-
trinos, the expected signal rate for the elastic scattering on a 1 t xenon target would
be
ΓES ' 0.5 yr−1
(
sin2 θ
10−6
)( mνs
10 keV
)( M
103 kg
)
, (3.15)
and the capture rate of relic sterile neutrinos via inverse β-decay with tritium would be
Γβ−1 ' 0.3 yr−1
(
sin2 θ
10−6
)( mνs
10 keV
)−1( M
103 kg
)
, (3.16)
assuming 10 kg target material, which corresponds to the majority of the worldwide tritium
supply. Beside the small rates, both experiments would have to handle several experimental
challenges, for example a precise modeling of the background. [13]
Search for Sterile Neutrinos in Decay Kinematics
In 1980, years before finding evidence for neutrino oscillation and a non-vanishing neu-
trino mass, R. Shrock proposed the possibility of searching for neutrino mass states mi in
β-decay spectra [231]. Each mass state would be visible as a kink signature at E0 −mi,
with the height of the discontinuity being directly proportional to the mixing amplitude
|Uei|2. The idea was employed by several experiments, attempting to find heavy sterile
and active neutrino states. [232] The following description focuses only on the study of
sterile mass eigenstates:
The first experiment used a magnetic spectrometer to study the β+ and β−-decays of
64Cu and set a limit of |Ue4|2 < 8 · 10−3 for a mass range of 110 keV < m4 < 450 keV
[233]. In 1985, the group of J. Simpson observed a signal in the tritium β-decay spectrum,
corresponding to a heavy neutrino mass of m4 ≈ 17.1 keV with a mixing probability of
3 % [234]. The surprising result was soon confirmed by other experiments that studied
various β-decays using semiconductor spectrometers [235, 236]. Shortly after, the possible
discovery was ruled out with high statistical significance as a systematic error by using
other magnetic spectrometer techniques6 [237]. Current laboratory limits on the active-
to-sterile mixing are on the order of sin2 θ . 10−3 for a mass range of mνs ≈ 1− 100 keV
6The first experiment that found a false signal (Simpson et al. [234]) used tritium implanted into a Si(Li)
detector. The systematic effect that lead to the false sterile neutrino signature with 3 % mixing was
caused by scattering of the β-decay electrons at the Si(Li)-diaphragm [13].
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Figure 3.3: Limits on the sterile neutrino parameter space given by laboratory experiments.
In contrast to the limits from cosmological observations, the exclusion ranges of laboratory
measurements are model-independent. The figure is adapted from [47] figure 4.15 and the data
is extracted from [238, 239, 240, 241].
[238, 239, 240, 241]. Figure 3.3 shows an overview of the current measured limits.
Today’s keV-scale sterile neutrino search is dominated by tritium β-decay experiments
such as KATRIN [10], the Troitsk experiment [8], as well as the electron capture experi-
ment ECHo [242].
The ECHo experiment has the primary goal of determining the active neutrino mass by
measuring the electron capture spectrum of 163Ho with low temperature microcalorime-
ters. It also allows to search for a sterile neutrino signal that would be observable as a
distortion of the spectrum. After 1 year of measurement time with its 1 kBq source, the
experiment has the potential to reach a pure statistical sensitivity of up to sin2 θ < 10−5
for masses of mνs ≈ 1.0−2.0 keV ECHo. With an advanced source of 1 MBq ECHo could
improve their mixing angle resolution up to sin2 θ < 10−6. [242, 243]
3.4 Search for keV-scale Sterile Neutrinos with KATRIN
The primary goal of the KATRIN experiment is to determine the effective mass of the
electron antineutrino via high-precision tritium β-decay spectroscopy (see chapter 2) [10].
The measured β-decay spectrum is a superposition of the different mass eigenstates that
form the electron antineutrino flavor eigenstate. As neutrino oscillation experiments
show (see section 1.3), the mass differences between the active states are in the order
of 10−3 − 10−5 eV which makes them impossible to resolve in β-decay spectra with cur-
rent technology. A fourth, heavy sterile mass eigenstate mνs would, however, lead to an
observable distortion of the spectrum
dΓ
dE
= cos2 θ
dN
dE
(m2νe) + sin
2 θ
dN
dE
(m2νs), (3.17)
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with the effective electron neutrino mass m2νe =
∑3
i=1 |Uei|
2mνi and the mass of the fourth
mass eigenstate m4 = mνs which is referred to as the sterile neutrino in the rest of this
thesis. The amplitude |Ue4| = sin2 θ denotes the mixing between the active and the sterile
eigenstate. An example of a resulting signal in a differential tritium β-decay spectrum can
be seen in figure 3.4. [12]
There are several arguments for using the KATRIN experiment to search for keV-scale
sterile neutrinos. First of all, all benefits of the tritium β-decay that are listed in 2.2.1
also apply for a sterile neutrino search. Furthermore, with the kinematic endpoint of
E0 ≈ 18.6 keV, the interesting sterile neutrino mass range of a few eV up to mνs . 18.6 keV
can be studied. The KATRIN experiment provides a strong and stable tritium source.
With its high luminosity, the WGTS is able to provide a total signal rate of up to 1010 cps
[10]. Assuming three years of data taking at full source strength, the KATRIN experiment
would be statistically able to reach a sensitivity on the active-to-sterile mixing amplitude
of up to sin2 θ < 10−8. [12]
The KATRIN experiment is designed to measure in the close vicinity to the kinematic
endpoint region. For sterile neutrino studies, the spectrum needs to be scanned over a
wider range. This leads to several challenges: deep scans of the spectrum cause larger
signal rates at the detector and higher surplus energies of the signal electrons with respect
to the retarding potential of the main spectrometer (see sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4). Both
cases require a modification of the current setting (phase-0 ) or new hardware (phase-1 ).
[12]
The following paragraph describes the two measurement phases which are proposed for the
usage of the KATRIN experiment to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos. The further
course of this work focuses on the phase-0 measurement that faces the challenge of using
KATRIN with only minor modifications. This first low statistics sterile neutrino search
has the potential to improve the current laboratory limits on the active-to-sterile mixing
amplitude by one order of magnitude on an extended energy range as will be shown in the
course of this work.
The Measurement Phases
The high activity of the KATRIN source is one of the key parameters in the search for
keV-scale sterile neutrinos. In order to achieve a high sensitivity to the small distortion
in the β-decay spectrum caused by a sterile neutrino, a measurement with high statistical
significance is necessary. The KATRIN focal plane detector with 148 pixels is able to
resolve count rates up to 105 cps7 and is designed to measure the β-decay spectrum in an
interval of E0 − 90 eV < qUret < E0 + 5 eV (where E0 is the endpoint energy and qUret is
the retarding energy of the main spectrometer) [10].
A keV-scale sterile neutrino measurement requires an extension of the measurement in-
terval to cover a larger part of the spectrum by lowering the retarding potential of the
main spectrometer to smaller values. Consequently, the number of electrons that reach
the detector will increase with a maximum value of approximately 1010 cps at full source
strength and no retarding potential applied to the main spectrometer [12]. This high rate
exceeds the limit of the focal plane detector by five orders of magnitude.
The TRISTAN project has the goal to build a new detector system for the KATRIN
experiment. It is designed to measure count rates up to 108 cps with a multi-pixel silicon
drift detector with a total number of 3500 pixels. The TRISTAN detector is currently
under construction and it is planned to operate in 2025 (details can be found in chapter
7.1). With the new detector system a high statistics deep scan of the tritium β-decay
7Details on the rate limits of the FPD can be found in section 4.1.1
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Figure 3.4: Tritium β-decay spectra for two scenarios: 1. The blue dashed line presents
the spectrum with no additional mass eigenstate; 2. the orange solid line is a spectrum with
a sterile neutrino with a mass of mνs = 10 keV and an exaggerated mixing amplitude of
sin2 θ = 0.15. As indicated in equation (3.17), the spectrum including a sterile neutrino is an
admixture of a spectral component caused by the active neutrinos, and a component generated
by the sterile mass eigenstate (both components are displayed in grey dashed lines). The latter
arises at electron energies of Ee < E0 −mνs .
spectrum will be possible and it is aimed to probe the sterile neutrino phase space with
mixing amplitudes down to sin2 θ < 10−6. [17]
This work presents the idea of using KATRIN ’as is’ to search for keV-scale sterile neu-
trinos and allowing only minor modifications of the experimental setup. A combination
of a lower source strength and changed magnetic field setting provides the opportunity
to cover a significant range of the tritium β-decay spectrum with statistical potential to
improve the current laboratory limits by one order of magnitude.
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CHAPTER 4
Search for keV-scale sterile Neutrinos
with KATRIN
As explained in detail in the previous chapter, right-handed (sterile) neutrinos do not in-
teract within any SM interaction, however, they mix with left-handed neutrinos via mass
eigenstate oscillation. This active-to-sterile mixing would manifest itself as a kink-like dis-
tortion in the electron spectrum of β-decays (see figure 3.4), enabling a laboratory search
for the particle. [13] Tritium β-decay provides several advantages for such an experimental
study which are listed in section 3.4.
The concept of using the KATRIN experiment to search for keV-scale sterile neutri-
nos was first formulated in the design report in 2004 [10]. In 2012, a study specified the
experimental requirements and showed that with the full KATRIN source strength, a high
statistical sensitivity on the active-to-sterile mixing of sin2 θ < 10−8 can be reached after
three years of data taking [12]. However, major hardware modifications, for example a
new detector system, are required for the realization of such a measurement [17].
This work presents the idea of using KATRIN with only minor experimental adjustments
and without any hardware modifications for a first search for sterile neutrinos on the keV
mass scale. It is shown in chapter 4 and 5 that on a short-term, KATRIN has the poten-
tial to improve the current laboratory limits by at least one order of magnitude1.
If the KATRIN experiment is used to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos, the tritium
β-spectrum needs to be measured over an extended energy range compared to neutrino
mass measurements, in order to maximize the accessible parameter space. This results in
two major challenges:
1. The signal electron rate rapidly increases when the main spectrometer retarding
potential is lowered and exceeds the FPD counting limits.
2. The growing surplus energy of the electrons with respect to the retarding potential
can lead to an uncontrolled transmission loss due to non-adiabatic electron trans-
mission conditions in the main spectrometer.
This chapter presents a description of both effects and how they can be addressed by an
adjustment of the source strength and magnetic field setting (section 4.1 and 4.2). By
combing the results of both studies, several scenarios that make a search for keV-scale
sterile neutrinos with the current KATRIN experimental setup possible, are presented
(section 4.3).
1Compared to the limits displayed in figure 3.3, which are based on [244, 245, 246, 247, 248].
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4.1 Reducing the Signal Rate
The KATRIN signal electrons are generated in a high-luminosity gaseous tritium source
with a rate of up to 1011 decays per second at full source strength (see section 2.2.1) [10].
In order to determine the neutrino mass, the KATRIN experiment studies the endpoint
region of the tritium β-decay spectrum. Only a fraction of approximately 10−10 of the
signal electrons are in the last 10 eV below the endpoint, which makes the high source
activity necessary. Lowering the retarding potential leads to a rapid increase of the signal
electron rate. The KATRIN focal plane detector (FPD) is designed to resolve rates up
to 105 cps [174]. At full source strength, this rate limit is already exceeded at energies of
approximately 400 eV below the endpoint. In order to maximize the accessible parameter
space of a sterile neutrino search, a method to reduce the signal electron rate is required.
This section discusses the limit on the highest possible rate the FPD can resolve (section
4.1.1) and presents two methods to lower the signal rate to the required values, using a
modified source activity (section 4.1.2) and magnetic field setting (section 4.1.3 and 4.1.4).
4.1.1 Rate Limits of the FPD
The FPD is a monolithic PIN diode segmented into 148 individual pixels [173]. The
detector and read-out system are described in section 2.2.4. The maximum rate of signal
electrons that can be resolved at the FPD is limited by two properties: the data read-out
speed and the probability for event pile-up.
Read-Out Speed and Data Processing
An 18.6 keV electron generates a signal of ∆U ≈ 10 V with a pulse length of ∆t ≈ 20 ns at
room temperature in the FPD silicon wafer [173]. The detection, amplification, and digi-
talization of the signal requires a customized read-out and data acquisition (DAQ) system
which has been developed over many years and is operated at the KATRIN experiment
[131, 174].
The FPD is equipped with three DAQ modes, which differ mainly in the amount of recorded
information for each detected event. The read-out speed is limited by the amount of infor-
mation that needs to be stored, therefore, it is directly related to the maximum resolvable
rate combined for all pixels. [174]
The energy mode is the primary data-taking mode that records event-wise information on
the energy and timing, and is able to resolve rates up to 108 kcps. If the individual ADC
waveforms of the single events are required in the analysis, the detector can be operated
in trace mode, where the rate is limited to 8 kcps. This mode is usually used for com-
missioning measurements. If no information on the timing of the event is necessary, the
FPD can be operated in histogram mode and resolves rates up to 3.3 Mcps by storing the
events in a 2048-bin energy histogram during a set time frame. This mode does not allow
event-based analysis. [174]
For a keV-scale sterile neutrino search event-wise information is required, therefore, the
FPD needs to be operated in the energy mode. The maximum integrated rate is limited
to approximately 100 kcps.
Limits due to Signal Pile-Up
If the detector is operated at high rates and the time between two incoming electrons
∆t is smaller than the shaping length L of the detector or the characteristic discharging
time τ of the preamplifier, the two signals are combined and piled up which leads to a
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Figure 4.1: A graphical interpretation of peak (left) and tail pile-up (right). If two signals
S1 and S2 occur within a time difference ∆t smaller than the shaping length L, both signals
are stacked up to a single event. Tail pile-up appears if ∆t is smaller than the preamplifier
needs to discharge. The baseline energy Eb is different for both signals which leads to an
underestimation of the energy of the second event. [173] The figures are based on illustrations
in [173] and [251].
detection of the wrong energy. A distinction is made between two different types of pile-up
effects: peak and tail pile-up. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic representation of both effects.
[173]
The probability of pile-up scales with the signal rate. For tritium β-decay measurements,
pile-up leads to an unreconstructible distortion of the spectrum and should be avoided or
kept to a minimum. [173]
In addition to the rate limit caused by the maximum read-out speed, pile-up leads to a
pixel-wise rate limit. Studies show that for signal rates of up to 1 kcps per pixel, pile-up
is small and the caused systematic effect can be modeled as a correction of the detection
efficiency (see section 5.6.2) [249, 250].
In summary, the FPD is limited to a maximum rate of 1 kcps per pixel and 100 kcps for
the integrated detector rate. It is important to note that if the FPD is operated close to
the 1 kcps limit on the per pixel rate, the integrated rate of the detector would exceed the
100 kcps read-out speed limit (148 pixels). However, individual segments of the detector
can be turned off to limit the read-out rate to the required value.
4.1.2 Lowering the Source Strength
As described in the previous paragraph, the FPD maximum integrated rate is limited to
100 kcps which occurs at approximately 400 eV below the endpoint. However, if KATRIN
is used to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos, the spectrum has to be measured over a
wider energy range. Therefore, the electron rate at the detector has to be reduced by up
to a factor of fred = 10
5. One effective way to lower the signal electron rate is to reduce
the source strength.
The total number of tritium molecules in the source
Ntot = εT · ρd ·A , (4.1)
with the source cross-sectional area A, the column density ρd, and the tritium purity εT,
is a direct measure of the source activity [10].
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The two parameters which can be used to modify the source strength are ρd and εT.
The rate reduction factor due to a lower column density is defined as
fρdred(ρdred) =
ρdnom
ρdred
, (4.2)
where ρdred is the reduced, and ρdnom = 5 · 1017 cm−2 is the nominal column density.
A further reduction of the source strength can be achieved by lowering the tritium purity
εT. In nominal KATRIN operations the source gas is composed of an admixture of the
isotopologuesT2(> 95 %), DT(< 5 %), HT(< 5 %), and traces of D2, HD, and H2 which
leads to a nominal tritium puritiy of εT,nom ≈ 0.95 [9]. By replacing the radioactive with
non-radioactive isotopologues, εT and respectively the decay rate can be reduced. This
defines a rate reduction factor
fTred(εT,red) =
εT,nom
εT,red
, (4.3)
with the reduced tritium purity εT,red.
A total reduction is given by the product fred = f
ρd
red · f
T
red.
Maximum Source Strength Reduction
By maximizing fρdred and f
T
red, the accessible parameter space of deep spectral scans can be
increased.
Maximizing fρdred: In order to maximizing f
ρd
red, the lowest stable column density needs
to be determined. At a constant source temperature, the pressure inside the pressure
controlled buffer vessel (PCB) can be directly translated to the column density stability
(for details of the tritium loop system see section 2.2.1) [252]. The lowest stable pressure
inside the PCB was determined in a dedicated measurement. Figure 4.2 shows the mea-
sured pressure over a time period of 1 hour. The values fluctuate around the setpoint of
0.5 mbar within an accuracy of 0.1 % over the full time interval (peak to peak). During
the measurement, the WGTS beamtube was operated at 80 K. The corresponding column
density is estimated to be 1.7 · 1014 cm−2 which is equivalent to a rate reduction factor of
fρdred = 2.9 · 10
3 [253]. This setting would allow an operation of the main spectrometer up
to energies of 3.7 keV below the endpoint before the signal rate exceeds the FPD limit2.
Maximizing fTred: In order to maximize f
T
red, the tritium purity needs to be reduced
to a minimum. During the First Tritium Campaign the KATRIN source was operated
at a reduced tritium purity of εT,red = 5.0 · 10−3 (1 % DT admixture to the D2 carrier
gas)[131]. If all tritium scans are combined, the uncertainty on the DT-concentration and
respectively the tritium purity was found to be ∼ 0.08 % [131, 254].
This setting is the lowest stable gas composition KATRIN has been operated with to
date. It corresponds to a reduction of the tritium purity by a factor of fTred ≈ 190 which
allows to measure down to a retarding potential of 1.67 keV from the endpoint.
Both reduction factors can be combined. Figure 4.3 shows the lowest retarding poten-
tial with which the spectrum can be measured within the limits of the FPD, as a function
of the column density for different tritium purities. If the source would be operated at
80 K with the lowest stable column density of ρdmin = 1.7 · 1014 cm−2 and the same gas
2If the source is operated at the nominal temperature of 30 K the same inlet pressure corresponds to a
higher value of ρd ≈ 9.1 · 1014 cm−2 due to the temperature dependent conductance. The corresponding
reduction factor is fρdred = 0.6 · 10
3. [253]
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composition as used during the First Tritium Campaign of εT,red = 5.0 · 10−3, the full
tritium β-spectrum would be experimentally accessible.
4.1.3 Modification of the Source Magnetic Field Setting
Another possibility to reduce the signal rate at the detector is to lower the source magnetic
field. As defined in equation (2.6), the maximum initial angle under which an electron
can start in the source and reach the detector without being magnetically reflected at the
pinch magnet is given by
θmax = sin
−1
√
Bs
Bpch
, (4.4)
where Bs is the source magnetic field and Bpch is the pinch magnetic field [124]. If the
source magnetic field is reduced, the maximum acceptance angle decreases which leads to
a rate reduction3.
The rate reduction factor caused by this effect is a function of the reduced source magnetic
field Bs,red
fθmaxred (Bs,red) =
Nθmax,nom
Nθmax,red(Bs,red)
, (4.5)
where Nθmax,red is the reduced and Nθmax,nom is the nominal fraction of electrons that are
able to reach the detector without being magnetically reflected.
Since the β-decay electrons are emitted isotropically, the solid angle in forward direction
∆Ω
4π
=
1− cos θmax
2
(4.6)
can be used to calculate Nθmax,nom and Nθmax,red [10].
With the definitions from equation (4.4) and (4.6) the reduction factor is
fθmaxred (Bs,red) =
1− cos θmax,nom
1− cos θmax(Bs,red)
. (4.7)
Using the relation
cos[sin−1(
√
x)] =
√
1− x, (4.8)
equation (4.7) can be written as
fθmaxred (Bs,red) =
1−
√
1− Bs,nomBpch,nom
1−
√
1− Bs,redBpch,nom
, (4.9)
where Bs/pch,nom are the nominal source and pinch magnetic field values.
The blue line in figure 4.4 shows the reduction factor fθmaxred as a function of the source
magnetic field. If the source magnetic field is reduced to Bs,red = 10
−2 T a rate reduction
of up to fθmaxred = 440 could be achieved.
Technical Limitations of reducing Bs
The WGTS contains of seven super conducting magnets that are assembled in a straight
line. The magnet modules are grouped in three sections, the center WGTS/C (M4, M5),
the rear WGTS/R (M1, M2, M3) and the front WGTS/F (M6, M7) group. For nominal
KATRIN operations, the WGTS-C and WGTS-R modules are operated at the same value
3The same effect could be gained by increasing the pinch magnetic field, however, it is already operated
at its maximum value.
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Figure 4.2: To determine the lowest stable pressure inside the PCB, a setpoint of 0.5 mbar
was chosen. The pressure was monitored during a time interval of 1 hour. It fluctuates within
a deviation of 0.1 % (orange shaded area) throughout the entire measurement which can be
directly translated into a column density stability of the same order. The sinusoidal oscillations
are caused by the regulation system. The measurement took place on 19th March, 2020, and
is documented under the internal E-Log-ID KNM3/3.
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Figure 4.3: The lowest possible retarding potential for sterile neutrino searches as a function
of the column density. The blue line is the nominal KATRIN setting. Assuming a lowest
technically feasible column density of ρd = 1.7 · 1014 cm−2 (at a source temperature of 80 K)
the spectrum can be scanned to a minimum retarding potential of qUret = 14.9 keV. By
reducing the tritium purity of the source gas εT from the nominal to lower values, the possible
measurement range extends. For εT = 5.0 · 10−3 the full spectrum can be measured within the
FPD limitations.
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of 3.6 T and the WGTS-F at a higher field of 5.6 T. [128] All three modules can be accessed
and controlled separately, although, within certain restrictions4.
A deviation from their nominal source magnetic field can cause several effects:
Increased cyclotron radii at the source tube: Electrons with charge e, velocity
~v, and polar angle θ propagate through electromagnetic fields ( ~E and ~B) in cyclotron
motion caused by the Lorentz force
~FL = e · ( ~E + ~v × ~B) . (4.10)
The radius of the cyclotron motion (Larmor radius) is given by
rL =
mec ·
√
γ20 − 1
eB
, (4.11)
with the magnetic field strength B and the relativistic correction factor
γ0 = 1 +
E⊥
mec2
(4.12)
with the transversal kinetic energy of the electron
E⊥ = E · sin θ . [255] (4.13)
As equations (4.11) - (4.13) imply, a reduction of the magnetic field strength leads to an
increase of the Larmor radius rL of the electron trajectories. For fields on the order of
10−2 T, rL can be up to 1 cm. The center of the WGTS consists of a 10 m long beam tube
with a radius at rs = 4.5 cm. Electrons that start on a distance to the tube wall smaller
than rs− rL will eventually scatter with the wall and lose energy. Since the Larmor radius
depends on the starting energy of the electron, the scattering effect is energy dependent,
which leads to a spectral distortion. In order to avoid this, the detector magnetic field
must be lowered with respect to the source magnetic field to reduce the radius of the visible
fluxtube (details can be found in section 4.1.4). By doing so, the detector only observes a
volume within the source that does not contain electrons scattering on the tube walls.
Adiabatic electron transport in the WGTS: If the source magnetic field is reduced,
non-adiabatic transmission between the source and the transport section can occur anal-
ogous to the main spectrometer (for details see section 4.2). This can be avoided by
adjusting the WGTS/F field to reduce the magnetic field gradient between the source and
the transport section by an intermediate step. Since this depends on the specific source
magnetic field setting, the value has to be obtained for each individual setting (with a
simulation).
4.1.4 Modification of the Detector Magnetic Field Setting
Another option to lower the signal electron rate with an adjusted magnetic field setting is
the reduction of the visible fluxtube. Due to the conservation of the magnetic flux
φ =
∫
A
~B · d ~A = const. , (4.14)
the radii of the fluxtube in two different locations x1 and x2 are connected via
r2x1 ·Bx1 = r
2
x2 ·Bx2 . [10] (4.15)
4Superconducting magnets operated in close proximity to each other require careful tuning of the field
settings. The restrictions depend on the desired settings and are assessed on a case-by-case basis.
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Figure 4.4: The rate reduction factors corresponding to reduced source and detector magnetic
fields as calculated in equation (4.9) and (4.18). On both curves one field was varied while
the other was fixed to the nominal value. The reduction of the source magnetic field is more
efficient than the detector field reduction which is also technically limited by the stray field of
the pinch Bstraypch = 2.2 · 10−2 T. A further reduction would require a reversal of the current of
the super-conducting detector magnet.
If the detector magnetic field is reduced, the fluxtube widens at the position of the FPD.
As a consequence, the source volume that is visible to the wafer, and respectively the
number of observable β-decays, decreases.
The radius of the visible fluxtube is a function of the source and detector magnetic field
rvis = rwaf ·
√
Bdet
Bs
, (4.16)
where rwaf is the radius of the detector wafer.
For the radially homogeneous KATRIN source, the rate reduction resulting from a de-
creased visible fluxtube is given by the ratio of the areas of the fluxtube and the detector
wafer
fvisred(rvis) =
r2waf
r2vis
. (4.17)
From equation (4.16) follows
fvisred(Bdet,red) =
Bs
Bdet,red
. (4.18)
The green line in figure 4.4 shows the rate reduction as a function of the detector magnetic
field. The reduction of the detector magnetic field is less effective than that of the source
magnetic field. Furthermore, it is technically limited, as described in the following.
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Technical Limitations of reducing Bdet
The detector magnet can be operated independently from all other magnets. Due to
its close proximity to the pinch magnet, the detector magnetic field strength is technically
limited by the pinch magnet stray field to a minimum of 2.2 · 10−2 T (for the nominal pinch
magnetic field of Bpch = 6.0 T, the value has been determined in a simulation). This cor-
responds to a maximum reduction factor of fvisred = 164. A further reduction would require
a pole reversal in order to compensate the stray field.
A deviation from the nominal detector magnetic field setting can cause two effects:
Secondary photon emission at the detector chamber: If the fluxtube is widened
due to a reduced detector magnetic field, most of the field lines on which electrons are
transported from the source to the detector section, are mapped on the stainless steel de-
tector chamber. These electrons induce secondary photon emission due to bremsstrahlung
and contribute to the detector γ-background. If the detector magnet is turned off and the
source magnet is operated at its nominal value, the relative background contribution to
the observed signal electron rate is in the order of 10−6. A detailed simulation study of
the effect can be found in appendix C.
Increased cyclotron radii: Analogous to the source magnetic field, a reduced detector
magnetic field leads to larger Larmor radii within the detector section. The influence of
this effect is mainly relevant for signal electron backscattering from the detector which is
discussed in detail in section 5.6.1.
4.1.5 Conclusion
When the tritium β-spectrum is used to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos, it needs to
be measured over an energy range as wide as possible. Therefore, the main spectrometer
retarding potential needs to be lowered several keV below the kinematic endpoint. This
leads to an increase of the signal electron rate at the detector. As described in section
4.1.1, the FPD can be operated with rates up to 1 kcps per pixel (limited by pile-up) or
100 kcps integrated rate over all pixels (limited by the read-out speed). If the detector is
operated close to the 1 kcps per pixel limit, some of the pixels need to be turned off to
keep within the integrated rate limit.
If the KATRIN experiment is operated at its nominal setting, the signal electron rate
already exceeds the technical limits of the FPD at approximately 400 eV below the end-
point. One way to reduce the signal electron rate is to operate the tritium source with a
reduced column density and a modified gas composition. Both methods have been already
successfully tested and would enable to measure the full β-spectrum.
Another way to reduce the signal rate requires a modification of the source or the detector
magnetic field. The first approach makes use of the magnetic reflection of electrons at
higher magnetic fields, the latter technique decreases the size of the fluxtube and respec-
tively the decay volume in the source that is mapped on the detector. All effects can be
combined as displayed in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The combination of a reduced column density and lowered source magnetic field.
The contours correspond to the lowest possible retarding potential before the rate exceeds the
read-out speed of the detector system. The detector magnet was fixed to the same value as
the source magnetic field. The blue dashed line shows a scenario with an additionally reduced
tritium purity of εT = 0.05. If the source is operated at a column density of ρd = 1.0 · 1015cm−2
and a tritium purity of εT = 0.05, the source magnetic field needs to be approximately 0.2 T
in order to measure the entire energy range of the tritium β-decay spectrum.
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4.2 Main Spectrometer Transmission at high Surplus Ener-
gies
The KATRIN main spectrometer is designed to provide a high energy resolution of up to
0.93 eV for electrons in the tritium β-decay endpoint region of E0 = 18.6 keV. In order to
reach this precision, a small magnetic field in the order of a few 10−4 T at the analyzing
plane and a large field of up to 6 T at the exit of the main spectrometer is required (see
section 2.1). This results in a large magnetic field gradient. [10]
When KATRIN is used to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos, the main spectrometer
needs to be operated at low retarding potentials. As a consequence, the surplus energy of
the electrons with respect to the retarding potential
Esur = Ee − qUret (4.19)
increases. The combination of high surplus energies and a large magnetic field gradient
leads to non-adiabatic transport conditions inside the main spectrometer and a transmis-
sion loss of signal electrons. (see for example [161])
Beside all other systematic effects that occur when the tritium β-decay spectrum is mea-
sured over a wide energy range, non-adiabatic transmission loss has a special position. Due
to the chaotically nature of the underlying processes5, small variations of the experimental
conditions have a large influence on the size and shape of the transmission loss. This makes
a modeling of the effect and a treatment in the analysis particularly challenging [125].
If no countermeasures are taken, this effect sets a strong limit on the accessible parameter
space when KATRIN is used to search for a keV-scale sterile neutrinos.
The upcoming section gives an introduction to the concept of adiabatic electron trans-
port and explains why high surplus energies lead to a transmission breakdown (section
4.2.1). The introduction is followed by a presentation of three different countermeasures:
an increase of the LFCS field (section 4.2.2), a reduction of the detector magnetic field
(section 4.2.3), and the utilization of the radial dependency of the main spectrometer
transmission (section 4.2.4).
The presented studies are mainly based on KASPER simulations. All details to the simu-
lation settings and analyses, as well as a brief introduction to the concept of the KASPER
simulation framework can be found in appendix A.
Several former works studied (non-)adiabatic electron transport in the context of the KA-
TRIN (or predecessor) experiment for example [125, 126, 161]. A first investigation of
the impact of non-adiabatic transmission in the main spectrometer on a keV-scale sterile
neutrino search can be found in [16]. Especially the countermeasure of an increased LFCS
field was topic of the investigations in [16] (master thesis of the author).
4.2.1 Adiabatic Electron Transport
An electron with charge e and velocity ~v propagates through electromagnetic fields in
cyclotron motion as described by equations (4.11)-(4.13). If the particle experiences a
variation of the magnetic field during its propagation, the resulting angular change can be
calculated by the relation
sin2 θ1 ·B2 = sin2 θ2 ·B1 [10]. (4.20)
5A study that investigates the chaotic nature of non-adiabatic electron motion can be found in appendix
B and in [125].
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For a positive magnetic field gradient, θ increases. If it gets steeper than 90◦ the direction
flips and the electron propagates towards its original position (magnetic mirror effect).
For any starting magnetic field, equation (4.4) defines a maximum initial angle θmax under
which an electron is able to pass a second field without being magnetically reflected.
Relations (4.4) and (4.20) are only valid, if the gradient of the electric and magnetic field
~∇E = ∆E
E
 1 , (4.21)
~∇B = ∆B
B
 1 , (4.22)
is small within one cyclotron length
lcycl = 2π
γ0me
eB
v‖ [161]. (4.23)
If equations (4.21) and (4.22) are fulfilled, the motion is adiabatic6.
In the main spectrometer, the magnetic field drops from the entrance to the center by up
to four orders of magnitude over a distance of about 12 m. For nominal KATRIN oper-
ations, the electrons have low surplus energies (for example during the KNM1 Campaign
up to 200 eV [9]) and the magnetic field gradient per cyclotron length is small enough to
fulfill the adiabatic conditions.
If the retarding potential is further lowered, as is required for a keV-scale sterile neutrino
search, a growing number of electrons pass the spectrometer with surplus energies of up to
several keV. For these electrons, the cyclotron length defined in equation (4.23) increases.
As a consequence, the electrons experience a larger field gradient within one cyclotron
length and the probability to violate the adiabatic conditions (4.21) and (4.22) increases
as well.
Instead of a controlled angular transition as described by equation (4.20), the polar an-
gle of the electrons changes chaotically which leads to an increased reflection probability
at the pinch magnet. As a consequence, the transmission probability for electrons with
high surplus energies through the main spectrometer decreases as displayed in figure 4.6.
[125, 16] The values shown in the figure relate to the nominal KATRIN magnetic field
setting as stated in table A.1. Even if the energies of the electrons are large enough to
overcome the retarding potential, the transmission probabilities decrease down to 40 % for
Esur > 10.0 keV.
The effect of non-adiabatic transmission does not only scale with the surplus energy of
the electrons but also depends on their propagation path through the main spectrometer.
The magnetic field inside the main spectrometer is axially symmetric. If electrons propa-
gate through the main spectrometer on the symmetry axis, the magnetic field is approxi-
mately uniform. For off-axis electrons, the cyclotron motion leads to an asymmetric field,
which has an influence on the radius of curvature of the electrons trajectory. This asym-
metry leads to an azimuthal drift which increases with the electron surplus energy Esur,
polar angle θ, and distance to the main spectrometer symmetry axis [257, 258]. The latter
parameter is related to the electrons entrance radius rent. The higher Esur, θ, and rent,
the larger is the azimuthal drift as well as the magnetic field gradient that is experienced
within one cyclotron length [126]. This leads to a correlation between the three parameters
and the occurrence of non-adiabaticity as shown in figure 4.7.
6The definition of the term adiabatic used here follows the adiabatic theorem formulated by M. Born and
V. Fock. It defines an adiabatic transformation as a process in which the physical state remains in its
instantaneous eigenstate if the perturbation is acting on it slowly enough [256].
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Due to the chaotic nature of non-adiabatic electron motion, the effect varies a lot for
small variations of the initial conditions [125]. This makes a modeling challenging, and is
why countermeasures are particularly important.
In the following, three methods are introduced which help to regain adiabatic electron
transport even for surplus energies of several keV.
4.2.2 Increase of the LFCS Field
One of the most effective ways to regain adiabaticity is to increase the magnetic field inside
the main spectrometer7. This is for two reasons:
1. An increase of the overall magnetic field strength reduces the magnetic field gradient.
As a consequence, fulfillment of the adiabatic conditions from equation (4.21) and
(4.22) is assured for higher surplus energies.
2. As stated in equation (4.15), the size of the magnetic fluxtube radius scales with
the magnetic field strength. An increase of the LFCS field leads to a decrease of
the magnetic fluxtube inside the main spectrometer as displayed in figure 4.8. This
reduces the distance of the electron trajectories to the symmetry axis which in return
reduces the probability for non-adiabaticity.
As introduced in section 2.2.3, the LFCS consists of 15 large air coils; 6 with 14 turns
(double layer coils) and 9 with 8 turns (single layer coils). The generated magnetic field is
linearly proportional to the coil current and the number of turns [16]. The number of turns
cannot be increased without a major hardware modification, however, the coil current can
be enhanced within a certain range.
The increase is limited due to temperature dependent oxidation that can occur if a too
high current is applied to the coils. A dedicated measurement determined a limit on the
single layer coils of Isinglemax = 120 A and on the double layer coils of Idoublemax = 95 A
8.
Three different air coil settings are compared to study the influence of an increased LFCS
field on the adiabatic transmission: The nominal KATRIN setting which is optimized for
standard neutrino mass analysis, the max. LFCS setting, where the coils are operated
at the currently highest possible coil current, and a hypothetical scenario, where the coil
current is set to 400 A for all coils (the latter value has first been determined in [16]). All
settings are displayed in table A.1.
In figure 4.9 the transmission probabilities for the three scenarios are shown. An increase
of the coil current leads to gain in transmission. The max. LFCS setting shows a distinct
improvement compared to the nominal KATRIN setting. If the coils would be operated
at Icoil = 400 A, adiabaticity can be gained on the full energy scale.
Simultaneously with the completion of this study an upgrade of the LFCS has been in-
stalled at the main spectrometer. The main purpose is to reduce the main spectrometer
background [127]. During the upgrade, five additional coils have been added to the setup
and all single layer coils have been upgraded to double layer coils. Section 7.2 presents the
design of the upgrade and studies the transmission conditions that can be reached.
7The effect of an increased LFCS magnetic field on the transmission conditions of electrons with high
surplus energies has first been studied in the author’s master thesis [16].
8Details on the measurement can be found in the KATRIN e-log under the e-log ID mainspectrome-
ter/1648.
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Figure 4.6: The transmission probability starts to drop for surplus energies larger than
Esur > 2 keV (blue markers). The electrons that cannot be transmitted are either trapped
in the spectrometer (the simulation terminates the tracks after 10 turns) or reflected back to
the source (orange and green markers). Details on the simulation setting and analysis can be
found in appendix A. Figure is adapted from [16] figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.7: The transmission probability as a function of the surplus energy for various
entrance radii rent and polar angles θent. The further away from the symmetry axis (r = 0 cm)
the faster the transmission breaks down. This effect is caused by an azimuthal drift of the
electrons that lead to an increased field gradient within one cyclotron length. The effect
increases with increasing polar angle.
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Figure 4.8: The outer lines of the fluxtube visible by the focal plane detector for three
magnetic field settings. An enhanced coil current leads to an increased magnetic field inside
the main spectrometer according to equation (4.15).
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Figure 4.9: The electron transmission through the main spectrometer for the three studied
LFCS settings. For higher currents the transmission probability increases. With a coil current
of 400 A full transmission for all surplus energies would be reached within an uncertainty of
approximately 10−3. For the max. LFCS setting the transmission loss exceeds the 1 % level at
surplus energies larger than 8.0 keV within the statistical significance of the simulation. The
probabilities are averaged over all detector rings.
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Figure 4.10: If the detector magnetic field is reduced, the transmission probability increases
for higher surplus energies. In combination with an increased LFCS field, adiabatic transmis-
sion can be gained even for electrons with several keV surplus energy. Within an uncertainty
of 1 %, the setting with Bdet = 3.6 T enables adiabatic motion for surplus energies of up to
Esur = 8.0 keV. When the detector magnetic field is lowered to Bdet = 1.0 T, the range of adi-
abatic transport is extended to Esur = 12.1 keV and for Bdet = 0.1 T even to Esur = 13.1 keV.
4.2.3 Reduced Entrance Fluxtube Radius
Another countermeasure requires the reduction of the detector magnetic field.
According to equation (4.14) the fluxtube radius inside the second pre-spectrometer mag-
net with the field BPS2 (entrance of the main spectrometer) is given by
rPS2 = rent =
√
Bdet
BPS2
· rwaf , (4.24)
with the radius of the detector wafer rwaf .
Lowering the detector magnetic field Bdet reduces the radius of the fluxtube at the entrance
of the main spectrometer, observed by the detector. Accordingly, the distance of the
measured electrons to the main spectrometer symmetry axis decreases, which in turn
improves the adiabatic transmission.
Figure 4.10 shows three combinations of an increased LFCS and reduced detector magnetic
field. For the max. LFCS setting and a detector magnetic field of Bdet = 0.1 T, the
spectrum could be measured up to surplus energies of Esur = 8.7 keV for transmission
losses smaller than 10−3, and Esur = 13.1 keV for 10
−2 losses.
4.2.4 Ring-wise Transmission Properties
The radial dependency of the effect can be used to define fiducial detector segments, de-
pending on the specific electromagnetic setting. Only data taken in these detector segments
observe a fully adiabatic transmission.
Figure 4.11 displays the adiabatic area of the detector in green and the detector area with
expected transmission losses in red. The values are calculated for the max. LFCS setting
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and the nominal detector magnetic field. By using only the most inner detector ring, the
β-decay spectrum could be measured up to 8.6 keV below the endpoint.
It is important to point out, that the total statistics gained in a measurement depends
on the number of pixels that have been actively used during the data taking. With the
maximum rate of 1 kcps per pixel, the integrated rate is given by
Rdetmax = (4 + 12 ·nrings) · 1 kcps , (4.25)
with the number of active detector rings nrings (the bullseye (nrings = 0) consists of 4, all
other rings of 12 pixels). The integrated rate at the detector is limited to 100 kcps. If the
detector is operated at the per pixel limit, and nrings < 8, the total statistics that can be
gained in a measurement are reduced by a factor
sred =
(4 + 12 ·nrings) · 1 kcps
100 kcps
. (4.26)
For the max. LFCS setting, the highest statistics can be reached for a measurement down
to 1.1 keV below the endpoint, where all rings including ring 8 can be used (displayed in
the detector map on the top left of figure 4.11).
4.2.5 Conclusion
Non-adiabatic transmission conditions of the main spectrometer can cause a dominant
systematic uncertainty and set strong limits on the accessible parameter space when the
KATRIN experiment is used to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos. The required reduc-
tion of the MAC-E filter voltage increases the surplus energy and respectively the velocity
of the signal electrons. Inside the main spectrometer, the magnetic field drops over a short
length scale by up to four orders of magnitude. Electrons that experience a high magnetic
field gradient within one cyclotron length are likely to change their polar angle in a non-
adiabatic and chaotic way. This leads to a transmission loss, depending on the surplus
energy, position, and polar angle of the electron at the entrance of the main spectrometer.
Since the effect scales with the distance of the electron’s propagation path to the symmetry
axis, it can be reduced by increasing the LFCS, as well as by lowering the detector mag-
netic field. Both lead to a decrease of the magnetic fluxtube radius inside the main spec-
trometer observed by the detector and therefore an improvement of the transmission. If
fully-adiabatic transmission cannot be gained for the full detector area, it is recommended
to use the radial dependency of the effect to define fiducial segments. It is important to
keep in mind, that if less than 8 detector rings are used in the measurement, the statistical
sensitivity is decreased by the factor sred defined in equation (4.26).
4.3 Optimized Measurement Settings
The information gained in sections 4.1 and 4.2 are combined to derive three KATRIN
settings, which provide the opportunity to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos without
any hardware modifications. In the course of this section, the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the respective settings are discussed and their potential is shown in terms of the
maximum achievable statistical sensitivity of a sterile neutrino measurement.
The three settings can be distinguished according to their different objectives. Details of
the complete setting can be found in tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.
1. Adiabatic setting: By lowering the source and detector as well as simultaneously
increasing the LFCS magnetic field strength, the KATRIN setting is optimized to
measure the tritium β-spectrum as deep as possible.
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Figure 4.11: The fully-adiabatic areas projected onto the focal plane detector (green) and
the detector rings where transmission losses are expected (red) for different applied retarding
potentials qUret. If the spectrum is measured 1.1 keV below the endpoint, only the three outer
rings have to be rejected. For high surplus energies up to 8.6 keV the only fiducial detector
segment is the bullseye. All values are within a statistical uncertainty of 10−4 and calculated
for the max. LFCS setting and the nominal source and detector magnetic field.
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2. Nominal field setting: Depending on the measurement time available, it is useful
to define a setting, where the KATRIN experiment is operated as close as possible
to the nominal setting. In this scenario, the magnetic fields are kept at the nominal
KATRIN values, except the LFCS, which is operated at its maximum. To maintain
the FPD limits, the source strength is reduced to values close to the minimum defined
in section 4.1.2.
3. Intermediate setting: A combination of both other settings. The source and
detector magnetic field strengths are reduced to a value of Bdet ≈ Bs = 2.0 T, while
the LFCS is operated at the max. LFCS setting. The source is operated at a reduced
activity to stay within the FPD limits.
All settings are sub-divided in three scenarios that differ mainly in the observed energy
interval. An important characteristic of each scenario is the statistical sensitivity on the
sterile neutrino parameter space that can be statisitcally reached. In order to determine
the sensitivity, the ∆χ2 (90 % C.L.) contours are calculated for a hypothetical 7-day ref-
erence measurement. Details on the method and the reference measurement can be found
in section 5.1. All statements about fully-adiabatic transmission refer to a statistical un-
certainty of 10−4.
4.3.1 Adiabatic Setting
The adiabatic scenarios requires significant changes of the source and detector magnetic
field setting. To keep the observed fluxtube inside the main spectrometer as small as
possible, the source magnetic field is lowered to Bs = 0.045 T. To ensure an adiabatic
transition between the source and the transport section, the WGTS/F field needs to be
ramped down to BWGTS/F = 0.2 T. Due to the large cyclotron radii of electrons in the
source, the magnetic field at the detector is set to Bdet = 0.039 T. In order to ensure the
low source and detector field, all other magnets, except the pinch magnet, must be reduced
as well.
The combined rate reduction due to the adjusted magnetic field setting is fmagred = 112.31
which requires an additional decrease of the source activity. The setting is divided in three
scenarios that differ in the measurement window and respectively in the required source
strength reduction. Table 4.1 shows an overview of the adjusted parameters.
For scenario 1 a) and b), the source can be operated at a column density of ρd = 5 · 1016 cm−2
which relates to 10 % of the nominal setting. To access the lowest retarding potential of
qUminret = 9.2 keV for the detector’s bullseye, a further reduction of the column density to
4 % of the nominal value is required. All scenarios use a tritium purity of εT = 0.1 which
can be achieved by different gas compositions.
Main Spectrometer Transmission
Due to the high LFCS and reduced source and detector magnetic field the fluxtube in
the main spectrometer is comparably small, which leads to an adiabatic transmission for
the entire detector, on an energy scale down to 6.4 keV from the endpoint.
A further lowering of the retarding potential leads to an increase of non-fiducial detector
areas and consequently a reduction of the statistics. The detector bullseye can measure
electrons with a surplus energy of up to 9.4 keV at fully-adiabatic transmission.
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Statistical Sensitivity on the keV-scale sterile Neutrino Parameter Space
The statistical sensitivity on the keV-scale sterile neutrino mass and mixing angle is dis-
played in figure 4.12. Scenario 1 c) covers the largest parameter space in terms of sterile
neutrino mass with mνs < 9.4 keV. If the full detector is used, as in scenario 1 a), the
accessible mass parameter space is limited to mνs < 6.4 keV, however, at the maximum
possible integrated rate of 100 kcps. Consequently, scenario 1 a) covers the largest param-
eter space in terms of mixing angle with sin2 θ < 1.36 · 10−4. The second scenario 1 b),
describes a midway case, where detector rings 0 − 4 are operated at a maximum inte-
grated rate of 52 kcps. The reduced statistics lower the sensitivity on the mixing angle to
sin2 θ < 1.82 · 10−4, but increases the mass parameter space to mνs < 7.0 keV.
Conclusion
The adiabatic setting describes a case with a fundamental change of the magnetic field set-
tings. As a benefit, the spectrum can be scanned down to a retarding potential of 9.4 keV
below the endpoint. Especially scenario 1 a) obtains a large sterile neutrino parameter
space, both in mass and mixing amplitude.
Since the KATRIN experiment has never been operated in such a magnetic field config-
uration, considering this scenario would require careful commissioning.
4.3.2 Nominal Field Setting
The second setting follows the idea of using KATRIN in its nominal magnetic field set-
tings and only adjusts the LFCS magnetic field to increase the adiabaticity. In order to
reduce the signal electron rate, the source is operated at a low activity.
This has two major benefits: 1. it only uses magnetic field settings KATRIN has already
been successfully operated with; 2. the modification of the source strength can be prepared
beforehand and applied on the time scale of hours, which makes it simple to accommodate
the measurement before or after a nominal operation of the experiment9.
In order to reduce the signal electron rate at the detector, the source strength needs
to be adjusted accordingly. Scenario 2 a) scans the spectrum to values of 1.1 keV below
the endpoint for inner detector rings up to ring 8. This high statistics scenario requires a
column density of 5 · 1016 cm−2 (10 % of the nominal value) and a reduction of the tritium
purity to εT = 0.25. If the spectrum is scanned deeper, as in scenario 2 b) and c), the
column density and gas composition needs to be further reduced. Scenario 2 c) requires
operation of the source at 1 % column density and a tritium purity of εT = 5.0 · 10−3. An
overview of the corresponding settings can be found in table 4.2.
Main Spectrometer Transmission
The only way to improve the adiabatic transmission through the main spectrometer is
the increase of the LFCS magnetic field. Even though the bullseye area of the detec-
tor can be used to measure electrons with surplus energies up to Esur < 8.6 keV, the
non-adiabaticity increases with growing radial position of the detector segments. In the
maximum statistics scenario 2 a), the spectrum can only be scanned to energies of 1.1 keV
below the endpoint.
9It is important to note, that a deviation of εT from the nominal setting could require time consuming
preparation that may include the purging of the entire tritium loop beforehand.
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Table 4.1: Overview of the magnetic field and source settings. The maximum rate is derived
by the number of fiducial pixels multiplied with the maximum rate per pixel of 1 kcps. If the
number of pixels that are used is larger than 100 (ring 0 - 8), the maximum rate is fixed to
100 kcps due to the read-out speed limit of the detector. The source and detector magnetic
field strength is reduced by approximately two orders of magnitude compared to the nominal
KATRIN setting, which provides the possibility to operate the spectrometer at a minimum
retarding voltage of Uret = 12.2 kV by simultaneously ensuring an adiabatic transmission of
signal electrons for all detector segments. To stay within the FPD limits, the source strength
is reduced to various column densities between ρd = (2.0−5.0) · 1015 cm−2 with tritium purity
of εT = 0.1.
Parameter scenario 1 a) scenario 1 b) scenario 1 c)
fiducial det. rings full detector 0− 4 bullseye
maximum rate in kcps 100 52 4
Uminret in kV 12.2 11.6 9.2
Bs in T 0.045 0.045 0.045
Bdet in T 0.039 0.039 0.039
LFCS setting max. max. max.
ρd in cm−2 5 · 1016 5 · 1016 2 · 1016
εT 0.1 0.1 0.1
0 2 4 6 8 10
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Scenario 1 a): full detector, 6.4 keV
Scenario 1 b): ring 0 4, 7.0 keV
Scenario 1 c): bullseye, 9.4 keV
Figure 4.12: The coverage of the sterile neutrino parameter space depends on the minimal
retarding potential and statistics of the measurement. For scenario 1 c) the mass parameter
sensitivity reaches its maximum at mνs = 9.4 keV. The gained statistic and therefore the
sensitivity on the mixing angle is the largest for scenario 1 a) with a statistical sensitivity on
the mixing angle of up to sin2 θ < 1.36 · 10−4.
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Statistical Sensitivity on the keV-scale sterile Neutrino Parameter Space
The statistical sensitivity on the keV-scale sterile neutrino parameter space is shown in
figure 4.13. Scenario 2 c) covers the largest parameter space of sterile neutrino mass. The
measurement is sensitive for masses up to mνs < 8.6 keV with a sensitivity on the mixing
angle of up to sin2 θ < 6.76 · 10−4. The high statistics scenario 2 a) covers a maximum
mixing angle of sin2 θ < 1.38 · 10−4 but is strongly limited in the sensitivity of the sterile
neutrino mass to mνs < 1.1 keV . Scenario 2 b) covers masses up to mνs < 5.0 keV with a
maximum mixing of sin2 θ < 1.87 · 10−4.
Conclusion
This setting is particularly interesting, if the nominal KATRIN magnetic field setting
is required for the experimental operation. The reduction of the source activity and ad-
justment of the LFCS field is well understood and often practiced. This would allow one to
supplement a standard KATRIN measurement campaign with a sterile neutrino search,
without any risk.
4.3.3 Intermediate Setting
The third setting combines the two previous settings to an intermediate compromise.
In order to increase the adiabatic electron transmission, the source magnetic field strength
is moderately reduced to Bs = 2.0 T and the LFCS field increased to its maximum value.
The corresponding magnetic field rate reduction factor of fmagred = 2.02 is negligible, which
explains why the decrease of the source activity is almost the same as for the previous
discussed setting. The reduction of the column density reaches from 7 % of the nominal
value for the high statistics scenario 3 a) to 1.5 % for the deep scan scenario 3 c). To further
reduce the signal electron rate, the tritium purity has to be kept at εT = 5.0 · 10−3.
Table 4.3 presents an overview on the parameter settings.
Main Spectrometer Transmission
The reduction of the source and detector magnetic field strength by a factor of 1.8 has
a significant impact on the adiabatic transmission. In the high statistics scenario it is
possible to measure the spectrum down to energies of 5.5 keV below the endpoint. With
a maximum Esur = 9.2 keV, the deep scan scenario 3 c) barely differs in its potential
compared to scenario 1 c) (maximum Esur = 9.4 keV), however, requires only a moderate
magnetic field reduction.
Statistical Sensitivity on the keV-scale sterile Neutrino Parameter Space
The strength of the intermediate setting is demonstrated most clearly in the statistical
sensitivity (figure 4.14). The moderate reduction of the source and detector magnetic field
leads to a significant increase of the adiabatic transmission. The high statistics scenario
3 a) allows one to reach an extended coverage of both parameters. It reaches a maximum
mixing sensitivity of sin2 θ < 2.84 · 10−4 which is only by a factor of two less compared
to scenario 2 a) and slightly better than scenario 1 a) (with sin2 θ < 3.27 · 10−4). Scenario
3 b) accesses a large mass parameter space of mνs < 7.9 keV by providing an decreased
statistical sensitivity due to the limitation of the integrated detector rate to 28 kcps of
sin2 θ < 2.56 · 10−4.
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Table 4.2: In scenarios 2 a) - c), the magnetic field settings are set to the nominal KATRIN
values, except the LFCS field. In order to maintain the FPD rate limits, the source strength
is significantly reduced.
Parameter scenario 2 a) scenario 2 b) scenario 2 c)
fiducial det. rings 0− 8 0− 4 bullseye
maximum rate in kcps 100 52 4
Uminret in kV 17.5 13.6 10.0
Bs in T 3.60 3.60 3.60
Bdet in T 3.58 3.58 3.58
LFCS setting max. max. max.
ρd in cm−2 5 · 1016 1 · 1016 5 · 1015
εT 0.25 5.0 · 10−3 5.0 · 10−3
0 2 4 6 8 10
m s in keV
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Scenario 2 a): ring 0 8, 1.1 keV
Scenario 2 b): ring 0 4, 5.0 keV
Scenario 2 c): bullseye, 8.6 keV
Figure 4.13: Scenario 2 a) uses the technically maximum integrated detector rate of 100 kcps
and is therefore most sensitive on the mixing parameter with sin2 θ < 1.38 · 10−4. In sce-
nario 2 b), the statistical sensitivity on the mixing is reduced by a factor of 1.3, however, the
accessible mass range is approximately 5 times larger.
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Table 4.3: In the intermediate setting, the source and detector magnetic fields are reduced
to improve the electron transmission through the main spectrometer for electrons with higher
surplus energies. As in the two other settings, the LFCS is set to the maximum possible value.
Since the signal electron rate reduction is only slightly affected by the lowered source and
detector magnetic field, an additional reduction of the source strength is necessary.
Parameter scenario 3 a) scenario 3 b) scenario 3 c)
fiducial det. rings 0− 8 0− 2 bullseye
maximum rate in kcps 100 28 4
Uminret in kV 13.1 10.7 9.4
Bs in T 2.00 2.00 2.00
Bdet in T 1.98 1.98 1.98
LFCS setting max. max. max.
ρd in cm−2 3.5 · 1016 1.25 · 1016 7.5 · 1015
εT 5.0 · 10−3 5.0 · 10−3 5.0 · 10−3
0 2 4 6 8 10
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Scenario 3 a): ring 0 8, 5.5 keV
Scenario 3 b): ring 0 2, 7.9 keV
Scenario 3 c): bullseye, 9.2 keV
Figure 4.14: The detector bullseye is able to measure surplus energies up to 9.2 keV which
is close to the adiabatic setting. The maximum statistical sensitivity on the mixing angle
is reached in scenario 3 a) with sin2 θ < 1.37 · 10−4, on a comparably large mass range of
mνs < 5.5 keV. If only the three inner detector rings are used, the spectrum can be measured
to values of up to 7.9 keV from the endpoint by only reducing the sensitivity on the mixing by
a factor of approximately 1.8 compared to the high statistic scenario 3 a).
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Conclusion
The intermediate setting proves to be a good compromise to the more conservative nominal
field setting, with only modifications of the source strength, and the rather radical adiabatic
setting, with the drastic magnetic field reduction. Especially the high statistics scenario
3 a) obtains a good sensitivity coverage with mνs < 5.5 keV and sin
2 θ < 1.37 · 10−4.
The reduction of the source and detector magnetic field by a factor of 1.8 seems realis-
tic within standard KATRIN operations and probably does not require time consuming
commissioning.
4.4 Conclusion and Outlook
When the KATRIN experiment is used to search for keV-scales sterile neutrinos, the tri-
tium β-decay spectrum needs to be measured down to several keV below the endpoint.
Consequently, the signal rate at the detector increases and exceeds the limit of the FPD at
energies of approximately 400 eV below the endpoint. Additionally, the growing surplus
energies of signal electrons with respect to the main spectrometer retarding potential lead
to transmission losses due to non-adiabaticity.
Both effects can be addressed by an adjustment of the KATRIN magnetic field con-
figuration and by lowering the source activity, which is presented and discussed in sections
4.1 and 4.2.
As a result, three KATRIN settings are derived in section 4.3 which define several scenar-
ios to use the KATRIN experiment, without any hardware modifications, for a keV-scale
sterile neutrinos search.
Figure 4.15 illustrates a selection of statistical sensitivities that relate to these settings.
By comparing them to the current laboratory limits, they can be set into a context which
underlines the potential of a keV-scale sterile neutrino search with the KATRIN exper-
iment. Depending on the scenario, the sensitivity on the mixing angle can exceed the
current laboratory limits by up to two orders of magnitude. Scenario 2 a) shows that a
large coverage of the parameter space can be studied by the KATRIN experiment, with
a setting where the experiment has already been successfully operated with.
The First Tritium Campaign, which data is used for a first keV-scale sterile neutrino search
with the KATRIN experiment (chapter 6) is one example for a measurement that is com-
parable to scenario 2 a).
Finally, it is important to point out that all studies show the pure statistical sensitiv-
ity. The influence of systematic uncertainties on a keV-scale sterile neutrino search is
discussed in detail in the upcoming chapter 5.
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Figure 4.15: Statistical sensitivities of selected scenarios defined in section 4.3 compared to
current laboratory limits [244, 245, 246, 247, 248]. Scenarios 1 a, 2 a, and 3 a) cover a large
unstudied parameter space, where scenario 2 a and 3 a show similar sensitivity. Scenario 3 b)
is less sensitive on the mixing angle, but has the advantage of an increased mass sensitivity.
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CHAPTER 5
Systematic Effects of a KATRIN
keV-scale sterile Neutrino integral
Measurement
The determination of the neutrino mass requires a very good understanding of the tritium
spectrum close to the kinematic endpoint E0. In order to reach the sensitivity of 0.2 eV
(90 % C.L.), a systematic uncertainty budget of σsyst = 0.017 eV
2 is required as shown in
the KATRIN design report. [10] A state of the art overview of the KATRIN systematic
effects and uncertainties can be found in [249].
If the KATRIN experiment is used to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos, the entire
energy range of the spectrum is of interest. Over the last years, there have been many
efforts to study systematic effects related to an integral keV-scale sterile neutrino mea-
surement with the KATRIN experiment. Examples can be found in [12, 16, 98, 259, 260,
47, 261, 262].
This chapter presents the first comprehensive, consistent and therefore comparable overview
of all yet known systematic effects that are relevant for an integral keV-scale sterile neu-
trino measurement. In order to achieve this, many information form existing publications
and theses are collected, extended and completed by own investigations with the objective
to get an understanding of the scale of the effects and their impact on the sensitivity. Fur-
thermore, open questions are identified and studied to derive recommendations for next
steps towards future sterile neutrino measurements. In addition, the results of this chapter
find a practical application in the first sterile neutrino analysis of KATRIN data presented
in chapter 6.
The chapter is structured as follows: The fist section gives an overview of the general
analysis strategy when KATRIN is used to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos and in-
troduces the treatment of systematic uncertainties in the analysis (section 5.1). In the
second part, all yet known systematic effects are discussed in detail, quantified, and their
influence on the sensitivity of a keV-scale sterile neutrino search is studied (sections 5.2
- 5.8). If possible, countermeasures to reduce the systematic effects are identified and in-
cluded in the investigation. The last part of the chapter summarizes the effects, concludes
the studies, and gives recommendations for the future (section 5.9).
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5.1 Analysis Strategy
The KATRIN experiment measures the integral tritium β-decay spectrum. For the anal-
ysis, the observed spectrum Nobs,i is fit to a predicted model Npre,i by maximizing the
likelihood function
L(θ|Nobs,i) =
∏
i
p(Nobs,i|Npre,i(qUi,Θ)) , (5.1)
where Θ are the free fit parameters. For neutrino mass determination, Θ consists of the
neutrino mass squared m2ν , the background rate Rbg, the endpoint of the spectrum E0,
and the signal amplitude Rsig. [263]
For numerical and technical reasons it is simpler to minimize the negative logarithmic
likelihood (referred to as the log-likelihood)
− logL(θ|Nobs,i) = −
∏
i
log p(Nobs,i|Npre,i(qUi, θ)) , (5.2)
by solving
d
dθ
(−logL(θ|Nobs,i))
∣∣∣∣
θbest
= 0 , (5.3)
in order to get the best fit parameters θbest [264]. This procedure requires the assumption
of an underlying Poisson distribution of the observed data. If the number of observed
events Nobs,i is larger than 25, it can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution and the
log-likelihood can be expressed in a chi-square function
− 2logL ≈ χ2 =
∑
i
(
Nobs,i −Npre,i(θ)
σi
)2
, (5.4)
with the statistical uncertainty σi ≈
√
Npre,i. [263]
Construction of Exclusion Limit
If measured data is used to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos, the tritium β-decay
model is extended by a sterile neutrino mass eigenstate mνs and a mixing amplitude sin
2 θ
as described in equation (3.17) [12].
The sterile neutrino parameter space is binned in a fine grid of (mνs , sin
2 θ)i,j combinations.
For each tuple, the measured data is fit to the model by minimizing χ2. By comparing
the resulting χ2(mνs , sin
2 θ)i,j to that of the fit of the null hypothesis χ
2
NH(0, 0), parameter
space can be excluded by the criterion
∆χ2i,j = χ
2(mνs , sin
2θ)i,j − χ2NH ≤ 4.61 (5.5)
at 90 % C.L1. [12, 263]
There are two different ways to include statistical and systematic uncertainties to the
χ2: The pull approach implements an additional constrained fit parameter that increases
the χ2-function and therefore penalizes it. The covariance-matrix approach expresses all
systematic effects in a single covariance matrix and is implemented directly in a re-written
version of the χ2-function. In principle, the two methods can also be combined, since
χ2pull = χ
2
cov assuming a Gaussian probability distribution function. [265]
1There are cases where the ∆χ2 is calculated with the χ2min = min
(
χ2(mνs , sin
2θ)i,j
)
corresponding to
the best fit instead of the χ2NH, for example in [12]. For small mixing angles, statistical fluctuations can
lead to a better fit result than the null hypothesis, but with a small statistical significance. In order to
avoid this, the definition of equation (5.5) is chosen in this work.
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The following will give a short introduction to both methods. A detailed introduction to
the topic can be found in [265, 266].
Pull Approach
In the pull approach, the systematic effects are implemented as additional nuisance fit
parameters with the best estimate being ζ̂j with its uncertainty σζj that both have to be
gained experimentally, via simulations or calculations [249]. The uncertainty parameters
extend the χ2-function with penalty terms
χ2pull =
∑
i
(
Nobs,i −Npre,i(θ)
σi
)2
+
∑
j
(
ζ̂j − ζj
σζj
)2
[263]. (5.6)
The individual treatment of the uncertainties allows one to study their influence on the
sensitivity separately. However, additional fit parameters require supplementary compu-
tation effort which state a clear disadvantage for example for pixel or run wise multifits.
[249]
Covariance Matrix Approach
In the covariance matrix approach the statistical and systematic uncertainties can be
combined to one covariance matrix
Vi,j = δijσstat,iσstat,j +
∑
k
σksys,iσ
k
sys,j + δijσsys,iσsys,j , (5.7)
where σstat is the uncorrelated statistical, σ
k
sys is the correlated, and σsys is the uncorrelated
systematic uncertainties [249]. In order to calculate a covariance matrix for a systematic
effect, the uncertain parameter in the model is varied N -times [267]. The covariance matrix
can be extracted from the variance of the spectra ~r
Vi,j =
1
N
N∑
n
(~ri − 〈~ri〉) · (~rj − 〈~rj〉) , (5.8)
normalized by N [47].
In order to consider a systematic effect expressed in a covariance matrix in the analysis,
the χ2-function is extended to
χ2cov =
∑
i,j
(Nobs,i −Npre,i)V −1i,j (Nobs,j −Npre,j) (5.9)
including the inverse covariance matrix V −1i,j . With growing i and j the complexity of
inverting Vi,j increases. However, the single covariance matrices need to be calculated
only once for a certain set of experimental parameters. [249]
Study of systematic Effects
In the following, all yet known systematic uncertainties that are relevant for a keV-scale
sterile neutrino search are studied according to the same scheme: after an introduction to
the effect, its influence on the spectral shape is calculated. If an analytical description is
not possible, approximations or simulations are used. After that, the effect is implemented
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in the model and its uncertainty is estimated. The model used in the analysis was devel-
oped in the scope of this thesis and is a multithreaded Python code based on the NumPy
and SciPy libraries2.
The impact of the systematic effects on a sterile neutrino search are studied for a hypo-
thetical 7-day reference measurement. The total measurement time of one week is equally
distributed over the measurement interval from [1.0, 18.575] keV in 100 steps. The maxi-
mum integrated rate is 100 kcps (maximum read-out rate of the FPD) which is assumed
to be reached at the lowest retarding potential. For the main spectrometer background,
a flat distributed rate of 300 mcps is used. It is assumed, that the main spectrometer
transmission is fully adiabatic for all tritium β-decay energies. The uncertainties on the
systematic effects are considered via the covariance matrix approach as introduced above.
5.2 Backscattering on the Rear Wall
The rear section is located at the up stream end of the source. It consists of the rear
wall chamber, a stainless steel housing where the rear wall is located. The rear wall itself
is a gold-plated disc with a diameter of 28.6 cm. The main task of the rear wall is to
provide a homogeneous starting potential for the source electrons. [142] Furthermore, the
rear section is used to monitor the source activity by measuring the characteristic x-ray
spectrum of β-electrons that hit the rear wall gold disc and is equipped with an electron
gun that can be used to determine the absolute value of the column density and the energy
loss function with exceptional precision (see section 5.3) [144].
Electrons that scatter back at the rear wall surface have a non-zero probability to reach the
FPD and contribute to the measured spectrum. The influence of rear wall backscattering
on a keV-scale sterile neutrino search was first investigated in [259]. The work focused on
a scenario with a very small source magnetic field of 0.05 T and quantified the size of the
contribution, but did not study the effect on the spectral shape. The work in hand gives a
general overview of the effect and shows the dependency on experimental parameters. It
introduces a model that is required in analyses and shows how uncertainties influence the
sensitivity of a sterile neutrino search.
Transmission and Reflection of Source Electrons
Whether β-electrons that are generated in the source reach the detector or not, is de-
termined by two of their starting conditions:
• Their initial kinetic energy must be sufficient to overcome the electric potential of
the main spectrometer Eini > qUret.
• Their starting polar angle has to be smaller than the maximum acceptance angle
defined by the source and the pinch magnetic field θs < θmax = sin
−1
√
Bs
Bpch
.
For the nominal magnetic field setting of KATRIN, where Bs = 3.6 T and Bpch = 6.0 T,
the probability for electrons to fulfill the second condition is
Pwgts,fpd =
1
2
·
(
1−
√
1− Bs
Bpch
)
= 0.1837 , (5.10)
2The basis of the code was developed by Marc Korzeczek, Institute of Experimental Particle Physics,
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
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following equations (4.4) - (4.9).
All β-electrons that do not reach the detector directly are guided back to the rear wall gold
disc where they undergo elastic and inelastic scattering as well as ionization interactions
with the rear wall material [268]. The electrons are either absorbed by the material or
scatter back due to angular changing processes. Depending on their scattering angle,
some of the backscattered electrons are able to reach the detector with a modified energy
distribution caused by the scattering energy loss. [259]
For the KATRIN neutrino mass determination, studies show that electron backscattering
at the rear wall is of no concern, since the backscattered electrons loose too much energy to
overcome the retarding potential [10, 249]. If the tritium β-decay spectrum is studied over
a wider energy range and the retarding potential is lowered, the backscattered electrons
can have a significant contribution to the observed spectrum [259].
5.2.1 Influence on the Spectrum
Similar to [259] equations (3.3)-(3.10), the spectrum observed at the detector including
the fraction of backscattered electrons can be written as3
Γwith = Pwgts,fpd × Γβ + (1− Pwgts,fpd) ·PBS ·Prw,fpd × Γrw . (5.11)
The unchanged β-spectrum coming from the source Γβ as well as the backscattered spec-
trum originating at the rear wall Γrw are weighted with the following probabilities:
• The factor Pwgts,fpd is defined in equation (5.10) and describes the electrons that
reach the FPD detector without being magnetically reflected at the pinch magnet.
• PBS is the backscattering probability of tritium β-decay electrons on the rear wall.
For the nominal KATRIN magnetic field setting and golden rear wall disc the prob-
ability is found to be PBS = 0.447.
• The probability of backscattered electrons to reach the detector Prw,fpd is deter-
mined by the rear wall and detector magnetic field as well as the angular distribu-
tion of the backscattered electrons. At nominal magnetic field setting, a fraction of
Prw,fpd = 0.268 of the backscattered electrons are able to reach the detector.
The backscattering probability PBS as well as the energy and angular distribution of
backscattered electrons have been determined with combined GEANT4 and KASPER
simulations. Details on the simulations as well as a validation study of GEANT4 backscat-
tering simulations can be found in appendices D and E.
The prefactors of equation (5.11) can be combined to
fβ = Pwgts,fpd , (5.12)
fdist = (1− Pwgts,fpd) ·PBS ·Prw,fpd . (5.13)
In order to see the relative influence of the effect on the spectral shape4, the ratio of∫
Γwith∫
Γwithout
− 1 =
∫
(fβ × Γβ + fdist × Γrw)∫
(fβ × Γβ + fdist × Γβ)
− 1 (5.14)
as a function of the retarding energy is shown in figure 5.1. The relative influence of
the backscattered electrons is large, with values up to 0.339 (=̂ 33.9 %), in the region
3Electron scattering on hydrogen molecules in the source is not considered here. For a detailed discussion
on the influence, see 5.2.
4The number of electrons is chosen to be equal for both spectra since only the size of the shape variation
is of interest. The total number of electrons is absorbed in the analysis as a normalization by fitting
Rsig.
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Figure 5.1: The spectral distortion caused by electrons that scattered back at the gold-plated
rear wall disc. For lower energies, where the count rates are small, the largest relative deviation
of approximately 0.339 is reached.
of the spectrum with low count rate. Modeling such a large effect is challenging, since
the uncertainties on the model significantly impact the observed spectrum. Therefore
countermeasures are required.
5.2.2 Countermeasures
In order to get a better understanding of the size of the effect, the ratio of both prefactors
Rdist =
fdist
fβ
, (5.15)
can be used as a direct measure for the distortion caused by backscattered electrons
(adapted from [259]).
There are two parameters that influence Rdist:
1. Rear wall magnetic field: The probability for a backscattered electron to reach
the detector depends on the ratio of the rear wall and pinch magnetic field. By
lowering Brw, the maximum transmission angle decreases and with it the fraction
of electrons that cause the distortion. In addition, the backscattering probability
will slightly decrease, since the impact angle θimp gets flatter if the source magnetic
field is kept at the nominal value (see figure D.3 in appendix D). [259] The blue line
in the green shaded area of figure 5.2 shows the decrease of Rdist as a function of
Brw at a fixed source magnetic field of 3.6 T. The rear wall magnetic field is limited
to Brw & 0.16 T due to the stray field of the source. A further reduction of the
magnetic field can only be reached, by a pole reversal of the rear section magnet
(orange dashed line), or a simultaneous lowering of the source magnetic field (blue
dashed line).
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Figure 5.2: If the source magnetic field is kept at its nominal value of 3.6 T, a reduction
of the rear wall field leads to a decrease of the contribution of backscattered electrons to the
measured spectrum (green shaded area). Due to the stray field of the source, the magnetic
field at the rear wall is limited to approximately Brw = 0.16 T. If the rear section magnet
current would be reversed in polarity, the stray field could be compensated, introducing the
opportunity for a large suppression of the effect (orange dashed line). A reduction of the source
magnetic field would lead to a small increase of the contribution. After Bs = 0.5 T, the ratio
would be constant at a value of 4.0 · 10−2.
2. Source magnetic field: A lowering of the source magnetic field leads to an increase
of the effect, since the number of magnetically reflected source electrons is enhanced
and the number of electrons participating in rear wall backscattering increases [259].
In addition, the contribution of unscattered β-electrons to the measured spectrum
is reduced, which can be compensated by simultaneously lowering the rear wall
magnetic field.
If the pole of the rear section magnet is not reversed, turning it off while maintaining
the source magnetic field at its nominal value gives the setting with the smallest relative
contribution of backscattered electrons to the measured spectrum of up to 2.7 · 10−2.
If for any reason the source magnetic field needs to be lowered, a simultaneous lowering
of the rear wall magnetic field is required. If the pole of the magnet is not reversed, the
smallest relative contribution is up to 4.1 · 10−2 [259].
Nominal KATRIN Setting with the Rear Section Magnet turned off
Turning off the rear section magnet has an additional advantage. Figure 5.3 shows two
schematic views of the rear section. The blue area displays the magnetic fluxtube that
connects the detector and the rear wall. The upper pictures illustrates the magnetic flux-
tube at the nominal magnetic field setting of Brw = 1.66 T. All field lines are mapped on
the gold-plated rear wall disc.
If the rear section magnet is turned off, the fluxtube widens and the field lines do not
connect only to the rear wall disc, but also to the stainless steel chamber walls. The
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Figure 5.3: The rear wall chamber at two different magnetic field settings. The nominal
KATRIN setting (upper illustration) and a scenario where the rear section magnet is turned
off (bottom illustration). The blue area shows the magnetic fluxtube that connects the rear wall
to the detector. In the nominal setting the field lines all connect to the gold-plated rear wall
disc. If the rear section super conducting magnet is turned off, the fluxtube mainly connects
to the stainless steel rear wall chamber and only the inner part of the detector observes the
rear wall disc. Figure is adapted from [259] figure 3.1.
backscattering probability for stainless steel is smaller by approximately a factor of two
compared to gold (for details see appendix D). In combination with the lower rear wall
magnetic field, the influence of electron backscattering at the rear wall can be reduced by
more than a factor of ten by this experimental modification as can be seen in figure 5.4.
[259]
In addition, a distinct radial dependency of the effect is found. Due to a widening of
the magnetic fluxtube, the FPD rings observe areas of different Brw, which needs to be
considered in the analysis.
5.2.3 Uncertainties and Influence on the Sensitivity
The uncertainties on the model can be divided into two groups: 1. uncertainties on the
underlying simulations; 2. influences of simplifications the model is based on. In the
following, both are discussed and their impact on the sensitivity of a sterile neutrino
measurement is calculated.
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Figure 5.4: If the rear wall magnets are turned off, the distortion is smaller compared to the
nominal KATRIN setting (figure D.4). The rear wall magnetic field scales with the radius
of the field lines from small values in the center B0rw = 0.062 T up to B
12
rw = 0.296 T for the
outermost detector ring. As a consequence, the size of the distortion depends on the detector
ring that observes the spectrum. The detector bullseye is the only ring where the field lines
connect to the gold-plated rear wall. In all other cases, the electrons scatter back at stainless
steal (two times smaller backscattering probability), explaining why the size of the distortion
of ring 0 is between the values of ring 3 and 4.
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Uncertainty on the underlying Simulations
The modeling of the spectral influence is based on two types of simulations:
1. Backscattering simulations with GEANT4 : The simulations are required to
determine the backscattering probability PBS as well as the energy and angular dis-
tribution of the backscattered electrons [259]. Appendix E shows a validation study
of angular and energy distributions, simulated with GEANT4 that show deviations
from measurements in the order of σgeant < 20 %. This value is applied as an uncor-
related and energy independent uncertainty on the model.
2. Magnetic field simulations with KASPER: The simulation of the magnetic
field is required to calculate the impact angle θimp of the electrons on the rear wall
surface as well as the coefficients Pwgts,fpd and Prw,fpd [259]. There is a large number
of experimental validations of KASPER magnetic field simulations (for a comprehen-
sive example see [269]). In [270], the uncertainties σBs = 2.5 % and σBpch = 0.2 %
are derived. An uncertainty on the rear wall magnetic field has not been deter-
mined yet, but is assumed to be of the same size as the source magnetic field
σBRW = σBs = 2.5 %. Their contribution on the uncertainty on the model can be
derived by recalculating the effect for a large number of randomly generated fluctu-
ated fields (uncorrelated). The calculations show that the field fluctuations lead to
an overall uncertainty of σmag = 5.6 %.
Influence of Simplifications
Two major simplifications have been made in the modeling of rear wall backscattering:
1. Neglecting source scattering: Only half of the electrons that are generated in the
source, propagate directly towards the rear wall. Approximately 31 % of the source
electrons are emitted in detector direction and magnetically reflected at the pinch
magnet. Due to the scattering of electrons on the tritium molecules in the source
(reflected electrons have to pass the source up to two times), the energy distribution
of the electrons is different to the ones which directly propagate to the rear wall.
This effect has an influence on the shape of the backscattered spectrum Γrw.
2. Neglecting multiple rear wall scattering: Backscattered electrons have a proba-
bility of (1−Prw,fpd) of being magnetically reflected at the pinch. Reflected electrons
will propagate back to the rear wall and undergo a second backscattering process
with the probability PBS. This procedure can be repeated until the backscattering
angle is small enough to finally reach the detector, or the energy loss is large enough
to be blocked by the retarding potential. This leads to an increase of the effective
number of electrons that reach the rear wall Prw,fpd → P ∗rw,fpd. Furthermore, a mod-
eling of multiple scattered events has to consider the deviated energy distribution
due to the consecutive backscattering as well as the influenced of scattering in the
source. In this work, this effect introduces the largest uncertainty on the model and
is estimated to be 20 %.
Figure 5.5 shows the influence of different model uncertainties on the sensitivity of the 7-
day reference measurement. If the rear section magnet is operated at nominal setting, the
impact of the uncertainty on the model is large, and leads to a reduction of the sensitivity
on the mixing angle sin2 θ of up to a factor 20. For the low field scenario, the impact of
the 20 % uncorrelated uncertainty is moderate, with a maximum sensitivity reduction of
a factor of four. If the model would be improved, and the uncertainty limited to 10 % the
sensitivity loss can be further reduced to a maximum reduction of a factor of two.
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Figure 5.5: The sensitivity of the 7-day reference measurement including the rear wall
backscattering correction. The blue line shows the statistical sensitivity without uncertainties
on the correction. The resulting sensitivities for an uncorrelated uncertainty on the model of
20 % is shown in the green line (nominal KATRIN setting) as well as the orange line (rear
section off). The red dashed line shows the hypothetical case of a reduced uncertainty of the
model.
5.2.4 Conclusion
If the endpoint region of the tritium β-decay is studied, electrons that are backscattered
at the rear wall are effectively blocked by the retarding potential [249]. By lowering qUret,
the number of backscattered electrons that are able to reach the detector increases, which
leads to a distinct deviation of the measured spectrum (maximum relative contribution of
34 %) [259].
By lowering the rear wall magnetic field, the effect can be reduced due to the higher mag-
netic reflection probability of backscattered electrons at the pinch magnet and a widening
of the fluxtube. The countermeasure of a reduced rear wall magnetic field is limited by
the stray field of the source magnets. [259] An additional reduction can be gained, by
reversing the rear section magnet current to generate a compensation field. The option of
a new rear wall made of a material with a low backscattering coefficient (for example 4Be)
is discussed in section 7.3.
By implementing the effect in the model, the impact on the sterile neutrino search was in-
vestigated. The uncertainties on the underlying simulations as well as the simplifications
that have been made in order to determine the shape of the effect introduce a relative
large systematic uncertainty of 20 %, which reduces the sensitivity by up to a factor of 20
(nominal KATRIN setting) or a factor of four if the rear section magnet is turned off.
The large uncertainty on the model can be reduced by considering source scattering as
well as multiple scattering on the rear wall. One approach for a new model is presented in
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section 7.4. Furthermore, simulations can be validated with dedicated measurements as,
for example, proposed in [16].
5.3 Electron Scattering in the Source
While electrons propagate from their point of generation to the detector, they have a
probability to undergo several scattering processes mainly on hydrogen molecules in the
WGTS. As a consequence, the probability for electrons to overcome the retarding potential
does not only depend on their starting energy, but also on the numbers of scatterings they
underwent in the source and the corresponding energy loss. [10]
This probability is expressed in the KATRIN response function which has been developed
over many years of collective work, with focus on energies in the endpoint region of the
tritium β-decay spectrum (see for example [10, 138, 124]).
If lower energy ranges of the tritium β-spectrum are measured, which is required for a
keV-scale sterile neutrino search, the validation of the response function has to be studied
over the full energy scale.
5.3.1 Influence on the Spectrum
In a MAC-E filter system, the rate of transmitted electrons depends on the retarding
potential qUret and is given by
dN(qUret)
dt
∝
E0∫
qUret
d2N
dEdt
(
E0,m
2
νe
)
·T (E, qUret) dE, (5.16)
where the differential tritium β-decay spectrum is d
2N
dEdt(E0,m
2
νe) [124]. The transmission
function T (E, qUret) describes the probability of an electron to pass the MAC-E filter
electrostatic barrier. In the case of tritium β-decay with an isotropic starting angular
distribution, T (E, qUret) is given by
T (E, qUret) =

0 E − qUret < 0
1−
√
1−E−qUret
E
· Bs
Ba
1−
√
1− Bs
Bpch
0 ≤ E − qUret ≤ ∆E
1 E − qUret > ∆E
, (5.17)
with the energy resolution ∆E as derived in equation (2.8). [10]
The energy loss of electrons caused by scattering has a first order contribution to the
observed rate. In order to take this into account, equation (5.16) can be written as
dN(qUret)
dt
∝
E0∫
qUret
d2N
dEdt
(
E0,m
2
νe
)
·R (E, qUret) dE , (5.18)
where the transmission function T (E, qUret) is replaced by the response function of the
experiment R(E, qUret), additionally describing the energy loss of the electrons. [124]
The energy loss ε of an inelastic scattering process is described by the energy loss distri-
bution
f(ε) =
1
σinel
· dσ
dε
, (5.19)
where σinel is the inelastic scattering cross section [10].
The shape of the energy loss function has been measured and parameterized for electron
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kinetic energies of 18 keV, assuming a constant inelastic scattering cross section of (3.40±
0.07) · 10−18 cm2:
f(ε) =
A1 · exp
(
−2 ·
(
ε−ε1
ω1
)2)
ε < εc
A2 ·
ω22
ω22+4(ε−ε2)2
ε ≥ εc
, (5.20)
with the parameters A1 = 0.204± 0.001, A2 = 0.0556± 0.0003, ω1 = 1.85± 0.02,
ω2 = 12.5± 0.1, ε1 = 12.6 eV, ε2 = 14.30± 0.02, and εc = 12.6 eV [124, 271].
The parameterization5 consists of two components: The energy loss caused by excitation is
expressed as a Gaussian distribution with its peak at ε1. The energy loss due to ionization
of tritium molecules is represented in a Lorentzian tail that occurs only for energy losses
ε ≥ εc. [124, 271]
The response function is given by the convolution of the transmission function with the
energy loss distribution
R(E, qUret) = P 0 ·T (E, qUret)+P 1 ·T (E, qUret)⊗f(ε)+P 2 ·T (E, qUret)⊗[f(ε)⊗f(ε)]+... ,
(5.21)
with the mean probability of scattering n-times Pn [124]. The first four contributions of
the energy loss function are displayed in figure 5.6.
The scattering probabilities Pn for an electron generated at the position z with an initial
polar angle θ are given by a Poisson distribution
Pn(z, θ) =
(λ(z, θ) ·σinel)n
n!
· exp (−λ(z, θ) ·σinel) , (5.22)
with the effective column density
λ(z, θ) =
1
cos θ
∫ L
z
ρ(z′)dz′ , (5.23)
where ρ(z) is the density profile. The limits of the integral state the position of generation
z as well as the length of the source L. [124]
For an isotropic electron distribution limited by the maximum acceptance angle θmax, the
mean scatting probability as a function of z can be calculated by
Pn(z) =
1
1− cos θmax
∫ θ=θmax
θ=0
sin θ ·Pn(z, θ)dθ [124]. (5.24)
The scattering probabilities used in equation (5.21) are given by integrating over the source
length 2L
Pn =
1
ρd
· 1
1− cos θmax
·
∫ L
−L
∫ θmax
0
ρ(z′)Pn(z
′, θ) sin θdθdz′ [263]. (5.25)
Figure 5.7 shows the resulting response function for up to four scatterings.
The response function has been experimentally validated and shows good agreement for
energies close to the endpoint [272]. If the model is extended to lower energies, one major
modification is required: The inelastic scattering cross section can no longer be regarded
as energy independent [273]. For a study of the influence of an energy independent cross
section on the KATRIN neutrino mass determination please see [273].
5A new energy loss parameterization has been established recently [272]. The analysis of the First Tritium
Campaign data in chapter 6 includes the new parameterization. For the scope of this study, the deviation
between the models is negligible.
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Figure 5.6: The first four contributions of the energy loss to the KATRIN response function.
The minimum energy loss for inelastic scattering is 10 eV. As a consequence, the energy loss
function is zero for values smaller than n-times 10 eV. The energy loss probability (y-axis)
decreases with the number of scatterings n. Figure is adapted from [138] figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.7: The KATRIN response function derived for the nominal column density of
ρd = 5 · 1017 cm−2 and a constant inelastic scattering cross section of σinel = 3.4 · 10−18 cm2.
Approximately 41% of the electrons leave the source without scattering. At surplus energies
larger than 10 eV the first scattered electrons are transmitted.
Energy dependent Cross Section
For relativistic electrons, the energy dependent cross section is given by
σinel(E) =
4πa20
T (E)/R
[
M2tot
[
ln
(
β2(E)
1− β2(E)
)
− β2(E)
]
+
γtot(E)
T (E)/R
+ Ctot
]
, (5.26)
where the kinetic energy of the electrons is
T (E) =
1
2
·me ·β2(E) , (5.27)
the relativistic factor is
β(E) =
√
1− 1
(E/me + 1)2
, (5.28)
the Rydberg Energy R, the Bohr radius a0, and the electron rest mass me [274]. The
numerical constants M2tot, Ctot, as well as γtot depend on the hydrogen isotopologues
participating in the scattering process. A detailed derivation of the parameters for H2 are
given in [274, 275, 276]. Their values are:
M2tot = 1.5497 (5.29)
Ctot = 17.502 (5.30)
γtot(E) = 2 ·
[
−7
4
+ ln
(
Eion
T (E)
)]
, (5.31)
with the ionization energy of molecular hydrogen Eion = 15.45 eV.
A visualization of the energy dependent cross section can be seen in the bottom panel of
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Figure 5.8: Upper panel: By replacing σ → σ(E) in equation (5.22) the energy dependent
probabilities Pn(E) for an electron to scatter n-times during its propagation through the
WGTS can be calculated. As the cross section for inelastic scattering increases for lower
energies, the probability for multiple scattering increases as well. The grey dashed line shows
the summation over all scattering probabilities from 5 to ∞ scatterings. Lower panel: The
relativistic total inelastic scattering cross section increases for lower energies. The relative
uncertainty on the cross section is stated as 1.6 % and increased by a factor of five for better
visualized (orange band) [277].
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figure 5.8. The cross section increases for lower electron energies and shows variations of
up to two orders of magnitude over the β-decay energy range.
By replacing the constant with an energy dependent cross section in equation (5.22), the
scattering probabilities can be calculated as a function of the electron energy. The results
are displayed in the top panel of figure 5.8. With smaller electron incident energy, multiple
scatterings are more likely while passing the source section. If KATRIN is used to mea-
sure the tritium β-decay spectrum over a wider energy range, it is important to consider
a high number of scatterings in the analysis.
To study the influence of electron scattering in the source on the spectral shape, the
response function stated in equation (5.21) has been implemented in the model. For the
calculations, it can be chosen to be constant or energy dependent.
Figure 5.9 shows the relative deviation between two spectra including source scattering
and a spectrum without. For the spectra with source scattering a distinction is made
between a case with a constant cross section and an energy dependent.
The relative influence of source scattering on the spectral shape is large and reaches values
up to 14 % close to the endpoint in both cases. At retarding potentials qUret < 16.0 keV
both scenarios start to divide on a level of 10−2. If an energy dependent cross section is
used, the probability for multiple scatterings increases for lower energies which leads to
an increased electron loss and a deviation from the calculations assuming a constant cross
section.
5.3.2 Countermeasures
By lowering the column density, the number of scatterings can be reduced. If the source
is operated at 1 % of the nominal column density, the number of electrons that leave the
source unscattered increases from 41 % (nominal ρd) to 98.4 %. Calculations show that
the overall contribution of electron scattering to the spectrum is reduced by two orders of
magnitude compared to the nominal setting shown in figure 5.9.
5.3.3 Uncertainties and Influence on the Sensitivity
There are three main parameters whose uncertainties have a direct influence on the re-
sponse model [10]:
• The column density ρd: The forward beam monitor (FBM) and the β-induced x-ray
system (BIXS) performs in situ monitoring of the column density from which the
systematic uncertainty can be derived for each measurement [249]. For the KATRIN
first neutrino mass campaign KNM1, an average uncertainty on ρd of 1.03 % has been
calculated and used in the analysis [278]6.
• The inelastic scattering cross section σinel: The uncertainty on σinel has been esti-
mated in [277] with 1.6 % for energies close to the endpoint. There is no obvious
reason, why the uncertainty should vary with the energy, therefore the same uncer-
tainty is assumed for the full energy scale.
• The magnetic field in the analyzing plane Ba: The uncertainty on the magnetic field
in the analyzing plane was determined in a high-precision magnetometer measure-
ment and is found to be 1 % [281].
Another uncertainty is caused by neglecting the energy dependence of the energy loss
function. The energy loss function can be measured using a mono energetic electron
6During the KNM1 Campaign the absolute column density and the uncertainty on the value has been
derived via the throughput of the gas into the WGTS [279]. For the KNM2 Campaign, the uncertainty
on ρd was reduced to 0.65 % [280]. An even further reduction is expected in the future.
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Figure 5.9: The relative influence of electron scattering in the source on the spectrum is
large. For energies close to the endpoint, deviations of up to 0.14 (=̂14 %) appear. For energies
lower than 16.0 keV the influence is larger if an energy dependent scattering cross section is
considered in the model. The increasing probability of multiple scatterings leads to a more
distinct relative disturbance of the spectral shape. The lower figure shows the comparison of
two spectra which include the effect of electron scattering in the source, calculated with and
without an energy dependent cross section. For low energies, the deviation of the two models
reaches values of up to 2.0 · 10−2 (=̂2 %). It can be concluded that if the spectrum is measured
on a wider energy range, an energy dependent cross section has to be considered.
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source either by an integral measurement [282] or via a time-of-flight measurement [283].
So far, the function has only been measured for energies close to the kinematic endpoint.
Recent measurements hint that the energy loss model is also valid for deviating values, for
example 20.575 keV [284]. In general, the energy loss function needs to be measured for
all energies, using the rear wall electron gun and replacing the tritium in the source with
deuterium (the latter is required to reach a wider energy range due to the high expected
rates when using tritium).
Due to the complexity of the propagation of uncertainties on the energy loss function, they
are neglected in the following discussion. For the analysis of the First Tritium Campaign
data the nominal uncertainties on the parameterization have been used in the analysis (see
section 6.5).
Influence on the Sensitivity
The influence of uncertainties on the energy loss model on the sterile neutrino sensitivity is
shown in figure 5.10. Uncertainties on the input parameter σinel and ρd show a significant
influence on the sterile neutrino sensitivity compared to Ba. While the uncertainty on the
magnetic field can be in the size of 10 % without a significant effect, an uncertainty on the
column density of 1 % reduces the sensitivity on the mixing angle by a factor of up to 1.8
for the 7-day reference measurement.
If the uncertainties on σinel, ρd, and Ba are chosen to be the same as for the first KA-
TRIN neutrino mass analysis stated in [9] the sensitivity is lowered by up to a factor of
2.8 compared to the pure statistical sensitivity.
If the column density is lowered to 1 % of its nominal value, the influence of uncertainties
on the model input parameters is negligible. Even an unrealistically large uncertainty
on the column density of 10 % has no impact on the sensitivity of the 7-day reference
measurement. Therefore, small column densities are preferred to minimize the effect of
uncertainties on the source scattering for a keV-scale sterile neutrino measurement, which
can be reasonably reconciled with the results of chapter 4.
5.3.4 Conclusion
The scattering of signal electrons on hydrogen molecules has an influence of up to 14 %
on the measured spectrum. Therefore, it is important to model the effect precisely. The
response function and energy loss model has been developed for KATRIN endpoint mea-
surements. In the scope of this work, the validation of the model on the full energy scale
was studied.
The first and most important conclusion is that if KATRIN is used for deep scans of the
tritium β-decay spectrum, an energy dependent cross section is required in the model.
Furthermore, the increased number of multiple scatterings needs to be considered in the
analysis.
Due to the large size of the effect, the model is sensitive to uncertainties on the input
parameters. In particular uncertainties on the column density as well as on the inelastic
cross section influence the sensitivity of a keV-scale sterile neutrino search up to a factor
of 2.8 within the statistics studied here.
By reducing the column density the scattering probability, and thus the influence of the
effect on the measured spectrum, decreases. If the source is operated at a low column
density of 1 % even an unrealistically large uncertainty of 10 % on the absolute value of
the column density does not decrease the sensitivity, assuming that the same amount of
statistics are collected as for the nominal case.
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Figure 5.10: The influence of electron scattering in the source on the sterile neutrino sensi-
tivity for the 7-day reference measurement. The uncertainty on the analyzing plane magnetic
field is negligible (dashed yellow line is congruent with the stat. only sensitivity), however,
the uncertainty on the column density as well as the inelastic cross section has a significant
impact on the sensitivity. If the uncertainties from [9] are applied, the sensitivity on the sterile
neutrino mixing angle would be decreased by up to a factor of 2.8. If the column density
is lowered to 1 % even a large uncertainty of 10 % on the column density would not lead to
a reduction of the sensitivity on the sterile neutrino parameters within the statistics studied
here.
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Finally, it is important to mention that the energy loss function has only been experi-
mentally validated for energies close to the kinematic endpoint yet. Even though first
simulations show no significant energy dependence, it is strongly recommended to mea-
sure the energy loss function for smaller energies, if the tritium β-spectrum is observed on
a wider energy range. By operating the source at lower column density, the influence of
an unconsidered energy dependence of the energy loss model can be minimized.
5.4 Magnetic Traps in the Source
The magnetic field in the WGTS is not homogeneous. As displayed in figure 5.11 there are
magnetic field minima at the pump ports (number 1, 2, 5, and 6) and two small minima at
the center of the source (number 3 and 4). Electrons that are generated inside the volume
of the magnetic field minima can be magnetically trapped. Trapped electrons eventually
escape the traps due to elastic and inelastic scattering on hydrogen molecules. The energy
loss caused by scattering leads to a distorted energy distribution of the escaped electrons
(see section 5.3). A small but non-negligible fraction of these electrons is able to reach the
detector. [10]
The effect of magnetic trapping in the KATRIN source was subject of various studies and
found to be negligible for the neutrino mass determination, see for example [10, 249]. Its
influence on a sterile neutrino search has been studied in [260], but only in a qualitative
way which allowed for an approximation of the absolute contribution of the effect on the
measured spectrum for a specific benchmark scenario7. The influence of the effect on the
spectral shape was not studied.
In this work, KASPER simulations are used to calculate the angular and energy distribu-
tion of electrons that escaped the magnetic traps. This is required to model the influence
of the effect on the observed spectrum (section 5.4). Several countermeasures are discussed
(section 5.4) and the influence of uncertainties on the model on a keV-scale sterile neutrino
search is presented (section 5.4).
The Trapping Process
The following formulation is based on [260] equations (3.10)-(3.15).
The ratio of the magnetic field at the point of generation Bini and the field at the border
of the trap Btrap
8 defines a maximum angle under which an β-electron can start without
being magnetically reflected
θini ≤ θtrap = sin−1
√
Bini
Btrap
[10, 260]. (5.32)
For an isotropic angular distribution, the number of initially trapped electrons can be
calculated over the conical solid angle
Ωtrap = 4π · cos θtrap , (5.33)
which directly corresponds to the trapping probability
Ptrap =
Ωtrap
4π
= cos θtrap
Ptrap = cos
(
sin−1
√
Bini
Btrap
)
=
√
1− Bini
Btrap
. [260] (5.34)
7The scenario studied included a reduced column density of ρd = 3 · 1015 cm−2 (0.6 % of the nominal
value) and a source magnetic field of Bs = 0.045 T. The absolute contribution of electron scattering to
the spectrum was found to be 7.5 · 10−4. [260]
8In an asymmetric trap, the field at the lower border defines Btrap.
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Figure 5.11: An overview of the magnetic field strength in the source. Between the pump
ports (trap 1, 2, 5, and 6) the magnetic field drops to small values of less than a third of
the mean value. Between the three main coils of the WGTS, compensation coils are installed
to avoid the same deep field drops as in the pump port areas. The inner traps are therefore
smaller with a corresponding field reduction of approximately 1 %. Due to the geometry of
the correction coils, the inner minima consist of three further small traps.
Figure 5.12 shows the trapping angle and probability as a function of the electrons’ initial
position. The trap borders are defined by the local magnetic field minima ±0.5 m in z-
direction. The distance relates to the position where the trapping probability changes back
to zero.
The total number of initially trapped electrons does not only depend on the magnetic field
but also on the prevailing tritium density ρ in the trap volume [260]. An overview of the
nominal density distribution in the WGTS is displayed in figure 5.13. The difference in the
density of the inner and the most outer traps is about three orders of magnitude. In total,
approximately 27.2 % of all electrons start within a trap volume. If the density fractions
and the trapping probabilities shown in figure 5.12 are multiplied, the fraction of initially
trapped β-electrons can be derived. For the nominal KATRIN setting it is found to be
2.95 %.
The initially trapped electrons will escape after a certain time due to a change of their
polar angle below θtrap. The angular changes are caused by elastic and inelastic scattering
on gas molecules. Inelastic scattering mainly leads to an energy loss and small angular
variations. For elastic scattering, it is the other way around. If the angle of escaped elec-
trons is small enough to fulfill equation (2.6) and their remaining energy is bigger than
the retarding potential, they are able to reach the detector. Since these electrons undergo
a much higher number of scatterings than the electrons that are generated untrapped in
the source, they contribute to the signal with a deviated energy distribution. [10]
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Figure 5.12: If electrons start within the volume of a magnetic trap with an initial polar
angle larger than the trapping angle (right ordinate), they will be magnetically reflected at
the borders of the trap. The trapping probability is displayed on the left ordinate. Figure is
adapted from [260] figure 3.6.
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Figure 5.13: The density distribution in the WGTS at nominal setting. The orange shaded
areas correspond to the location of the magnetic traps. The right ordinate shows the relative
density. The two inner traps are located in an area with a much higher tritium density than
the outer traps. In total, the density in the trap volumes accounts for 27.2 % of the entire
density. The data used in this figure was taken from [285].
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Time Evolution of Traps
The time evolution of the magnetic traps is important to consider, since any time de-
pendency would lead to a non steady systematic effect. Furthermore, it allows to study
possible charge accumulations caused by temporarily trapped electrons that could lead to
a spacial variation of the source electric potential.
The upcoming formulations and calculations are based on [260] equations (F.8)-(F.24).
Each trap has a constant filling
Γfill,i = πr
2
s · εT ·
ln(2)
t1/2
·
∫ z2,i
z1,i
ρ(z) ·Ptrap(z) dz , (5.35)
and escaping rate
Γesc,i =
Ni(t)
tesc,i
, (5.36)
with the source radius rs, the tritium purity εT, the half-life t1/2, the number of electrons
inside the trap Ni(t) and the mean time required to escape the trap by scattering tesc,i.
[260]
The time evolution of Ni(t) can be expressed by an ordinary first order differential equation
Ṅi(t) = Γfill,i − Γesc,i = Γfill,i −
Ni(t)
tesc,i
. [260] (5.37)
After separation of the variables, the equation can be written as∫ (
1
Γfill,i · tesc,i −Ni(t)
)
dN =
∫
1
tesc,i
dt . [260] (5.38)
Integrating both sides leads to
− ln
(
Γfill,i · tesc,i −Ni(t)
)
=
t
tesc,i
+ C . [260] (5.39)
By rearranging and replacing C ′ = e−C the number of electrons can be written as a
function of time
Ni(t) = Γfill,i · tesc,i − C ′ · exp
(
−t/tesc,i
)
. [260] (5.40)
With the initial value Ni(t = 0) = 0, the constant can be derived
C ′ = Γfill,i · tesc,i , (5.41)
which leads to the final expression
Ni(t) = Γfill,i · tesc,i ·
[
1− exp
(
−t/tesc,i
)]
. [260] (5.42)
The escaping times are derived in a KASPER simulation and listed in the first column
of table 5.1. Due to the short escaping times, the traps are saturated within a few µs.
As a consequence, no time dependent charge effects such as a slow filling over time are
expected. The filling rates listed in the second column of table 5.1 are calculated with
equation (5.35).
For t tesc,i an equilibrium of electrons in the trap is reached
Γfill,i = Γesc,i . [260] (5.43)
Following the relation
Γfill,i = Γesc,i =
Ni(t tesc,i)
tesc,i
, (5.44)
the total number of electrons in the trap in the equilibrium case can be determined [260].
As shown in the last column of table 5.1 these numbers are negligibly small compared to
the total decay rate in the source which is on the order of 1011 s−1. Therefore, a space
charge that could influence the electric potential inside the source can be excluded as well.
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Table 5.1: The mean escaping time as obtained by the simulation (first column), the corre-
sponding filling and escaping rate in equilibrium (second column), and the resulting number
of trapped electrons (third column). The sum of maximum stored electrons is 1594 for the
nominal column density of ρd = 5 · 1017 cm−2. Therefore, an increased local charge density is
not expected.
Trap No. tesc,i in µs Γfill,i in 10
6 s−1 Nmax
1 2.21 13.9 31
2 1.54 189.4 292
3 0.67 600.3 401
4 0.69 637.2 439
5 1.84 216.4 398
6 2.17 15.1 33
5.4.1 Influence on the Spectrum
The spectrum including the effect of electrons that escaped the magnetic traps is given by
Γwith = Pwgts,fpd × Γβ +
6∑
i=1
(
Pρ,i ·P trap,i ·PqUret,i ·Pθmax,i
)
× Γtrap,i , (5.45)
with the unchanged β-spectrum from the source Γβ, as well as the deviated spectra of
initially trapped and escaped electrons Γtrap,i, weighted with the following probabilities:
• Pwgts,fpd: Analogous to the definition in section 5.2, Pwgts,fpd is the probability of
electrons that are generated in the source with an energy larger than qUret to reach
the detector without being magnetically reflected at the pinch magnetic field.
• Pρ,i: The density fraction Pρ,i describes the relative amount of decays in a trap
volume i, compared to the full integral density of the entire source (see figure 5.13
right ordinate).
• P trap,i: The mean trapping probability P trap,i describes the probability of an electron
decaying in a trap, to be initially trapped according to equation (5.32). The product
Pρ,i ·P trap,i is a direct measure of the fraction of source β-electrons that are initially
trapped.
• PqUret,i: Whether an electron that escaped the trap is able to reach the detector
depends on its kinetic energy Eesc and polar angle θesc. If the kinetic energy is
smaller than Eesc < qUret, the electron can not overcome the retarding potential
and does not contribute to the spectral distortion. The probability PqUret,i describes
the fraction of electrons that started with an energy Eini > qUret and are able to
overcome the retarding potential after the escape process due to the scattering energy
loss.
• Pθmax,i: If the polar angle after escape θesc is larger than the maximum acceptance
angle θesc > θmax = sin
−1
√
Bs
Bpch
, the electron is magnetically reflected at the pinch
and therefore unable to reach the detector and contribute to the measured spectrum.
The probability Pθmax,i corresponds to the number of electrons that are able to reach
the detector without being magnetically reflected.
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Figure 5.14: The relative influence of magnetic trapping in the source on the shape of an
integral spectrum. Close to the endpoint, where the count rate is low, the relative influence of
the effect is the largest and reaches values of 5.5 · 10−3 (=̂0.55 %).
The factors Pwgts,fpd, P trap,i, and Pρ,i can be calculated based on a KASPER magnetic
field and gas profile simulation9.
A determination of PqUret,i, Pθmax,i, and Γtrap,i requires a KASPER simulation of the energy
and angular distribution of escaped electrons, including elastic and inelastic scattering of
electrons on hydrogen molecules. A description of the simulation settings and analysis can
be found in appendix F.
In order to determine the relative influence of the effect on the spectral shape, the ratio∫
Γwith∫
Γwithout
−1 =
Pwgts,fpd × Γβ +
∑6
i=1
(
Pρ,i ·P trap,i ·PqUret,i ·Pθmax,i
)
× Γtrap,i
Pwgts,fpd × Γβ +
∑6
i=1
(
Pρ,i ·P trap,i ·PqUret,i ·Pθmax,i
)
× Γβ
−1 , (5.46)
is calculated. Figure 5.14 displays the spectral shape deviation caused by magnetic trap-
ping in the source. For higher energy parts of the spectrum, the relative influence of the
effect is the largest due to the small count rate. It reaches values of up to 5.5 · 10−3.
5.4.2 Countermeasures
By lowering the source magnetic field with respect to the pinch magnetic field, the maxi-
mum acceptance angle θmax is reduced. As a consequence, the probability Pθmax,i decreases
which, however, is partly compensated by the simultaneous decrease of Pwgts,fpd. Since the
angular distribution of escaped electrons tends to larger angles (for details see appendix F)
the reduction of Pθmax,i has a larger effect compared to the decrease of Pwgts,fpd (isotropic
distribution). Simulations show that the effect of magnetic trapping on the measured spec-
trum can be reduced by a factor of 1.7 if the source magnetic field is lowered to Bs = 1.0 T
and a factor of 6.5 for Bs = 0.1 T.
9The simulation of the density profile was not performed in the scope of this thesis. The data was taken
from [285].
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A reduction of the column density does not lead to a decrease of the effect, since the
criterion for an escape (large enough angular change) only dependents on the mean num-
ber of scatterings. A reduced column density would lead to a longer escape time, however,
the angular and energy distribution after the trap does not change.
5.4.3 Uncertainties and Influence on the Sensitivity
This section discusses uncertainties on the model as well as their influence on the sensitivity.
They are separated in two groups: uncertainties on the simulation as well as uncertainties
caused by simplifications.
Uncertainties on the Simulation
In order to study the influence of uncertainties on the KASPER simulations, the dif-
ferent parameters whose derivation is based on simulations have been Gaussian fluctuated
with a large uncertainty of 30 %. The variation leads to a weighted average uncertainty
on the model10 of 8.14 %.
Uncertainties based on Simplifications
Two simplifications have been made in the modeling of magnetic trapping in the source:
1. Neglecting secondary electrons: Due to ionization, every β-electron that escapes
a trap generates ten secondary electrons on average. After escaping the trap, they
can contribute to the measured spectrum. The initial energy distribution of the
secondary electrons has been simulated with KASPER. Most of them (> 99.0 %) are
generated with energies smaller than Esec < 1.0 keV. By choosing qUret = 1.0 keV
as the lowest retarding potential of the measurement, the contribution of secondary
electrons can be strongly suppressed.
However, due to the large number of produced secondary particles, they have a
non-vanishing probability to contribute to the measured spectrum also for higher
energies. Figure 5.15 shows the potential contribution of secondary electrons to the
measured spectrum as a function of the retarding potential. Since the maximum
energy of secondary particles is Esec,max = E0/2 the contribution drops to zero at
this position of the spectrum [286]. For retarding potentials qUret < 1.0 keV, the
contribution gets larger than 0.1 (=̂10 %).
This approach assumes that the secondary electrons have the same probability to
reach the detector as the primary particles. Even though secondary electrons are
not considered in the model, their influence is covered within the uncertainties of the
simulations at this point.
2. Neglecting source scattering: This model assumes that electrons that leave a
trap have the same probability to scatter on hydrogen molecules while propagating
through the source as electrons that are generated free. However, due to the energy
and angular deviation caused by the escaping process, the probability could be dif-
ferent. Compared to the overall size of the effect, this contribution is assumed to be
small.
In summary, a conservative uncorrelated uncertainty of 10 % is used to study the impact
of the effect on the sterile neutrino sensitivity.
10The energy dependent size of the effect was used to weight the average deviation.
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Figure 5.15: The potential contribution of secondary electrons to the measured spectrum.
The numbers have been derived by multiplying the ratio of secondary to primary particles
(approximately ten) and the fraction of secondaries that have enough energy to overcome the
retarding potential. The secondary energy is limited to E0/2 which lead to the drop of the
contribution to zero for large retarding potentials.
Influence on the Sensitivity
The influence of magnetic trapping on the sterile neutrino sensitivity of the 7-day ref-
erence measurement is displayed in figure 5.16. The dashed lines show the sensitivity for
two different source magnetic field settings and an uncorrelated uncertainty on the model
of 10 %. The influence of the uncertainty on the sensitivity scales with the size of the
magnetic field. For the nominal KATRIN setting, the sensitivity on the mixing angle is
reduced by up to a factor of two. If the source magnetic field is set to Bs = 0.1 T, the
reduction decreases to a factor of only a factor of 1.14.
5.4.4 Conclusion
Local magnetic field minima in the WGTS lead to a trapping of approximately 2.7 % of
the generated β-electrons. By scattering on hydrogen molecules, the initially trapped elec-
trons leave the trap with a deviated energy and angular distribution [10]. If the spectrum
is measured close to the kinematic endpoint, the escaped electrons are unable to overcome
the retarding potential due to their energy loss [249]. If the energy range is extended as
required for a keV-scale sterile neutrino search, a small but non-negligible fraction of the
escaped electrons is able to reach the detector and contributes to a spectral distortion
[260].
The relative influence on the spectrum reaches values of up to 5.5 · 10−3 which makes a
consideration of the effect in the analysis necessary. So far, the overall uncertainty on the
model is estimated to be 10 %, which leads to a reduction of the neutrino sensitivity of up
to a factor of two within the studied statistics.
The size of the spectral malformation, as well as the influence of model uncertainties on
the sensitivity, can be reduced by lowering the source magnetic field by up to a factor of
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Figure 5.16: The influence of model uncertainties of magnetic trapping in the source on the
keV-scale sterile neutrino search. The blue line shows the statistical sensitivity, the dashed line
show the influence of an uncorrelated 10 % uncertainty on the model for two different source
magnetic fields.
five to Bs = 0.1 T.
An improvement of the model helps to further reduce the influence of magnetic trapping
in the source on the keV-scale sterile neutrino sensitivity. The development of a multi-
dimensional convolution model, which is introduced in section 7.4, shows great potential
to decrease the influence.
5.5 Source Fluctuations
The total number of tritium atoms in the source Ntot is determined by the column density
ρd, the tritium purity εT, and the cross-sectional area of the source A:
Ntot = A · εT · ρd . (5.47)
It is a direct measure of the source activity. For analyses of KATRIN measurements,
the absolute source activity is of minor interest, since it only affects the normalization of
the spectrum. However, in an integral measurements, where the count rate as a function
of the retarding potential is the relevant observable, unaccounted for fluctuations of Ntot
have the potential to distort the spectral shape. [131]
This section focuses on source fluctuations and their influence on deep tritium β-scans.
In the first part of this section, the source activity monitoring systems of KATRIN are
briefly introduced, and results of current measurements are presented. The second part
introduces the influence of source fluctuations on the measured spectrum (section 5.5)
as well as countermeasures that take into account the specific time structure of source
fluctuations (section 5.5). Finally, the influence of the fluctuations on the sterile neutrino
sensitivity is discussed (section 5.5).
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Monitoring and Stability
The monitoring of the β-decay rate during a KATRIN measurement is performed by
the BIXS and the FBM system (for details see section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2) [249]. Both systems
are designed to determine the source activity with a precision of 0.1 % on the time scale
of hours [143, 158]. Furthermore, the rate stability can be monitored with the FPD, by a
steadily repeated measurement at a certain retarding potential [131].
During the first tritium operation it was shown that the β-electron rate was stable on a
0.1 %, level at a retarding potential of qUret = E0 − 1000 eV in 60 second measurement
bins over a total measurement time of 5 hours [131]11.
Not only the rate stability itself, also the stability of the two relevant parameters, the
column density ρd and the tritium purity εT can be determined. There are three relevant
parameter that are directly connected to the stability of ρd: 1. the pressure of the buffer
vessel, that is located right before the inlet valve of the tritium loop system to the source
tube; 2. the inlet gas flow itself; 3. the temperature of the source beam tube [131]. The
Laser Raman System (LARA) is able to determine εT in situ with a precision of up to
0.034 %, depending on the gas composition and pressure setting of the loop system [287].
Throughout the first KATRIN neutrino mass determination campaign (KNM1 ), the vari-
ation of ρd and εT during the 2 h spectrum scans was found to be σρd = 8.0 · 10−3 and
σεT = 2.0 · 10−3[9]. By combining several runs, the uncertainties were further reduced
[254].
5.5.1 Influence on the Spectrum
In order to study the influence of source fluctuations on the measured spectrum, the rate
per measurement bin is smeared with a Gaussian distribution, where the fluctuation is
the standard deviation σ. The smearing was applied bin to bin uncorrelated. Figure 5.17
shows an example with a source fluctuation of σsource = 10
−3. As expected, the distortion
of the spectrum is on the same size as the fluctuation itself.
5.5.2 Countermeasures
The time structure of source fluctuations plays an important role to reduce their influence
on a measurement. In order to minimize the uncertainty on the mean source activity, the
measurement time distribution can be adjusted accordingly.
A distinction is made between two cases:
• Long term drifts: Assuming a long term source activity drift of σdrift = 10−3 in 7
days, the measurement time per run has to be in the order of 1 hour and 40 minutes
to reach a source stability of σsource < 10
−5 during one run.
• High frequency fluctuations: Fluctuations that occur on short time-scales (sub-
run length) require long measurements to collect enough monitoring data points N
to reduce the standard error of the mean σmean =
σfluct√
N
. Assuming a short scale
drift of σdrift = 10
−3, at least N = 104 monitoring data points are required to reach
σsource < 10
−5. This can also be reached by combining several runs to one stacked
run (see section 6.5) [254].
5.5.3 Uncertainties and Influence on the Sensitivity
Unaccounted source fluctuations can not be implemented in the model that predicts the
measured spectrum. The fluctuations themselves are treated as uncorrelated uncertainties.
11This stability is not expected to vary for different retarding voltages since there is no correlation between
the voltage setting and the stability of the source activity.
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Figure 5.17: The figure shows the relative influence of uncorrelated source fluctuations with
a size of σfluct = 10
−3 on an integral β-spectrum. The source fluctuations lead directly to bin
to bin uncorrelated rate instabilities of the same size.
Figure 5.18 shows the influence of source fluctuations on the keV-scale sterile neutrino
sensitivity of the 7-day reference measurement. A source fluctuation of σfluct = 10
−3
would significantly reduce the sensitivity on the mixing angle by up to a factor of four. If
the fluctuations are smaller, their influence can be reduced accordingly. For σfluct = 10
−5
the influence on the 7-day reference measurement is negligible.
5.5.4 Conclusion
Unaccounted source fluctuations with an unknown time structure are one of the largest
uncertainties if KATRIN is used to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos. They have
to be taken into account as uncorrelated uncertainties which influences the sensitivity
significantly as shown in figure 5.18.
KATRIN is equipped with several monitoring systems that can measure the uncertainties.
By a combination of the monitoring devices with an optimized scanning procedure and
measurement time distribution, the influence of source fluctuations on a keV-scale sterile
neutrino search can be minimized.
5.6 Detection Efficiency
A key variable of every detector system is the detection efficiency ε that describes the ratio
of the true number of electrons arriving at the detector and the number of events that are
actually measured. If the value is constant and independent of experimental parameters,
the detection efficiency would play a subordinate role in the analysis [250]. However, as
measurements and simulations show, the detection efficiency of the FPD is a distinct func-
tion of the retarding potential qUret as well as the detector pixel k (see for example [47]).
Reference [250] defines the FPD detection efficiency as follows
ε(qUret, k) = εabs · εpxl(k) · εroi(qUret, k) · εbs(qUret) · εpu(qUret, k) , (5.48)
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Figure 5.18: In the 7-day reference measurement, a fluctuation of σfluct = 10
−3 reduces the
sensitivity on the mixing angle by up to a factor of four. Uncertainties of the size σfluct = 10
−5
are negligible within the reviewed statistics. In an intermediate case of σfluct = 10
−4 the
reduction on the mixing angle leads values of up to a factor of two.
with the components:
• εabs: The absolute efficiency is a characteristic value for every detector, caused by
technical features. For the FPD it is constant for all pixels and independent of
the retarding potential. By fitting the normalization of the spectrum Rsig, εabs is
absorbed and plays no significant role in the analysis.
• εpxl(k): Due to small variations of the energy resolution of the FPD pixels k, εabs
needs to be corrected by a pixel dependent factor εpxl(k). It can be further used to
take into account pixel-correlations, for example of background space structures.
• εroi(qUret, k): In order to optimize the signal to noise ratio, only parts of the measured
detector response are considered in the analysis. The region-of-interest (ROI) is kept
constant for all retarding potentials to avoid shifts in the signal to noise ratio. A
typical ROI for an endpoint measurement at KATRIN is 14 keV ≤ Ee ≤ 32 keV
(considering the post acceleration qUPAE = 10 keV) [131]. If the spectrum is scanned
to lower energies, the peak position of the measured detector response shifts to
smaller values. This leads to a qUret dependent event loss. The effect also depends
on the pixel k, since the detector response (and thus the peak position) varies for
the different segments [47].
• εbs(qUret): Signal electrons are backscattered at the detector surface with a mean
probability of approximately 20 % [288]. Most of the electrons get backreflected to
the detector at the post acceleration potential, retarding potential, or by magnetic
reflection at the pinch magnetic field. Electrons with scattering angles smaller than
θscat ≤ sin−1
√
Bdet
Bpch
≈ 51◦ (nominal setting) are unlikely to be magnetically reflected.
If their energies after scattering are larger than Ebs > qUret they are able to overcome
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the retarding potential and are lost from the measurement. This electron loss is
expressed in the detection efficiency εbs(qUret).
• εpu(qUret, k): If two signal electrons hit a single pixel within a short time interval, the
detector is unable to resolve both events which results in an event loss. This effect is
called signal pile-up. A detailed description can be found in section 4.1.1. Signal pile-
up is a rate dependent effect that scales with the applied retarding potential qUret.
To second order, it also depends on the observed pixel k due to rate differences
measured at each pixel.
For deep tritium β-scans, all retarding potential dependent effects are of particular inter-
est. This section focuses on the backscattering (section 5.6.1) and the pile-up detection
efficiency (section 5.6.2). Since εroi(qUret, k) relies on the specific measurement and anal-
ysis window, it will be not discussed here.
All pixel dependencies are of major importance in the data analysis, but have no first order
influence on the spectral shape and are therefore not discussed within this work.
The influence of a retarding potential dependent detection efficiency on an integral keV-
scale sterile neutrino search with the KATRIN experiment was already topic of different
investigations. While [47] mainly focused on εroi(qUret, k) and εpu(qUret, k), [98] investi-
gated εbs(qUret) intensively. Almost simultaneously to the work in hand, the thesis [262]
was completed that introduced a comprehensive detector response model that goes well
beyond the work presented in this chapter.
The following studies combine all available information and extend it with own simulations
and calculations. Especially the introductions to section 5.6.1 and 5.6.2 might show some
parallelities to [262]. All information or knowledge that has been taken from other works
are marked with references.
5.6.1 Electron Loss due to Backscattering
The monolithic silicon wafer of the FPD has a diameter of 125 mm and a thickness of
503µm, including a non-sensitive dead layer of 100 nm [173]. Signal electrons that hit the
detector wafer interact with the silicon medium by inelastic and elastic scattering with a
probability of approximately 20 % of being backscattered. The backscattering probability
Pbs depends on the energy and impact angle of the electron with the latter being the
dominate parameter. While Pbs is almost constant for impact angles between 0
◦ and 18◦,
it increases fast for larger angles (see also appendix D). [288]
In order to boost the electrons to an energy where a better distinguishability of the signal
to the intrinsic detector background is given, the signal electrons are focused towards the
detector wafer with the post acceleration electrode (PAE) with a nominal potential of
qUPAE = 10 keV [174]. As a side effect, the impact angle and respectively the backscatter-
ing probability decreases.
Electrons that scatter back at the detector are likely to be backreflected at either the
detector magnetic field itself, the post acceleration potential, the pinch magnetic field, or
the retarding potential of the main spectrometer [98]. Figure 5.19 shows the distribution
of the turning z-position for backreflected electrons simulated with KASPER.
The simulations performed in this study show that the backreflection happens on a very
short time scale, and that most of the backscattered events are not resolved by the detector
time resolution. Furthermore, the backscattered electrons do not necessarily hit the same
pixel again. Depending on their angle and the magnetic field at the detector (size of the
Larmor radius) they can also hit a nearby pixel. Regardless of whether they hit the same
pixel again, multiple crossings of the non sensitive dead layer lead to a reduced deposited
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Figure 5.19: The points of backreflection of electrons that scattered back at the detec-
tor surface as simulated with KASPER. The electrons have β-distributed initial energies of
Eini = [18.475, 18.575] keV. The retarding potential was set to qUret = 18.475 keV. Depending
on their energy and scattering angle, the electrons are reflected back to the detector either on
the magnetic field of the detector itself, the post acceleration electrode potential, the field of
the pinch magnet, or the retarding potential of the main spectrometer.
energy. This confirms results of [262] and [98].
All these effects are independent of the retarding potential and well understood for the
purpose of KATRIN. With the KESS software package, developed in 2011, the detector
response function can be simulated with a high precision and has been cross checked with
measurements [288].
Further details on the detector response modeling can be found in [262].
In an integral measurement, the fraction of electrons that are lost after backscattering
scales with the retarding potential qUret. Electrons with an initial energy Eini that de-
posited an amount of energy ∆E at the first hit of the detector, are able to pass the
spectrometer potential when
Eini −∆E > qUret (5.49)
is fulfilled. By lowering qUret the number of backscattered electrons that fulfill the con-
dition increases. These electrons propagate back to the source and are lost from the
measurement. As a consequence, the detection efficiency is reduced.
5.6.1.1 Influence on the Spectrum
In order to derive εbs(qUret) in the scope of this work, the detector response was simulated
on a single-event base for 19 retarding potentials between qUret = [0.457, 18.475] keV with
a total of 105 initial electrons for each setting. The β-electrons were started in front of the
main spectrometer with an isotropic angular distribution. When the initial electrons hit
the detector, a new track was generated allowing exact comprehension of the backscattering
process. Thereby, the number of backscattered electrons as well as the number of electrons
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Figure 5.20: The influence of backscattering induced electron loss on the tritium β-decay
spectrum simulated with KASPER. The effect has an overall size on the percent-level. The
size of the effect depends on the detector magnetic field Bdet. By reducing Bdet, the number
of electrons that are magnetically reflected at the pinch magnet increases, which suppresses
the number of electrons that are able to reach the retarding potential [98]. The corrections
were parameterized with a second degree polynomial (state in equation (5.51)). The larger
errorbars of the simulation shown in green are caused by the ten times less statistics in the
simulation.
that overcome the retarding potential after backscattering was determined.
The detection efficiency was derived for each simulated retarding potential by
εbs(qUret) = 1−
Nlost
Nhit
, (5.50)
with the number of electrons that hit the detector surface Nhit and the number of electrons
that overcome the retarding potential and are lost Nlost. This procedure shows analogies
to [98, 262].
The detection efficiency has been implemented in the model with a second degree polyno-
mial
εbs(qUret) = a · (qUret − E0)2 + b · (qUret − E0) + 1.0 , (5.51)
with a fixed value at the endpoint of εbs(qUret = E0) = 1.0.
Figure 5.20 illustrates the influence of εbs(qUret) on the measured spectrum. The blue line
and markers correspond to the nominal KATRIN magnetic field setting. The errorbars
on the markers are the statistical uncertainties of the simulation.
The number of lost electrons increases if the retarding potential is lowered. If no potential
is applied, approximately 2.5 % of all initial electrons are lost.
5.6.1.2 Countermeasures
The energy loss due to backscattering can be reduced by lowering the detector magnetic
field Bdet in relation to the pinch magnetic field Bpch. In this case, the number of backscat-
tered electrons that are magnetically reflected at the pinch magnetic field increases, which
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corresponds to a reduction of the number of electrons that are able to reach the retarding
potential and overcome it. [98]
The green markers and line in figure 5.20 show the influence of εbs(qUret) on the integral
spectrum for a setting with Bdet = 1.0 T. Compared to the nominal setting, the influence
of a retarding potential electron loss is reduced by approximately a factor of 2.5.
5.6.1.3 Uncertainties and Influence on the Sensitivity
The deviation of the backscattering loss detection efficiency is based completely on simu-
lations. Due to their high required computation time, the influence of uncertainties on the
input parameter, for example magnetic field variations, could not be studied within this
work. Furthermore, the simulation is based on simplifications, for example the starting
angular distribution of the electrons at the entrance of the main spectrometer is assumed
to be isotropic. As a consequence, a rather large and uncorrelated uncertainty of 20 %
was assumed on the model (the value approximately corresponds to the 1σ error on the
polynomial fit).
Figure 5.21 shows the influence of the backscattering electron loss on the 7-day reference
measurement sensitivity. Due to the size of the effect, uncertainties on the model have a
large influence on the result. For the nominal setting, the sensitivity on the mixing angle
decreases by up to 1.5 orders of magnitude. A reduction of the detector magnetic field
leads to no significant improvement on the sensitivity within a uncorrelated uncertainty
of 20 %.
If the uncertainty are improved in the future, the sensitivity loss could be reduced. How-
ever, for an uncertainty of 5 % it is still significantly large with deviations from the statis-
tical sensitivity by up to one order of magnitude.
5.6.1.4 Conclusion
Electrons scatter back at the FPD with a mean probability of 20 % [288]. Most of the elec-
trons are electrically or magnetically backreflected within times smaller than the detector
time resolution. Electrons with a backscattering angle smaller than θscat ≤ sin−1
√
Bdet
Bpch
and a high remaining energy of EBS ≥ qUret overcome the retarding potential, which leads
to a reduced detection efficiency. [98] The probability for the electron loss increases when
the retarding potential is lowered. This effect has a major influence on the integral spec-
trum of up to 2.5 %. Consideration in the analysis is therefore required.
The electron loss can not be measured directly which makes simulations necessary. It is
strongly recommended to validate the underlying KESS/KASPER simulations in a sepa-
rate test experiment. A first outline has been presented in [16].
Due to the size of the effect, the impact on a keV-scale sterile neutrino search is large.
Assuming a 20 % uncorrelated uncertainty on the model leads to a reduction on the sen-
sitivity of 1.5 orders of magnitude for the 7-day reference measurement.
The effect can be slightly diminished by lowering the detector magnetic field in respect
to the pinch magnetic field (by a factor of up to 2.5 for Bdet = 1.0 T) [98]. However, the
field reduction only leads to an improvement of the sensitivity by up to a factor of two.
The strongest potential lays within the improvement of the modeling and therefore the
reduction of the uncertainty on the model.
5.6.2 Rate dependent Pile-up Loss
The FPD data acquisition has a characteristic shaping length L. If two electrons hit the
same pixel within this time interval, they are counted as one event. [173] Assuming that
both electrons have the same energy Ee, the recorded energy varies between Ee (long
interval) and 2Ee (short interval). This effect is called signal pile-up and is introduced in
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Figure 5.21: The influence of backscattering energy loss on the keV-scale sterile neutrino
search is large. For an uncertainty of 20 % on the model, the sensitivity of the 7-day reference
measurement at the nominal magnetic field setting would be reduced by up to 1.5 orders of
magnitude. Lowering the detector magnetic field leads to a reduction of the effect which,
however, has only an influence on the sensitivity if simultaneously the uncertainty on the
modeling is reduced. A decrease of the uncertainty to 5 % would lower the sensitivity reduction,
but is also limited to a reduction to one order of magnitude.
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detail in section 4.1.1. For the analysis of the detector data, most of the pile-up events are
not considered, since they occur outside the ROI. However, this effect leads to a reduction
of the detection efficiency accordingly. [250]
The following section introduces a model to estimate the pile-up loss and calculates the
influence on the measured spectrum (section 5.6.2.1). Subsequently, a countermeasure is
introduced (section 5.6.2.2) and uncertainties on the model as well as their impact on the
sensitivity of a keV-scale sterile neutrino search is studied (section 5.6.2.3).
5.6.2.1 Influence on the Spectrum
The effect of pile-up depends on the signal rate at the detector and respectively on the
retarding potential of the main spectrometer. In order to estimate the effect of event loss
due to pile-up, a two-fold random coincident model is used. The idea and the model is
taken from [250]. It is based on two major assumptions: 1. The signal rate is Poisson
distributed; 2. All events that pile-up are lost and will not be counted.
At a given rate R(qUret), the time intervals ∆t between two events are exponentially
distributed with the probability density function
P∆t = R · exp (−R∆t) . (5.52)
The probability of two electrons to hit the detector within the shaping time L (with the
coincident window 2L) can be described by
Ppu(R) =
∫ 2L
0
R · exp (−R∆t) d∆t = 1− exp (−2LR) , (5.53)
which directly leads to the pile-up detection efficiency
εpu(qUret) = 1− Ppu(R) = exp (−2LR(qUret)) . [250] (5.54)
Figure 5.22 shows the influence of εpu(qUret) on the integral tritium β-spectrum, for a
scenario with a maximum integrated count rate of Rmax = 10
5 cps reached at the lowest
retarding potential. A shaping length of the FPD trapezoidal filter of L = 1.6µs was used
for the calculations.
Compared to εbs(qUret), the influence of pile-up loss to the spectrum is one order of magni-
tude smaller, and reaches a maximum deviation of approximately 2.1 · 10−3 if no retarding
potential is applied.
5.6.2.2 Countermeasures
Since the number of pile-up events is directly proportional to the rate at the detector,
the influence on the measured spectrum can be reduced by lowering the overall rate.
Techniques to experimentally achieve lower rates can be found in section 4.1.
Figure 5.22 shows that the influence on the spectrum can be reduced by one order of
magnitude, if the maximum integrated rate at the detector is lowered to Rmax = 10
4.
However, if the measurement time is not increased accordingly, the statistical sensitivity
will be reduced.
5.6.2.3 Uncertainties and Influence on the Sensitivity
There are two major uncertainties in the model that have been identified in [250] for
energies close to the endpoint which are applied for lower electron energies in this study.
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Figure 5.22: The contribution of electron loss due to pile-up on an integral spectrum calcu-
lated with equation (5.54). The blue dashed line shows a scenario with a maximum integrated
signal rate of Rmax = 10
5 cps. The underlying model that is used to calculate the pile-up
electron loss has two major uncertainties: by choosing the coincident time window too short,
the electron loss is underestimated (orange area), while the assumption that all pile-up elec-
trons are automatically lost, leads to an overestimation (green area) [250]. A simple Gaussian
propagation of the uncertainty on the rate causes a symmetric uncertainty (blue area) [47].
The red dashed line shows a scenario with a maximum integrated rate of Rmax = 10
4 cps. The
contribution to he integral spectrum reduces by one order of magnitude compared to the other
displayed scenario.
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• Event window length: The model described in equation (5.54) assumes that the
coincidence window exactly equals the shaping length of the detector L. However,
the time between two filter responses is neglected. This so-called gap length G is
a characteristic parameter of the trapezoidal filter and is in the order of 200 ns (for
more details see section 4.1.1). The actual coincident window time is between L and
L + G. Using L + G instead of L in equation (5.54) leads to a further reduction of
the detection efficiency. The orange error band in figure 5.22 shows the difference
between the results for L and L+G as the coincident window.
• Loss of all pile-up events: The model assumes that both electrons that take
part in the pile-up are lost. However, two electrons with the energy Ee that pile-up
result in an event with the energy between [Ee, 2Ee], with a uniform probability
distribution [251]. With a nominal upper bound of 32 keV, not all of the pile-up
events will be outside the ROI. Events with a smaller energy will be counted as one
electron instead of zero. This effect can be corrected by calculating the probability
for electrons with different initial energies (distributed in a tritium β-decay shape)
to be measured inside the ROI, and count these events as one electron. The resulting
uncertainty has been calculated for the full energy range. It is large and reaches a
value of almost 40 % for lower energy parts of the spectrum (marked as the green
area in figure 5.22).
As proposed in [47], a simple Gaussian propagation of equation (5.54) was applied in order
to account for the uncertainty of the rate and time resolution (marked blue in figure 5.22)
which is, however, dominated by both other uncertainties.
The impact of pile-up electron loss on a keV-scale sterile neutrino search is displayed
in figure 5.23. The relatively large uncertainties of up to 40 % caused by the simplifica-
tions of the model, lead to a sensitivity reduction of up to a factor of 3.5 in particularly for
higher mνs . Assuming that the model would be improved in a way that the only uncer-
tainty is the Gaussian error on the rate, the effect could be neglected within the statistical
sensitivity studied here.
A reduction of the maximum rate by a factor of ten would improve the statistical sensitiv-
ity by approximately a factor of
√
10 ≈ 3.16 over the entire mass scale (assuming the same
total measurement time of 7 days). However, due to the reduction of the pile-up loss, the
relative uncertainty on the model does not lower the sensitivity any further.
5.6.2.4 Conclusion
High count rates at the detector lead to signal pile-up. Events that pile-up are likely to be
outside the ROI and therefore rejected from the measurement [251]. The probability for
pile-up increases with the rate and respectively by lowering the retarding potential. As a
consequence, the detection efficiency needs to be corrected for the pile-up event loss [251].
The contribution of pile-up electron loss to the total detection efficiency is approximately
a factor of ten smaller compared to that from backscattering electron loss. Even if the
uncertainties on the model are rather large, the sensitivity reduction of the 7-day refer-
ence measurement is moderate with a sensitivity loss on the mixing angle up to a factor
of 3.5. By lowering the absolute signal rate at the detector, the effect can be effectively
suppressed. However, if the rate reduction is not combined with an increase of the total
measurement time, the statistical significance decreases accordingly.
The DRIPS software is a tool that can help to improve the pile-up model. It has been
developed with the purpose to simulate the electronic response of the FPD for high de-
tector rates and can provide a more reliable calculation for energy ranges lower than the
endpoint region in the future. [251]
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Figure 5.23: Compared to backscattering, the influence of pile-up electron loss on a keV-
scale sterile neutrino search is small. Even the relative large uncertainties on the model lead
only to a reduction of a factor of 3.5 for higher sterile neutrino masses. If the maximum
rate is reduced to Rmax = 10
4, the influence of uncertainties on the model can be neglected.
However, the statistical sensitivity is reduced on the full mass scale compared to the 7-day
reference measurement (Rmax = 10
5).
5.7 Theoretical Corrections of the Spectrum
If the tritium β-decay is used to study fundamental physical quantities such as the neu-
trino mass or the existence of an additional sterile mass eigenstate, the simple description
of equation (1.45), needs to be extended [289]. Over the last decades there have been many
efforts to precisely describe the tritium β-spectrum with focus on the endpoint region, for
example in [133, 290, 291, 289].
If KATRIN is used to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos, corrections of the spec-
tral shape over the entire energy range are of importance as shown, for example, in [12].
This section discusses all major modifications to the β-decay spectrum, starting with the
final state distribution (section 5.7.1) and followed by several other theoretical correction
terms (section 5.7.2).
5.7.1 Final State Distribution
KATRIN observes the β-decay of tritiated hydrogen molecules with different isotopolog-
ical compositions, in the nominal setting mainly T2 [10]. After the decay
T2 → 3HeT+ + e− + νe +Q(T2) , (5.55)
due to the recoil of the outgoing electron, the daughter molecule 3HeT+ can be left in
an exited state which requires a correction of the released energy Q(T2) [121, 289]. As
a consequence, the neutrino phase space shown in equation (5.61) needs to be corrected
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Figure 5.24: The excitation energies of the HeT+ ion show several peaks between 0 and 100
eV. All excitation energies Ef < 5 eV relate to rotational and vibrational excitations of the
ground state and have a mean value of Ef ≈ 1.75 eV. For energies above 20 eV, electronic
excitations occur. [133] The distribution is taken from [293]. It corresponds to an outgoing
electron with Ee = 18.6 keV and T2 molecule with an initial angular momentum of J = 0.
by the Final State Distribution (FSD) with excitation energies Ef and the corresponding
probabilities Pf
(E0 − Ee) ·
√
(E0 − Ee)2 −
∑
i
|Uei|2m2i → (5.56)
∑
f
Pf · (E0 − Ee − Ef ) ·
√
(E0 − Ee − Ef )2 −
∑
i
|Uei|2m2i [121]. (5.57)
As can be seen in this equation, the FSD has an influence on the spectral shape and the
kinematic endpoint position. Therefore, the sensitivity of a neutrino mass measurement
depends crucially on a precise knowledge of the FSD [292].
Figure 5.24 shows the FSD of the decay stated in equation (5.55) for an outgoing elec-
tron with Ee = 18.6 keV [293]. The first peak corresponds to the electronic groundstate
(Ef ≈ 2 eV), broadened by rotational and vibrational excitations, followed by electronic
excitation states (Ef > 20 eV) and the electronic continuum [294]. The spectrum has been
derived for excitation energies up to Ef < 240 eV in [293, 294].
Since only the energy of the electron can be measured, while the energy of the neutrino and
the remaining energy in the daughter nucleus are undetected, the final-state distribution
of the daughter nucleus requires a theoretical determination. The FSDs for all hydrogen
isotopologues, including different initial states in terms of angular momentum, have been
precisely calculated for energies close to the kinematic endpoint, using the so-called sudden
approximation approach [134, 294].
Since the recoil energy, and respectively the average excitation energy, of the daughter
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molecule decreases with the energy of the outgoing β-electron, the FSDs are energy de-
pendent [133]. So far, no calculations of the FSDs for lower tritium β-decay energies haven
been made. However, first approaches to estimate the energy dependence are presented
for example in [133]. The following paragraph introduces a model that has been developed
recently in [295] and discusses the influence of energy dependent FSDs on the tritium
β-decay spectrum and the impact on a keV-scale sterile neutrino search.
Model for an Energy dependent Ground State
The model that is studied here, was developed in [295] and mainly follows the idea of
[133]. It approximates the FSD ground states with a Gaussian distribution whose width
and position scales with the recoil energy of the daughter molecule.
The recoil energy of the daughter molecule with mass MDN is a function of the kinetic
energy Ee/ν, momentum ~pe/ν, and mass me/ν of the outgoing leptons, as well as the angle
between the neutrino and electron momenta θeν
Erec(Ee) =
1
MDN
[
(E2e + 2Eeme) + 2|~pe|| ~pν | · cos θeν + (E2ν −m2ν)
]
[133] . (5.58)
As displayed on the left side of figure 5.25, the maximum recoil energy Emaxrec = 1.72 eV is
reached at the kinematic endpoint of the tritium β-decay.
The ground state can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution with the standard
deviation of
σgs =
√
2µ
MT
·Erec ·Ezp , (5.59)
with the reduced mass of the recoiling system µ and the mass of the tritium atom MT
[295]. In order to express the energy dependent broadening of the ground state due to rota-
tional and vibrational excitation, the daughter molecule is described as a one-dimensional
harmonic oscillator with the zero-point energy of
Ezp =
1
2
~ωc − a
(
1
2
~ωc
)2
, (5.60)
with ~ωc = 0.5320 eV [133]. The second term describes a small anharmonic correction with
the coefficient a = −0.0537 eV−1. Both values have been derived in [133] using data from
[296]. The right side of figure 5.25 shows the approximations of different ground states for
various electron energies.
The modeling of the excited states as well as the electronic continuum is more complex
and requires time consuming computation. However, the energy dependence of the exited
states is found to be rather small compared to the ground state. [295] Therefore, the
simplified energy dependent FSD model used in this study assumes the same excited
states and electronic continuum for all energies calculated in [293].
5.7.1.1 Influence on the Spectrum
The illustration on the top panel of figure 5.26 shows the relative influence of a constant
as well as an energy dependent FSD on the spectrum. Both have a large influence on the
spectral shape which increases significantly for energies close to the endpoint. The constant
FSD was calculated with the approximation of a fixed electron energy Ee = 18.6 keV.
The bottom panel shows the comparison of two spectra: One calculated with a constant
FSD and the other with an energy dependent one. The spectra deviate up to values of
4.9 · 10−2 in the region close to the endpoint. The divergences reduces for higher energies
to a level of 10−3.
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Figure 5.25: The left figure shows the recoil energy of the daughter nucleus as a function of
the kinetic energy of the outgoing electron calculated by equation (5.58). Beside the energy,
it also scales with the angle between the outgoing lepton momenta. If the recoil energy
is varied, the FSD of the daughter molecule changes. The model studied in this section
approximates the ground state probabilities with a Gaussian distribution. The right figure
shows the ground state distribution for different electron energies for θeν = π/2. The dashed
line shows the ground state precisely calculated with the sudden-approximation [293]. The
figures are adapted from [295] figure 3.2 and 3.3.
5.7.1.2 Uncertainties and Influence on the Sensitivity
In order to get an understanding on the possible impact of an energy dependent FSD on a
keV-scale sterile neutrino search, a general uncertainty of 30 % on the FSD was assumed in
the model. Figure 5.27 shows the result of the sensitivity study which reveals a reduction
of up to a factor of six on the mixing angle.
It is important to mention that this model is only an approximation. It was developed to
get a first understanding of the influence of an energy dependent FSD on the full energy
scale of the tritium β-spectrum and should not be used for data analysis.
5.7.1.3 Conclusion
The FSD of the daughter molecule has a large influence on the neutrino mass determination
as well as on a keV-scale sterile neutrino search. The energy required for the excitation is
gained by the recoil of the outgoing electron, which leads to an energy dependence of the
FSDs [133]. In this work, a first assumption of the impact of an energy dependent FSD
on the full energy scale of the tritium β-decay spectrum was made. It shows, that the
influence is significantly large and can reach relative spectral deviations of up to 4.9 · 10−2.
This implies consideration of the energy dependent FSD in the analysis of spectral scans
of several keV below the endpoint.
The model used in this work includes only an approximation of the ground state energy
dependence. All excited states as well as the electronic continuum is assumed to be energy
independent. It is highly recommended to either analytically recalculate the FSD for a
wider energy range, or improve the approximation of [295] used in this study.
5.7.2 Other theoretical Corrections
The following list contains several atomic and nuclear corrections on the tritium β-decay
spectrum, for which the impact on the full energy range has first been discussed in the
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Figure 5.26: If the energy dependent FSD is used to correct the spectrum, the relative
influence increases compared to the fixed FSD. A comparison of both cases can be found in
the bottom panel. In particular for high electron energies they show a deviation of up to
4.9 · 10−2.
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Figure 5.27: The impact of a general uncertainty of 30 % on a simplified energy dependent
FSD model on the sensitivity of the 7-day reference measurement. It reduces by up to a factor
of six for the mixing angle.
context of a KATRIN sterile neutrino search in [12]. For the impact of the theoretical
corrections on the neutrino mass determination, the reader is referred to [289].
After reviewing different corrections, their influences on the spectrum are presented (sec-
tion 5.7.2.1). In section 5.7.2.2, the uncertainties of the effects are estimated and their
impact on a sterile neutrino search is studied.
All correction terms are a function of the energy of the outgoing electron Ee and the
atomic number of the daughter nucleus Z (here Z = 2). The formulas used to calculate
the following correction terms are documented in appendix G:
• The Fermi function F (Ee, Z) used in equation (5.61) is often approximated by an em-
pirical non-relativistic parameterization that can be found in [297]. For the required
accuracy a more precise relativistic Fermi function Frel(Ee, Z) is calculated in
[298].
• The Fermi function itself must be corrected by a factor S(Ee, Z) which describes
the screening of the daughter nucleus Coulomb field caused by the remaining
1s-orbital electron [299].
• The 1s-orbital electron does not only screen the nucleus Coulomb potential, but also
interacts with the outgoing β-electron. In extreme cases it can be ejected and the
β-electron takes its place. The influence of the interaction with the 1s-orbital
electron is introduced by a multiplicative correction term I(Ee, Z) which is derived
in [290] and [300].
• Considering the recoil of the daughter molecule leads to a changed phase space
as well as weak-magnetism, and V-A interferences. All three effects can be
combined to the recoil correction term R(Ee, E0,M), where E0 is the kinematic
endpoint and M the mass of the nucleus, as described for instance in [290, 298, 301].
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• If the daughter nucleus is not handled as a point-like charge but as a charge dis-
tribution with a finite extension, the Coulomb field no longer scales with 1/r2,
which leads to a correction term L0(Ee, Z). In addition, the wave function of both
leptons needs to be reevaluated due to the spatial extension of the nucleus which is
considered in the factor C(Ee, Z). [302]
• The finite mass M of the nucleus leads to another required correction Q(Ee, Z,M).
Due to the combined momenta of the emitted leptons the recoiling nucleus Coulomb
field is no longer stationary [302].
• Electrons that are emitted in a Coulomb field can interact with virtual as well as
soft real photons which requires radiative corrections G(Ee, E0) [301].
Analogue to equation (12) in [289], the resulting differential β-decay spectrum can be
formulated as
dN
dEe
=
GF
2π3
· cos2 ΘC · |M |2 ·Frel(E,Z) ·S · I ·C ·L0 · pe · (Ee +me)
·
∑
f
Pf · (E0 − Ee − Ef ) ·R ·Q ·G ·
√
(E0 − Ee − Ef )2 −
∑
i
|Uei|2m2νi .
(5.61)
All corrections that are connected to the recoil of the daughter nucleus (R, Q, and G) are
a function of the endpoint energy and a specific final state which requires a summation
over all final states [289].
5.7.2.1 Influence on the Spectrum
In order to study the influence of the theoretical corrections on the spectral shape, the
corresponding correction terms have been separately implemented in the β-decay model.
Figure 5.28 shows the results for all corrections. Three of them dominate: the relativistic
Fermi function, the screening of the 1s-orbital electron, and the radiative corrections. Even
though they scale only slightly with the energy, their overall contribution is in the order
of 10−3. Effects such as the finite radius of the nucleus, the nucleus recoil, and the weak
interaction corrections scale almost linearly with the energy (or are almost constant) and
are in the order of 10−4 − 10−5. Compared to the other correction terms, their potential
influence on a full energy spectrum measurement is relatively small. However, depending
on the desired sensitivity of the keV-scale sterile neutrino measurement, all correction
terms have to be considered in the analysis.
5.7.2.2 Uncertainties and Influence on the Sensitivity
The uncertainties on the correction terms are taken into account by two different methods:
1. Parameters that go into the calculations of the correction terms, were varied within
their known uncertainties:
• The screening potential V0 = 76 eV can be experimentally determined and has
an uncertainty of 17.01 % [303] .
• The ratio between axial and vector coupling constants λt = (1.265 ± 0.004) as
well as the uncertainty on it is derived from the half-life of tritium [291].
• The radius of the nucleus Rn as well as the FSD required to calculate the exact
endpoint E0 were approximated with an uncertainty of 10 % (a constant FSD
was used in the calculations).
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Figure 5.28: The relative influence of the correction factors on the full integral tritium β-
decay spectrum. The formulas of the individual corrections can be found in appendix G. The
figure is adapted from [12] figure 5.
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Figure 5.29: The influence of uncertainties on theoretical corrections is small. The sensitivity
is only slightly reduced for the 7-day reference measurement, up to a factor of 1.18.
• The uncertainties on the nucleus M , electron mass me, the magnetic moment
µ of the nucleus, as well as the Sommerfeld finestructure parameter α were
assumed to be negligible.
2. In order to emulate an overall uncertainty of the effect itself, a general error δT on
the correction term T (Z,W )
T (Z,W )′ → T (Z,W ) · (1 + δT ), (5.62)
was assumed with an overall uncertainty of δ = 1 %.
Figure 5.29 shows the resulting sensitivity on the sterile neutrino parameter space for the
7-day reference measurement. The influence of the theoretical corrections on the sensitivity
is very small, and shows a maximum reduction by approximately a factor of 1.18.
5.7.2.3 Conclusion
If the tritium β-decay is used to search for sterile neutrinos in the keV mass range, a
precise knowledge of the spectral shape is required. In this section, the influence of different
theoretical nuclear and atomic corrections was studied. It was found that depending on
the statistical sensitivity of the respective measurement, the corrections need to be taken
into account. Furthermore the uncertainties on the correction terms were studied and it
was shown that their influence on the sensitivity is small within the here studied statistical
sensitivity.
5.8 Minor Effects
The following section describes five systematic effects that are of high relevance for the
KATRIN neutrino mass determination measurement, but are found to be negligible for
a keV-scale sterile neutrino search within the statistical sensitivity discussed in this work.
For a high statistics sterile neutrino measurement as proposed in [12], they may have to
be reconsidered.
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5.8.1 Retarding Potential Dependent Background Rate
Depending on the experimental setting and the time since the last bake-out of the main
spectrometer, the expected background rate for retarding potentials close to the endpoint
varies between 0.2−0.5 cps [304, 305]. A recent overview of background causing effects and
their influence on the neutrino mass determination measurement can be found in [177, 306].
If the tritium β-decay spectrum is scanned on a wide energy range, the signal rates exceed
the expected spectrometer background rate by many orders of magnitude and seem neg-
ligible on the first order. However, there are measurements that imply a dependency of
the measured background rate on the applied retarding potential over large energy ranges
[177, 307]. The energy dependent component of the background is caused by Rydberg
atoms [177]. For small retarding potentials the Rydberg component decreases by almost
a factor of five (see figure 5.30) [177, 306].
The background rate as a function of the retarding potential can be measured and modeled
with an empirical function as formulated in [177]
Rbkg(qUret) = p0 · exp
(
p1
qUret + p2
)
, (5.63)
with p0 = 0.552± 0.004 s−1, p1 = −325.9± 10.5 V, and p2 = 174.015± 7.575 V and is dis-
played in figure 5.30. In order to study the influence of a retarding potential background
on the full tritium β-spectrum, it has been implemented in the model.
It was found, that the retarding potential dependency of the background rate has no im-
pact on a keV-scale sterile neutrino search within the statistical sensitivity of the 7-day
reference measurement. Even if an unrealistically large uncertainty on the slope of 100 %
is assumed in the Monte Carlo data, the model is able to fit the measurement with a
constant background rate, without losing any sensitivity.
It should to be mentioned that for future high statistics sterile neutrino measurements
the background rate could be even further reduced by an adjusted LFCS setting (for ex-
ample by an increase as discussed in section 4.2) or a lowering of the detector magnetic
field. Both effects reduce the radius and therefore the volume of the observed magnetic
fluxtube inside the main spectrometer, which lowers the background rate accordingly.
5.8.2 HV Instabilities
A stable high-voltage (HV) supply for the main spectrometer retarding potential is an
essential requirement for the KATRIN experiment, since long term instabilities and volt-
age dependent non-linearity would lead to fluctuations on the absolute energy scale on
the same level [308]. In order to reach the desired sensitivity on the effective antineutrino
mass, the energy scale needs to be stable on a level of down to 3 ppm which corresponds
to a HV stability of 60 meV at a retarding potential of qUret = 20 keV [10]. Since the first
commissioning of the main spectrometer, it was shown in several measurements that the
demanded accuracy is reached, and in fact exceeded, for example in [308, 309, 310].
In order to study the influence of HV instabilities on a keV-scale sterile neutrinos search,
inaccuracies of the retarding potential setpoint have been implemented in the model. The
inaccuracies translate to a random rate fluctuation of the same order.
Due to the small size of the instabilities, they are found to be negligible within the sta-
tistical significance of the 7-day reference measurement. Only an exaggerated large HV-
instability of 1 V would lead to a small reduction of the sterile neutrino sensitivity of
approximately a factor of two.
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Figure 5.30: The main spectrometer background as a function of the applied retarding po-
tential, calculated with the parameterization from equation (5.63). It increases up to a factor
of 5, from a very low retarding potential of qUret = 1 eV to the highest retarding potential of
qUret = 20.0 keV. The absolute values of the background rate depend on the time since the
last main spectrometer bake-out as well as on the magnetic field settings.
5.8.3 Doppler Broadening
The thermal motion of the decaying tritium molecules causes a Doppler broadening of the
outgoing β-electrons [10]. The effect is slightly enhanced by the finite bulk velocity of
gas flow in the source. Depending on the directional movement of the decaying molecule
and the emitted electron, the effect can increase or decrease the electron’s energy. [289]
As derived in [289] by using approximations from [138, 311], the energy and temperature
dependent Doppler broadening of the electron spectrum can be approximated by
σE =
√
(ECMS + 2me) ·ECMS ·
kBT
M
, (5.64)
with the temperature of the decaying molecule T , the molecule mass M and the center of
mass energy ECMS. The broadening σE as a function of the electron energy is illustrated
in figure 5.31. For the mass of the T2 molecule MT2 = 5.618 GeV and the nominal
temperature in the WGTS of T = 30 K, the broadening of the electron spectrum reaches
its maximum at the endpoint with σE ≈ 94 meV and decreases for lower energies. For an
endpoint analysis, the effect of Doppler broadening is significant [249, 289]. For a keV-
scales sterile neutrino measurement it can be neglected due to its small size and smooth
progression.
5.8.4 Synchrotron Radiation
Electrically charged particles emit synchrotron radiation when they propagate in cyclotron
motion in magnetic fields which leads to an energy loss. In the KATRIN experiment, elec-
trons are magnetically guided from their point of generation to the detector and are there-
fore vulnerable to synchrotron losses, especially in region with high magnetic field strength
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Figure 5.31: The energy broadening of the emitted electron caused by the Doppler effect (blue
line) and the maximum energy shift caused by synchrotron radiation loss (orange line). The
synchrotron loss was calculated with equation (5.64) and corrected by the results gained in [124]
based on detailed simulations of the magnetic geometry. Both effects are significantly large
at the endpoint and require consideration in the analysis for the neutrino mass determination
[249, 289]. For a keV-scale sterile neutrino search both effects can be neglected within the
statistical sensitivity of the 7-day reference measurement.
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namely in the source with Bs = 3.6 T and the transport section with Btrans = 5.6 T. The
radiated energy scales with the polar angle of the electron and goes to zero for small angles.
[10]
An approximation of the electron energy loss caused by synchrotron radiation can be found
in [124] and is derived for a constant magnetic field B that acts on an electron over the
length s
∆Esyn =
−µ0e4
3πm3e
·B2 · sin θ ·Ee · γ ·
s
cos θ · v
, (5.65)
with the vacuum permeability µ0, the electron’s energy Ee, charge e, mass me, polar angle
θ, speed v and Lorentz-factor γ.
Analogous to the Doppler broadening, the energy loss of synchrotron radiation is maximal
for high energies, which causes an neutrino mass shift and makes it relevant for the neutrino
mass determination [249, 289]. For the calculations shown in figure 5.31 the maximum
starting angle for the nominal KATRIN setting of θmax = 50.77
◦ was assumed. The size
of the energy loss is approximately of same size as the Doppler broadening and can be
neglected in a keV-scale sterile neutrino search as well.
5.8.5 Plasma Potential
Together with the positive ions, the secondary electrons generate a plasma which potential
influences the energy offset of the emitted electrons between the source and the analyzing
plane [285]. The source potential is dominated by the rear wall, however, various geomet-
rical parameters can cause local deviations. A steady plasma concentration would cause
a constant potential offset which shifts the electron spectrum by a negligible value and
can be absorbed in the analysis by fitting the endpoint E0. Inhomogeneities in the space
and time location of the plasma, however, can lead to spectral distortions. [249] Detailed
plasma simulations in [285] estimate the radial and longitudinal potential variations to be
on the order of 60 meV. The energy variations are small enough to be neglected for a keV-
scale sterile neutrino search with KATRIN. With a lowered source activity, as suggested
in section 4.1.3, the effect can be even further reduced.
5.9 Summary and Conclusion
This chapter presents the first study that comprehensively examines all so far known sys-
tematic effects that are relevant for a keV-scale sterile neutrino search with the KATRIN
experiment, partly based on former works and further developed and unified with own
calculations and simulations. For each effect, the influence on the shape of the integral
spectrum has been derived. If possible, the shape correction has been implemented in
the model and an uncertainty on the correction term was estimated. The impact of the
uncertainties on a sterile neutrino sensitivity has been studied within the statistical sig-
nificance of a 7-day reference measurement . If countermeasures could be identified, they
were discussed and the reduction of the effect was calculated.
The systematic effects can be divided in three categories:
Category 1: Effects that can be fully treated by a consideration in the model (all
theoretical uncertainties except the FSD).
Category 2: Effects that can be modeled, but with relative large uncertainties,
where an improvement of the model is recommended (for example rear wall backscat-
tering).
Category 3: Effects that have a large impact on a sterile neutrino measurement
and require a precise quantification beforehand and a careful consideration in the
measurement strategy (for example source fluctuations).
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The results of the studies, including the categorization, are summarized in table 5.2. The
review of the systematic effects lead to the following conclusion: all effects that were studied
can be controlled within reasonable uncertainties. No effect has been identified that makes
a search for keV-scales sterile neutrinos with the KATRIN experiment impossible.
However, there are certain recommendations for each studied effect investigations should
be focusing on regarding future measurements.
Rear wall backscattering: The contribution of electrons backscattering on the rear
wall disc or rear section chamber surface is one of the leading systematic effects that has
been studied in this chapter. With combined GEANT4 and KASPER simulations, the
influence of the spectrum has been calculated (section 5.2). In order to estimate an uncer-
tainty on the correction, the simulation results have been cross checked with measurements
(section E) and the influence of simplifications has been discussed (section 5.2). As a re-
sult, a relatively large uncorrelated uncertainty of 20 % was found. An improvement of
the model that takes into account the influence of electron scattering in the source on the
effect is an important step that needs to be taken in order to minimize the uncertainty.
Furthermore, the treatment of the uncertainty as fully uncorrelated has a large impact on
the sterile neutrino sensitivity. An improved modeling can help to find reasonable corre-
lations.
The option of a beryllium rear wall disc that could be installed between the source and
rear section was first documented in [259] and is discussed in section 7.3. It shows that
the lower backscattering probability can lead to a reduction of the effect by up to a fac-
tor of 45. It is recommended to further discuss the technical feasibility of such an extension.
Source scattering: If the KATRIN experiment is used to search for sterile neutri-
nos without hardware modifications, the source activity has to be lowered in order to
increase the accessible parameter space (section 4.1). This requires a reduction of the
column density ρd. A major benefit of operating the WGTS with a reduced amount of gas
is the reduction of the scattering of signal electrons on hydrogen molecules. The studies
in section 5.3 showed that if the WGTS is operated at 1 % of the nominal column density,
uncertainties on the electron scattering model can be neglected.
If the KATRIN experiment is used for a high statistics sterile neutrino search as proposed
for example in [17], an improvement of the source scattering model is recommended. One
open question that could not be answered in the scope of this work, is the possible energy
dependence of the energy loss function. However, the KATRIN experiment is equipped
with tools and techniques to validate the energy loss parameterization for different electron
energies.
Magnetic traps in the source: Another systematic effect is the contribution of electrons
that escape magnetic traps in the source with a modified energy distribution (section 5.4).
Their influence on the spectral shape has been studied with an extensive KASPER simu-
lation and is found to be up to approximately 5.2 · 10−3. The underlying simplifications
lead to an estimated uncorrelated uncertainty of 10 % on the derived model. Analogous
to the effect of rear wall backscattering, an improvement of the model is recommended in
order to minimize the uncertainty as well as to find correlations that help to reduce the
impact on the sterile neutrino analysis. A convolution model that takes into account the
double differential scattering cross section was first proposed in [312]. This new approach
could help to take into account the interplay of different systematic effects with a higher
precision. Details can be found in section 7.4.
Source fluctuations: Unaccounted for fluctuations of the source activity can lead to
uncorrelated uncertainties which have a large impact on the sterile neutrino sensitivity
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Table 5.2: Summary of all systematic effects that have been studied in this chapter. The
effect description is followed by the maximum contribution of the effect on the measured
β-spectrum. For the source fluctuations (indicated by ∗∗), the value depends on the specific
measurement setting, data taking and analysis strategy. Hence, a range is given instead
of a fixed value. If countermeasures (CM) could be identified, they are listed in the third
column. The absolute uncertainty is derived by multiplying the size of the effect with its
relative uncertainty. For absolute uncertainties indicated by ∗, the derivation assumes that
the countermeasure is applied. For each effect examined, a recommendation for the next steps
to be taken are summarized in the penultimate column.
Effect Max. Contr. CM Abs. Uncert. Cat. Next Steps Section
Rear Wall
Backscattering
3.2 · 10−1 lower BRS 6.4 · 10−3 ∗ 2 1. Improve model
2. Install Be-rear wall
5.2
Source
Scattering
1.4 · 10−1 lower ρd < 5.0 · 10−6 ∗ 2 1. Improve model
2. Use σinel(E)
3. Meas. E-Loss
5.3
Magnetic
Traps
5.2 · 10−3 lower Bs 5.2 · 10−4 2 Improve model 5.4
Source
Fluctuations
(10−3 − 10−5)∗∗ - - 3 1. Commissioning
2. Adjust meas. strategy
5.5
Detection
Efficiency
5.6
Backscattering 2.5 · 10−2 lower Bdet 5.0 · 10−3 2 Improve model
Pile-Up 2.1 · 10−3 lower rate 8.4 · 10−4 2 Improve model
Theoretical
Corrections
5.7
E. dep. FSD 5.0 · 10−2 - 1.5 · 10−2 3 1. Calculate for lower Ee
2. Improve model
Other corr. < 8.0 · 10−3 - negligible 1 Consider in model
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(section 5.5). In order to avoid this, the experiment should only be operated in a setting
that has been commissioned and found to be stable at the required level (depending on
the desired sensitivity of the measurement). This is especially important if the WGTS is
operated at low column densities and tritium purities as proposed in section 4.1.
Furthermore, it is shown that the data taking strategy has a large influence on the mon-
itoring precision of the source activity [254]. An adjustment of the measurement time
distribution and the (sub-)run length is recommended in order to reduce the influence of
source activity fluctuations on the systematic uncertainty budget.
Detection efficiency: Two effects that lead to a retarding potential dependent reduction
of the detection efficiency have been studied in section 5.6. The influence of electrons that
scatter back on the FPD surface and overcome the retarding potential is found to be a
factor of ten larger than the event loss caused by signal pile-up.
The effect of backscattering electron loss was modeled with a KASPER/KESS simulation
with an estimated uncorrelated uncertainty of 20 %. Lowering the detector magnetic field
reduces the influence of the backscattering loss only slightly (up to a factor of 2.5 for
Bdet = 1.0 T). An improvement of the model that includes a measurement to validate
the simulations is recommended [16]. In [262] a new comprehensive model on detector
effects has been developed that shows potential to reduce the uncertainty of the detection
efficiency modeling.
Furthermore, the DRIPS software provides a strong tool to increase the precision on the
modeling of pile-up electron loss [251]. It is important to mention that the influence of
signal pile-up can be effectively reduced by lowering the rate at the detector, however, this
comes in hand with a reduced statistical sensitivity if the total measurement time is not
increased accordingly.
Theoretical corrections: In order to increase the precision of the β-decay model used in
the analysis, the underlying theoretical description of the spectrum needs to be extended
(section 5.7). It was found that most of the theoretical corrections do not influence the
sensitivity significantly, as long as they are taken into account in the model. However,
one extension that has a large influence on the spectral shape is the FSD. The FSD has
been precisely calculated for the purpose of the KATRIN experiment for electron energies
close to the kinematic endpoint [293]. However, the FSDs scale with the recoil energy of
the outgoing electron which requires consideration if the spectrum is measured at energies
several keV below the endpoint [133]. In the study presented in section 5.7.1 it was found
that the energy dependence of the ground state probabilities already leads to a large rel-
ative influence on the spectral shape of up to 5 · 10−2. The model that has been adapted
from [295] allows for an approximation. It is strongly recommended to improve the model
and, if possible, to precisely calculate the FSD for electron energies several keV below the
endpoint.
Besides the medium- to long-term recommendations, the information gained in this chap-
ter are required for the analysis of the first keV-scale sterile neutrino measurement with
the KATRIN experiment, presented in the next chapter. In combination with this ac-
quired experience, an optimized KATRIN setting for a future measurement is presented
in section 7.5.
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CHAPTER 6
Search for keV-scale sterile Neutrinos
with KATRIN during the 2018 First
Tritium Campaign
The First Tritium Campaign took place in 2018 and was the first operation of the KA-
TRIN experiment with tritium. Besides the successful commissioning of the tritium circu-
lation system, the source stability requirement of 0.1 % on the time scale of hours could be
demonstrated. The recorded tritium spectra have been mainly studied down to an energy
of qUret = E0 − 100 eV and showed excellent agreement with the theoretical model. This
laid an essential groundwork for all following neutrino mass measurements.[131]
During the campaign, the source was operated at a tritium purity of εT = 5.0 · 10−3 which
enabled the opportunity to extend the narrow measurement window of KATRIN to a
wider range of down to qUret = E0 − 1.6 keV [131]. This provides the first possibility to
search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos with KATRIN data1.
This chapter presents the first and preliminary results. The analysis of the data was a
group effort, mainly carried out by Prof. S. Mertens, C. Köhler (both Technical University
Munich and Max Planck Institute Munich), M. Korzeczek, Leonard Köllenberger (both
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology), A. Lokhov (Westfälische Universität Münster, Insti-
tute for Nuclear Research of Russian Academy of Sciences) and the author of this thesis.
The focus of the author’s work laid on the derivation of the additional model corrections
(section 6.4) as well as the collection, study and documentation of other the systematic
effects and uncertainties (section 6.5). A detailed and more in depth analysis will follow
in a separate publication.
The chapter is structured as follows: The first section 6.1 gives an introduction of the
KATRIN settings during the First Tritium Campaign, followed by the data taking, selec-
tion, and analysis strategy (section 6.2). The information gained in chapter 5 are used to
extend the KATRIN tritium β-decay model which is optimized for the endpoint analysis
by two additional effects that become relevant in the wider measurement window (section
6.4). Furthermore, all systematic effects are reviewed for the specific measurement setting
and their influence on the sensitivity is calculated in a Monte Carlo study (section 6.5).
1Parts of the data have been used in two master’s theses: In [313], a reduced amount of the First Tritium
Campaign data (27 runs) was analyzed to search for light sterile neutrinos on the eV-scale. However,
with a model that assumed a simulated instead of a measured energy loss function and the FSD
calculated for T2 instead of DT. Furthermore, a simplified systematic treatment was used, neglecting
for example the detection efficiency correction due to backscattering as well as the effects of rear wall
backscattering and magnetic trapping. In [261] a single 3 hour scan was used to search for keV-scale
sterile neutrinos, however, as well with an incomplete and simplified treatment of systematic effects.
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The result and conclusion is presented in section 6.6.
Details on the measurement campaign and the results can be found in [131]. The fol-
lowing three sections summarize the most important information about the measurement
campaign with focus on the relevance for a keV-scale sterile neutrino search.
6.1 The 2018 First Tritium Campaign
During the First Tritium Campaign, the source was mainly operated at a nominal col-
umn density of ρd = 4.46 · 1017 cm−2 and for safety reasons at a reduced tritium purity of
εT = 5.0 · 10−3. This was achieved by a mixture of 1 % DT and pure deuterium as carrier
gas. As a result of the reduced source activity, the spectrum could be measured down to
an energy of 1.6 keV below the endpoint within the detector rate limits. [131]
In addition to the reduced source strength, the KATRIN setup had two deviations from
the nominal setting: 1. all magnets were operated at 70 % of the nominal values2; 2.
compared to the final experimental configuration, the rear section was not available and
the WGTS rear end was locked by a stainless steel valve. [131]
One major achievement of the First Tritium Campaign was the demonstration of the
source stability at the 0.1 % level on a time-scale of hours. Besides the monitoring of all
relevant slow control parameters (e.g. the beam-tube temperature and the buffer vessel
pressure), the stability was measured with the FPD. At a fixed retarding potential of
qUret = E0− 1 keV the rate was found to be stable on a 0.1 % level for 60 second measure-
ment bins over a time period of 5 hours. [131]
In addition, the recorded tritium spectra were used to test the analysis software and to
compare several data taking and analysis strategies. It was shown that the fit parame-
ters were independent of the fitting range3, column density, scanning strategy and were
constant over time. [131]
6.2 Data taking Strategy
168 hours of tritium data were collected throughout the campaign, mainly divided in
∼ 3 h up and down scans. In the scans, the spectrum was recorded on an energy interval
of E0 − 1600eV ≤ qUret ≤ E0 + 30 eV at 26 different retarding potentials. [131]
The measurement time distribution (MTD) shown in figure 6.1 was optimized to obtain
approximately the same statistical uncertainty for each measurement point on the first
200 eV below the endpoint. The majority of the measurement time is spend at an energy
range of qUret > E0 − 100 eV. The three measurement points above E0 were used to
monitor the background rate. [131]
During the measurement, up and down scans were combined in alternating order to mini-
mize the influence of possible slow-control parameter drifts and high voltage set time. The
up and down scans were supplemented by random scans in order to study time-correlated
effects for example on the background rate. [131, 315]
2During the commissioning phase of the full KATRIN superconducting magnet chain in 2018, the magnet
module M7 of the CPS had a training quench close to its designed field strength. For safety reasons,
all magnets along the magnet chain are now operated at 70 %, which only has a minor influence on the
sensitivity or stability of the KATRIN experiment. [314]
3In reference [131], three different fitting ranges have been studied using the covariance matrix approach,
with lower limits of qUret ≤ E0 − 100/200/300 eV.
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Figure 6.1: The MTD shows the fraction of the scan duration spent at each retarding poten-
tial. Close to the endpoint, where the signal rate is small, the most time of the measurement is
spent. Three additional measurement points with energies lager than the endpoint energy E0
are required to determine the background contribution to the signal rate. The orange vertical
line shows the position of the endpoint. The figure is adapted from [131] figure 3.
6.3 Data Selection and Analysis
From the total 116 recorded tritium spectra, a selection of 82 are used for the sterile
neutrino analysis. All other scans are excluded because they were performed at a different
column density, measurement time distribution, or further reduced tritium purity. The
data was recorded with all 148 pixels of the detector. Due to the fluxtube alignment and
the shadowing of the forward beam monitor, the two most outer rings, as well as three
pixels of ring 9 and 10 are excluded in the analysis [131]. The rates recorded by the
single pixels are averaged and combined to one effective pixel rate. All 82 scans are then
combined to one measured spectrum. The error that is caused by the stacking is negligible
[131].
Spectral Analysis
As explained in section 5.1, the data is used to calculate an exclusion limit on the
(mνs ,sin
2 θ) sterile neutrino parameter space.
To do so the modeled spectrum Npre,i(E) is fitted to the measured data Nobs,i(E) for
predefined combinations of mνs and sin
2 θ, by minimizing the χ2 function
χ2 =
∑
i,j
(Nobs,i −Npre,i)V −1i,j (Nobs,j −Npre,j) . (6.1)
The kinematic endpoint E0, the amplitude Rs, and the background rate Rbgk are free fit
parameters. The effective neutrino mass m2νe is set to zero.
Statistical and systematic uncertainties are included via covariance matrices Vi,j .
In order to construct the 90 % C.L. exclusion limit on the sterile neutrino parameter
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space, the procedure is repeated on a predefined grid of (mνs ,sin
2 θ) combinations. By
determining the ∆χ2 = χ2(mνs , sin
2 θ) − χ2NH ≤ 4.61 contour, parts of the studied sterile
neutrino parameter space can be excluded. The χ2NH corresponds to the fit of the null
hypothesis (mνs = 0.0, sin
2 θ = 0.0).
6.4 Additional Model Corrections
Based on the results of chapter 5, the nominal KATRIN tritium β-decay model is ex-
tended by two additional correction terms for the keV-scale sterile neutrino analysis4.
Rear Wall Backscattering: Electrons that scatter back at the rear wall, have a non-
zero probability to reach the FPD and contribute to the observed spectrum (see section
5.2) [10, 259]. During the First Tritium Campaign, the rear section was not installed yet.
The WGTS was terminated by a stainless steel valve on the rear side and the rear section
magnet was turned off. [131] Since the effect of rear wall backscattering scales with the size
of the rear wall magnetic field as well as the material, both deviations from the nominal
KATRIN setting are advantageous for the sterile neutrino measurement (see section 5.2).
Using the techniques developed in section 5.2, the size of the effect is found to be 2.25 · 10−3
at 1.6 keV below the endpoint. The derived correction term is displayed in figure 6.2 as
the orange line and uncertainty band. Based on the discussion in section 5.2, a relative
uncertainty of 20 % (uncorrelated) on the correction is assumed in the analysis.
Magnetic Traps in the Source: Electrons that start in local magnetic field minima in
the source can be magnetically trapped. Due to scattering interactions with source gas,
the initially trapped electrons are able to escape after a few µs, however, with a modified
energy distribution. Depending on their polar angle, escaped electrons can reach the de-
tector and distort the measured spectrum. [10, 260] Based on the procedure developed
in section 5.4, the contribution of escaped electrons is found to be 5.32 · 10−3 at 1.6 keV
below the endpoint. The corresponding correction term is displayed in figure 6.2 as the
blue line. Following the discussion in 5.4, a relative uncertainty of 10 % (uncorrelated) on
the correction is assumed in the analysis.
Figure 6.3 shows the null hypothesis fit (mνs = 0.0, sin
2 θ = 0.0) of the 82 stacked spectra
with and without the additional corrections. Only the statistical uncertainty is taken into
account. The fit displayed in the blue line is based on the model that was developed for
the KATRIN endpoint analysis. It includes for example the effects of energy loss due
to source scattering, the FSD, and the detection efficiencies. If the model is used to fit
data on a wider energy range, the data and fit show deviations, especially for energies of
qUret < E0− 0.4 keV. The deficit is evident in large residuals of up to 9.3σ and a reduced
chi-squared of χ2red = 15.085.
If the two additional correction terms presented in this section are applied, the fit result
improves significantly as can be seen in the green marked residuals of figure 6.3. The
reduced chi-squared improves to χ2red = 1.721. The residuals do not show any structure or
trend and fluctuate around zero with a maximum of 2.75σ.
The model and data show excellent agreement already for a spectral analysis that only
considers the statistical uncertainty. This underlines the strength of the new derived cor-
rections. In combination with the already existing model it is shown that it is possible to
reconstruct KATRIN data on an extended energy window.
4Technically, the derived correction terms are applied on the data before the model is fitted. However,
this does not change the results or the meaning of the following discussion.
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Figure 6.2: As a result of the studies presented in chapter 5, two additional correction terms
are derived. The correction terms for the effect of magnetic trapping (blue) as well as rear
wall backscattering (orange) lead to an increase of signal electrons on the observed energy
range. The corresponding uncertainties on the correction terms are displayed in the colored
uncertainty bands. For comparison, the detection efficiency correction, as derived in [262], is
displayed in green. The three detection efficiencies that are considered in the analysis (pile-
up, backscattering and region of interest loss) are combined to an overall detection efficiency
correction. Contrary to the two other corrections, all detector effects, except the backscattering
loss, have been considered in the endpoint analysis of the First Tritium Campaign data as well
[131].
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Figure 6.3: The figure shows the null hypothesis fits to the measured spectrum based on
the KATRIN β-decay model, with and without the additional corrections applied. The
errorbars state the statistical uncertainty on the measured data and are increased by a
factor of 50 for better visibility. The residuals are normalized and expressed in stan-
dard deviation σ. If no additional corrections are applied, the reduced chi-squared is
large with χ2/ndof = 346.948/23 = 15.085. If the effects of rear wall backscattering, and
magnetic trapping are taken into account, the goodness of fit increases significantly to
χ2/ndof = 39.579/23 = 1.721. The data extraction and analysis was performed with the
KAFIT module of the KASPER framework [263] and kindly provided by Leonard Köllen-
berger (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology). The figure is adapted from [131] figure 7.
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6.5 Systematic Effects and Uncertainties
For the data analysis, all systematic effects discussed in chapter 5 were reevaluated for the
specific KATRIN settings during the First Tritium Campaign. A comprehensive overview
of the parameters can be found in table 6.1 as well as in figure 6.4.
In the following, a short review of all considered systematic effects and uncertainties are
presented.
Source Scattering
The scattering probability of electrons in the source are taken into account via the response
function (see section 5.3). The most important input parameters for the determination
of the response function, as well as their uncertainties during the measurement, are the
following:
• Column Density ρd: The column density can be determined via a high precision
measurement with an electron gun, which is installed at the rear section of the
experiment [249]. According to [131] the column density was derived via simulations
due to the absence of the rear section during the measurement. The uncertainty on
the value stated in [131] as 3 % .
• Inelastic Scattering Cross Section σinel: Due to the results of section 5.3 an
energy dependent inelastic cross section is used in the analysis. The uncertainty on
the value is based on [275] and estimated to be 2 %.
• Magnetic Field Strengths: The uncertainties on the magnetic field strength at
the source Bs, analyzing plane Ba, and pinch Bpch have been derived in magnetic field
measurements and simulations [316]. In the analysis, uncertainties of σBs = 2.5 %,
σBa = 1.0 % and σBpch = 0.2 % are assumed.
• Energy Loss Function: The parameterization of the energy loss function as well
as the uncertainties on it were determined in an electron gun measurement after the
campaign [272]. The correlated uncertainties on the empirical model are listed in
table 6.1. Within the here studied analysis window, the energy loss function is not
expected to show a relevant energy dependence.
Source Fluctuations
As shown in 5.5 sub-run to sub-run fluctuations of the source activity lead to uncorre-
lated systematic uncertainties and are of harm for the neutrino mass determination as
well as for the keV-scale sterile neutrino search (see section). As stated in [131], the rela-
tive small tritium purity of εT = 5.0 · 10−3 leads to a large uncertainty of approximately
1 % of the LARA monitoring measurements. If all runs that are used in the analysis are
combined, the uncertainty can be reduced to 0.08 % [254].
Non-Adiabatic Electrons Transmission
During the First Tritium Campaign, the LFCS was operated at nominal values (with
Ba = 6.3 · 10−4 T). Only data recorded with detector rings nring ≤ 10 are considered in
the analysis [131]. In a high statistics Monte Carlo simulation based on 107 events, the in-
fluence of non-adiabatic electron transmission in the main spectrometer has been derived.
At the highest surplus energy that is reached in this measurement, the transmission loss
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averaged over all detector rings is found to be (8.70±1.45) · 10−5, with the error being the
statistical uncertainty of the simulation.
Detection Efficiency
The detection efficiency of the FPD is composed of an absolute efficiency, as well as
retarding potential dependent components (see equation (5.48)). The absolute detection
efficiency has only an influence on the total statistics that are gained during a measurement
and is therefore of secondary interest for the analysis. However, all detection efficiency
contributions that scale with the retarding potential have to be considered. [250]
As introduced in detail in section 5.6, three effects are important for the keV-scale sterile
neutrino analysis of KATRIN data:
1. Electrons scatter back at the FPD surface with an approximate probability of 20 %.
If the remaining energy of the backscattered electron is large enough, they have
the chance to overcome the retarding potential and are missing in the spectrum. By
lowering the retarding potential, this probability increases which requires a correction
of the detection efficiency. [262] The effect has been derived for the First Tritium
Campaign analysis in [262] and is found to be 1− εbs = 1.72 · 10−3 at 1.6 keV below
the endpoint with an uncertainty of 20 %.
2. Two electrons that arrive at the detector within a time interval smaller than the
shaping length L are piled-up and rejected for the analysis, or counted as a single
event. The effect scales with the count rate at the FPD which leads to a dependence
on the retarding potential. [250] The size of the electron loss at 1.6 keV below the
endpoint is 1− εpu = 2.11 · 10−3 with an uncertainty of 18 % [262].
3. A third effect that leads to a retarding potential dependent detection efficiency is
caused by the fixed region of interest (ROI) that is used in the KATRIN data acqui-
sition. In order to determine the signal electron rate at a given retarding potential,
the events in an energy window of 14 keV ≤ Ee + qUPAE ≤ 32 keV are counted (with
the post acceleration electrode potential qUPAE = 10 keV). If the retarding potential
is lowered, the peak of the detector response shifts to lower energies, which results in
a loss of signal electrons caused by the fixed ROI. This electron loss is expressed in
the ROI detection efficiency εroi(qU). [47] The size and shape can be determined with
a reference measurement and is derived in [262] with a value of 1− εroi = 2.05 · 10−3
at 1.6 keV below the endpoint. Since the effect can be measured, the uncertainty on
the value is relatively small with 0.16 % [131].
All effects are combined to one resulting detection efficiency correction that is applied in
the analysis. The correction term is displayed in figure 6.2 as the green line.
Theoretical Corrections
As described in section 5.7, the predicted tritium β-decay model is based on the Fermi
theory extended by certain corrections. One major extension is the consideration of the
final state distribution (FSD): After the decay, the daughter molecule 3HeD+ can be left
in an excited state, which requires a correction of the released energy of the decay. As a
consequence, the kinematic energy of the β-decay electron is broadened by the energies
Ef of the final states. [289] For both, the neutrino mass determination as well as a sterile
neutrino analysis, a precise knowledge of the FSD is of high relevance [131]. As shown in
section 5.7.1, a particularity of the sterile neutrino search is that if a larger energy range
is studied, the influence of an energy dependence of the FSD becomes more important. In
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order to take into account the missing energy dependence, considerably large uncertainties
are applied (see table 6.1).
Additional theoretical corrections introduced in section 5.7.2 are reviewed for the energy
range of the First Tritium Campaign measurement. Three effects are relevant within the
statistical significance of this measurement. The model used to analyze the data considers
the relativistic Fermi function, the correction terms due to the screening of the 1s orbital
electron, and radiative corrections. All effects have a relative contribution of ∼ 10−3 on
the spectrum. They scale with the energy on the order or of a few percent within the
observed range. The uncertainties on the correction terms are negligibly small and are not
considered in the analysis.
Summary of Systematic Effects
Table 6.1 gives an overview of the systematic uncertainty budget for the sterile neutrino
analysis of the First Tritium Campaign data. The absolute uncertainties on the rear wall
backscattering, magnetic trapping, and detection efficiency corrections are derived by mul-
tiplying the size of the effect with the relative uncertainty. Source fluctuations can not be
modeled. Their full size is taken into account as an uncorrelated absolute uncertainty.
Figure 6.4 displays the absolute uncertainties of the four effects and compares them to the
statistical uncertainty. For energies larger than qUret = 18.3 keV the statistical uncertainty
dominates. On the remaining energy scale, the uncertainty on the DT concentration states
the largest uncertainty. The uncertainties on the modeling of the magnetic trapping, rear
wall backscattering as well as the detection efficiency increase with the distance to the
endpoint. At 1.6 keV below the endpoint they are approximately on the same order of
5.0 · 10−4.
The final null hypothesis fit of the 82 stacked spectra is displayed in figure 6.5. All
systematic effects shown in table 6.1 are taken into account via covariance matrices. The
orange markers correspond to the measured data with the total uncertainty increased by
a factor of 50. The lower figure shows the residuals of the spectrum relative to the 1σ
uncertainty band of the null hypothesis fit model. The systematic uncertainty dominates
the total error for all energies smaller than qUret < E0 − 0.2 keV. The null hypothesis fit
and data show excellent agreement over the full 1.6 keV energy interval with a reduced
chi-squared of χ2red = 0.885 and a corresponding p-value of 0.623.
Influence on the Sterile Neutrino Sensitivity
For a better plausibility of the measurement results, as well as for future improvement, it is
important to study the influence of the different systematic effects on the sterile neutrino
sensitivity. For this purpose, the exact parameters of the measurement (rate, measurement
time distribution, and experimental settings) are simulated with the model that has been
developed in the course of chapter 5. For every effect, a covariance matrix is generated
and taken into account in the analysis.
Figure 6.6 shows the results of the scans. The uncertainty on the DT concentration has
the largest impact on the sensitivity. The second largest contribution comes from the un-
correlated uncertainties on the detection efficiency, rear wall backscattering, and magnetic
trapping correction which are all of comparable size. The uncertainty on the parameters
that are used to determine the energy loss due to source scattering (dominated by ρd and
σinel) have a low impact for higher masses, but are dominant for mνs < 0.055 keV. The
black dashed contour shows the resulting sensitivity of the Monte Carlo data set, including
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Table 6.1: The systematic uncertainty budget for the sterile neutrino analysis of the First
Tritium Campaign data. The effect description is followed by the size of the contribution to the
β-spectrum at 1.6 keV below the endpoint. The last column states the relative uncertainties
of the correction terms, or of the parameters that are required to derive the correction in the
model. The uncertainties on the FSD relate to the relative normalization 1 %, the variance of
the ground state distribution 1 %, and the excited state distribution 3 % [131]. The reference
for all other uncertainties are stated in the text.
Effect Parameter/comment Size at E0 − 1.6 keV Uncertainty
Rear Wall
Backscattering
In model 2.25 · 10−3
Correction term 20 %
Electron Scattering/
Transmission
In model 6.01 · 10−2
ρd 3 %
σinel 2 %
Energy Loss Function A1,2,3 6.14 %/0.47 %/0.65 %
µ1,2,3 0.15 %/0.03 %/0.05 %
σ1,2,3 7.58 %/0.81 %/2.62 %
Magnetic Field Stability Bs/Ba/Bpch 2.5 %/1.0 %/0.2 %
Source Fluctuations Uncorrelated 8.00 · 10−4
DT Conc. 0.08 %
Magnetic Traps In model 5.32 · 10−3
Correction term 10.0 %
Non-Adiabaticity Negligible 1.38 · 10−5
Detection efficiency In model 5.87 · 10−3
Backscattering 20.0 %
Pile-up 18.0 %
Region of interest 0.16 %
Theoretical Corrections In model 4.45 · 10−2
Final State Dist. 1 %/1 %/3 %
Rel. Fermi Fct. Negligible
Screening Negligible
Radiative Corr. Negligible
Statistical Uncertainty 4.54 · 10−5
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Figure 6.4: The figure shows an overview of the systematic and statistical uncertainties for
different retarding potentials. In the endpoint region, the uncertainty budget is dominated by
the statistical uncertainty. The fluctuation of the DT concentration is the most relevant un-
certainty on the remaining energy scale. All other uncertainties have a maximum contribution
at the lowest retarding potential of approximately 5 · 10−4.
the statistical and all systematic uncertainties. It covers a parameter space that has not
yet been excluded by any laboratory experiment.
6.6 Results
The measured spectra were analyzed mainly by Leonard Köllenberger (Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology) with the KAFIT module of the KASPER software framework5.
For the sterile neutrino analysis, the model is extended with the two additional systematic
effects derived in this work. The red line in figure 6.7 shows the 90 % C.L. exclusion limit
for the data set of the 82 stacked spectra. The difference of the predicted sensitivity (based
on Monte Carlo data) and the exclusion limit can be explained by the different models
used for the Monte Carlo study (own model) and the model used for the data analysis
(KAFIT).
No sterile neutrino signal is found in the data. The minimum mixing amplitude that can
be excluded is sin2 θ < 2.33 · 10−3 reached at approximately mνs = 0.3 keV.
Comparing the exclusion limit with current laboratory limits shows an improvement by
up to a factor of eight on a mass range of approximately 0.10 keV ≤ mνs ≤ 0.76 keV.
6.7 Conclusion and Outlook for Future Measurements
This chapter presents the preliminary results of the first keV-scale sterile neutrino measure-
ment with the KATRIN experiment. The sterile neutrino parameter space was studied
5For the neutrino mass analysis the results are cross-checked and validated with two independent data
analysis tools, the Fitrium and SAMAK software [317, 266]. The analysis results shown here have
been reviewed by Christoph Köhler (Technical University Munich and Max Planck Institute Munich)
with the Fitrium software and showed only minor deviations.
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Figure 6.5: The null hypothesis fit of the 82 stacked spectra for the full studied energy range.
The errorbars state the total uncertainty on the data (statistical and systematical) and are
increased by a factor of 50 for better visibility. The residuals are normalized and expressed in
standard deviation σ. The goodness-of-fit is χ2/ndof = 20.344/23 = 0.885 with a correspond-
ing p-value of 0.623. The measured data was extracted and analyzed with the KAFIT module
of the KASPER framework [263] and kindly provided by Leonard Köllenberger (Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology). The figure is adapted from [131] figure 7.
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Figure 6.6: The sensitivity contours for a Monte Carlo data set. The different contours
correspond to the systematic uncertainties listed in table 6.1. The black dashed line shows
the resulting sensitivity including all systematic uncertainties. For comparison, the current
laboratory limits on the sterile neutrino parameter space are displayed [244, 245, 246, 247, 248].
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Figure 6.7: With the data taken during the First Tritium Campaign, the current laboratory
limits on the sterile neutrino mass and mixing amplitude can be improved by up to a factor of
eight on a mass range of approximately 0.10 keV ≤ mνs ≤ 0.76 keV (red solid line). The figure
also shows the expected sensitivity based on Monte Carlo data (black dashed line) derived
with the model developed in chapter 5. For comparison, the current laboratory limits on the
sterile neutrino parameter space are displayed [244, 245, 246, 247, 248].
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on a mass range of 0.0 ≤ mνs < 1.6 keV. Compared to the neutrino mass determination,
the tritium β-decay model used to fit the measured data, was extended by two additional
systematic effects. Both effects have been derived in the scope of this work (chapter 5).
With this additional corrections, the measured spectrum and model show excellent agree-
ment on the full studied energy range (see figures 6.3 and 6.5).
The systematic uncertainties have been reviewed and considered in the analysis via covari-
ance matrices. The fluctuation of the DT concentration could be identified as the dominant
uncertainty of this measurement. The second largest influence was found for the uncer-
tainties on the correction terms displayed in figure 6.6. Their relative large impact on the
sterile neutrino sensitivity can be traced back to their strict treatment as fully uncorrelated.
No sterile neutrino signal was found in the measurement, however, with the obtained ex-
clusion limit, the current laboratory limits on the active-to-sterile mixing amplitude could
be improved by up to a factor of eight on a mass range of 0.10 keV ≤ mνs ≤ 0.76 keV.
Outlook
The results of the sterile neutrino measurement presented in this chapter are expected
to improve in the upcoming months. There are currently two investigations ongoing which
aim to reduce the systematic uncertainty budget:
1. Attempts are being made to reduce the uncertainty on the DT concentration by
either a combination of LARA and FBM data, or by using a part of the deep-spectral
measurement points to determine the source activity directly with the measured rate
at the FPD.
2. The high impact of the rear wall backscattering, magnetic traps, and detection effi-
ciency correction terms on the sterile neutrino sensitivity are related to the treatment
of their uncertainties as fully uncorrelated. Studies to quantify and apply correlations
are still ongoing.
The updated systematic uncertainty budget as well as the improved resulting exclusion
limit will be object of a separate publication that is currently under preparation.
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Future Strategies
The KATRIN experiment has the primary goal to determine the effective electron an-
tineutrino mass with a sensitivity of 0.2 eV at 90 % C.L. This is achieved by observing
the tritium β-decay in close vicinity to the kinematic endpoint E0, typically on an energy
interval of [18.475, 18.575] keV. [10] If the experiment is used to search for keV-scale sterile
neutrinos, the energy interval needs to be extended by several keV which leads to differ-
ent challenges. One challenge arises because the rate increases rapidly if the spectrum is
observed at lower energies. As shown in section 4.1.1, the FPD is limited to a maximum
integrated rate of 105 cps. By lowering the source activity (section 4.1.2) as well as ad-
justing the magnetic field settings (sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4), the rate at the detector can
be effectively reduced. However, the reduction of the signal rate comes at the cost of a
reduced statistical significance.
The TRISTAN detector is a novel detector system which is designed to resolve high count
rates of up to 108 cps. It is currently under development with the main objective to extend
the KATRIN setup enabling a search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos with a high statis-
tical significance. [17] In section 7.1, an overview of the general design and the state of
development of the TRISTAN detector system is presented.
Another challenge that arises, if the measurement range of the KATRIN experiment
is extended, is the loss of transmission in the main spectrometer caused by non-adiabatic
transport conditions (section 4.2.1). An increase of the LFCS magnetic field is found to
be an effective countermeasure (section 4.2.2). Recently, an upgraded LFCS system was
installed at the main spectrometer, with the primary objective to reduce the background
[127, 318]. For the purpose of a sterile neutrino measurement, it increases the energy
range on which the β-decay spectrum can be observed without transmission loss. Details
on the LFCS upgrade as well as its impact on the transmission conditions for electrons
with several keV surplus energy are presented in section 7.2.
Chapter 5 discussed systematic effects and uncertainties that are relevant when the KA-
TRIN experiment is used to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos. One of the leading
systematic effects arises from the contribution of electrons that scatter back at the rear
wall and reach the detector with a deviated energy distribution (section 5.2). If no counter-
measures are taken, these electrons can contribute to the signal rate by up to 32 %. One
way to suppress the number of backscattered electrons is a replacement of the existing
with a new beryllium rear wall as first proposed in [259]. Beryllium offers the advantage
of a lower backscattering probability compared to gold (factor of 20 less) or stainless steel
(factor of 10 less, see figure D.3). Section 7.3 introduces the concept of a new beryllium
rear wall and shows its potential to reduce the contribution of backscattered electrons to
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the signal rate by upto one order of magnitude.
Furthermore, the studies in chapter 5 showed that it is crucial to extend the current
KATRIN tritium β-decay model, and include corresponding systematic effects when the
spectrum is measured on a wider energy window.
For the analysis of the First Tritium Campaign data (chapter 6), the model was already
supplemented by two additional corrections. Besides the effect of rear wall backscatter-
ing, the contribution of electrons originating from magnetic traps in the source have been
considered in the analysis (section 5.4). These extensions to the model showed excellent
agreement with the measured data as can be seen in figure 6.5. In order to reduce the
influence of uncertainties on the model, a further improvement is important.
In reference [312] a new KATRIN tritium β-decay model is proposed that focuses on the
requirements of a keV-scale sterile neutrino search. The SSC-Sterile Model uses a multi-
dimensional convolution approach to precisely account for the systematic effects introduced
in chapter 5. In section 7.4, the new approach is presented and its future perspectives are
discussed.
The last part of this chapter, section 7.5, combines all the information gained in this
thesis and presents a measurement proposal for a future keV-scale sterile neutrino mea-
surement with the current experimental setup. With a total measurement time of 40 days,
it assumes that an entire KATRIN measurement campaign is dedicated to a keV-scale
sterile neutrino search.
7.1 The TRISTAN Project
The high and stable decay rate of tritium in the WGTS gives the KATRIN experiment a
unique opportunity to perform a laboratory keV-scale sterile neutrino search with a high
statistical sensitivity of up to sin2 θ < 10−8 assuming a three year measurement at full
source strength [12]. As discussed in section 4.1.1, the FPD is limited by the read out
speed and signal pile-up to a total integrated count rate of 105 cps. Therefore, a new
detector system is required to make use of the high luminosity of the WGTS.
With the ability to resolve count rates of up to 108 cps, the TRISTAN detector is de-
signed to achieve a sensitivity of sin2 θ < 10−6 on the active-to-sterile mixing amplitude
after three years of data taking. Besides that, the new detector system intends to have an
energy resolution of 300 eV at 30 keV electron energy, enabling the possibility of a differen-
tial measurement.[17] This has a distinct advantage: If the tritium spectrum is measured
in an integral measurement, all electrons with energies smaller than the retarding potential
are not counted. In order to increase the statistical sensitivity for a given total measure-
ment time, a differential measurement is therefore favored.
Both measurement modes are sensitive to different systematic uncertainties. Studies
showed that the combination of both operation types can help to reduce the systematic
uncertainty budget [319].
This section gives a brief introduction on the design of the new detector system (section
7.1.1), as well as an overview of the prototype stages and commissioning phases (section
7.1.2).
7.1.1 Purpose and Design
The requirements of a high count rate and energy resolution lead to the design of the
TRISTAN detector which is shown in figure 7.1.
It foresees a 3486-pixel Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) with a diameter of approximately
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20 cm [17]. In order to optimize systematic effects caused by backscattering and charge-
sharing, the pixels are of hexagonal shape with a diameter of about 3 mm [98]. The detector
is organized in 21 modules each containing 166 pixels. This design has the goal to cover a
maximum possible area of the magnetic fluxtube by minimizing the dead area between the
pixels. [320] In order to gain the desired energy resolution, a thin dead layer of ≤ 100 nm
is required which poses a new production challenge to SDD techniques. The detector array
and its assembly are designed in such a way so that backscattered signal electrons can be
identified, which additionally leads to the requirement of a low energy threshold of about
1 keV. [17]
In order to reduce the noise, the read-out system consists of a junction gate n-channel field-
effect transistor (nJFET) directly integrated at the SDD. The challenges for the back-end
part of the read-out chain are the ability for high sample rates in order to reduce signal
pile-up, as well as a high ADC linearity. [17] Both requirements can be met by using a
waveform digitizing ADC with a high sampling frequency of about 100 Hz [178, 321].
7.1.2 Prototype Measurements and Schedule
In order to study the requirements described above, several 7-pixel prototypes of different
pixel sizes and layouts have been characterized in laboratories at the Max-Planck institute
in Munich and at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. Calibration measurements using
55Fe and 241Am as x-ray sources confirmed a high energy resolution (139 eV FWHM at
5.9 keV) and an ADC-linearity with a maximum deviation of 0.1 % on an energy range of
approximately [11.0, 60.0] keV [17, 322].
Measurements using electron sources are still ongoing but first studies with 83Kr conver-
sion electrons from a evaporated rubidium-krypton source have been performed at the
Max-Planck institute in Munich. An energy resolution of about 380 eV at an energy of
17.8 keV was determined, however, at ambient temperature with a setup which was not
yet optimized against sources of noise. [323]
The 7-pixel prototype has also been operated at the TROITSK nu-mass experiment
in Russia [8]. The program at the KATRIN predecessor experiment consisted of three
measurement campaigns which were used to characterize the detector prototype, study
systematic effects, and develop analyzing techniques at a real MAC-E filter tritium exper-
iment [324, 325].
Besides the detector characterization, the data taken during the second and third measure-
ment campaign was analyzed to set upper limits on the keV-scale sterile neutrino mass and
mixing [324, 325]. For the first time, a differential tritium spectrum was successfully used
in such an analysis [326]. For the sterile neutrino analysis, detailed Monte Carlo simula-
tions of the experimental setup were performed with the KASPER simulation framework.
In appendix H the implementation of the TROITSK nu-mass experiment to KASPER
is described and transmission simulations are shown.
In 2019, the FBM PIN diode detector was replaced by a 7-pixel TRISTAN prototype
with the objective of increasing the sensitivity of the monitoring device and further char-
acterizing the prototype in-situ at the KATRIN beamline with tritium operation. During
the KNM2 campaign the new assembly showed an excellent statistical uncertainty on the
rate stability measurement of 0.1 %, on a time scale of hours. [327]
The current schedule foresees to operate the TRISTAN detector at the KATRIN experi-
ment from 2025 [17].
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Figure 7.1: The final design of the TRISTAN detector array consists of 21 modules each
with 166 pixels. The modules are arranged in a way that a maximum area of the magnetic
fluxtube at the detector position is covered (grey circle). All pixel are bonded with a small
wire to set the steering electrodes to the same potential. [17] The figure is based on images
from [320].
7.2 Upgraded LFCS
Energy dependent transmission losses in the main spectrometer set strong limits on the
accessible parameter space when KATRIN is used to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos
(section 4.2.1). Increasing the magnetic field inside the main spectrometer is an effective
countermeasure (section 4.2.2). This can be achieved by an increase of the LFCS coil
current, which is, however, technically limited to the max. LFCS setting shown in table
A.1. A further enhancement requires either an increase of the number of turns of the coils
or a supplement of new coils to the LFCS.
In fall 2019, an upgrade of the LFCS system was installed at the main spectrometer.
It includes five additional coils, as well as an extension of all single to double layer coils.
[318] All coils can be operated with a maximum current of 120 A [328].
The main purpose of the upgraded LFCS is the reduction of the main spectrometer back-
ground [127]. For a sterile neutrino search, it increases the energy range over which the
β-decay spectrum can be observed without transmission loss.
In the following section, the upgraded LFCS is briefly introduced (section 7.2.1), and its
transmission properties are studied (section 7.2.2).
7.2.1 Purpose and Design
In order to reach the desired sensitivity on the neutrino mass of 0.2 eV at 90 % confidence
level, the KATRIN experiment requires a background rate of approximately 10 mcps in the
region of interest [10], which is currently exceeded by approximately one order of magnitude
[131]. One of the largest background contribution comes from decaying Rydberg atoms
[177]. These emitted low energy electrons are distributed almost uniformly in the volume
of the spectrometer. By using a specific configuration of the LFCS, the so-called Shifted
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Figure 7.2: A schematic view of the KATRIN main spectrometer and the air coil system.
The LFCS before the upgrade is marked in green, the additional coils in red. All coils contain
of 14 turns and can be operated with a maximum current of 120 A [328]. The figure was kindly
provided by Steffen Lichter (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology).
Analyzing Plane (SAP) setting, the size of the fluxtube inside the main spectrometer is
reduced. As a consequence, the background rate can be decreased while simultaneously
the high energy resolution is maintained. The SAP procedure was successfully tested with
a gaseous krypton source in May 2019. [127]
The upgraded LFCS is displayed in figure 7.2.
7.2.2 Transmission Properties
With the upgraded LFCS system, the transmission conditions for electrons with high sur-
plus energies show a significant enhancement compared to the old max. LFCS setting
defined in table A.1. Figure 7.3 displays the transmission probability as a function of the
surplus energy for the old max. LFCS setting (blue markers) and the the upgraded LFCS
system (orange markers).
For the upgraded LFCS, the transmission loss exceeds the 0.1 % level at surplus energies
larger than Esur = 7.8 keV. This is a distinct improvement compared to the old max.
LFCS setting that already had a loss exceeding 0.1 % at Esur = 3.8 keV. When only the
detector bullseye is used, the full energy spectrum can be measured without any transmis-
sion loss as shown in figure 7.4 .
According to equation (4.26), the best statistical sensitivity can be reached in a measure-
ment, when at least eight detector rings are active. With the upgraded LFCS system, an
energy range down to 9.0 keV below the endpoint can be measured for nrings = 8. This
is an additional improvement to the old LFCS which only allowed measurement down to
1.1 keV below the endpoint with eight detector rings.
All stated values correspond to an statistical uncertainty of 10−4.
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Figure 7.3: The transmission probability as a function of the surplus energy, averaged over
all detector rings is shown. With the upgraded LFCS system the transmission probability for
electrons with high surplus energies enhances up to 20 % compared to the current system at
an optimized setting.
7.3 Beryllium Rear Wall
One result of chapter 5 is that β-decay electrons that scatter back off the rear wall surface
and reach the detector cause one of the most dominant systematic effects when KATRIN
is used to search for sterile neutrinos. As first pointed out in [259], there are two effective
countermeasures: a reduction of the rear wall magnetic field or a replacement of the
current rear wall setup by a beryllium structure. According to the results of investigations
presented in section 5.2, the first countermeasure already decreases the influence of rear
wall backscattering by up to one order of magnitude.
As shown in the following, a replacement of stainless steel valve between the source and
rear section by a removable beryllium disc, additionally reduces the relative influence of
backscattered electrons to the measured spectrum by up to a factor of 45.
Following [259] a distinction between two different magnetic field settings is made.
High and Low Field Scenario
Figure 7.5 illustrates the rear wall chamber with a new beryllium rear wall and the simu-
lated magnetic fluxtube that is observed by the FPD. Two different scenarios are presented:
1. For the simulation shown on the top panel. the rear wall magnet is operated at
65 % of its nominal value, in order to assure that all magnetic field lines connect to
the beryllium disc. Thus, the advantage of the reduced backscattering probability
applies for all field lines observed by the detector. The blue solid line in figure 7.6
shows the resulting distortion of the integral spectrum, derived analogously to the
procedure introduced in section 5.2. Compared to the optimized nominal KATRIN
rear wall setting (orange solid line), the effect is reduced by up to a factor of 15.
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Upgraded LFCS:
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Figure 7.4: The fiducial area of the focal plane detector (green) and the detector rings
where transmission losses are expected (red) for different applied retarding potentials qUret.
Compared to the old max. LFCS setting (bottom figures), the upgraded LFCS (upper figures)
shows a distinct improvement in terms of an adiabatic electron transport. By using only the
inner ring of the detector, the full tritium β-decay energy range can be observed within an
uncertainty of 10−4. For a measurement of down to 9.0 keV below the endpoint, all inner
detector rings up to ring number eight observe a fully-adiabatic transmission. For the old
LFCS, only energies down 8.6 keV below the endpoint were accessible for the bullseye and
1.1 keV for nrings = 8.
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Figure 7.5: The rear wall chamber, including the beryllium rear wall, at two different magnetic
field settings. For the top scenario, the magnetic field at the rear section is chosen in such a
way, that all magnetic field lines observed by the detector (blue area) connect to the beryllium
disc. If the rear section magnet is turned off (bottom illustration), a part of the fluxtube
observed by the FPD connects to the stainless steel housing. Figure is adapted from [259]
figure 3.1.
2. The figure on the bottom shows a scenario where the rear section magnet is turned
off. As a consequence, the fraction of backscattered electrons that are able to reach
the detector decreases (see section 5.2). In addition, the lowering of the field causes
parts of the observed fluxtube to connect with the stainless steel walls. As can be
seen in figure D.3, the backscattering probability of stainless steel is approximately
a factor of ten higher compared to beryllium. For electrons that scatter back on
the stainless steel housing, the lowered magnetic field is not able to compensate the
increased backscattering probability. As a consequence, this low field scenario leads
to a worsening of the effect by up to a factor of ten for all FPD rings nrings > 5
. However, the inner five detector rings observe field lines that still connect to the
beryllium disc and additionally benefit from the lower magnetic field compared to
the first scenario. The blue dashed line in figure 7.6 shows the influence on the
spectral shape for the low field scenario. For the inner five detector rings, the effect
can be further reduced by a factor of 3.
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Figure 7.6: Distortion of the integral spectrum caused by backscattered electrons on a beryl-
lium rear wall, averaged over all detector rings. By installing a new beryllium rear wall (solid
blue) the overall effect can be reduced by up to a factor of 15 compared to the best case sce-
nario with the current KATRIN rear wall setting (orange solid line). If the rear wall magnet
is turned off, the magnetic field is generated by the stray field of the source magnets. Since
the flux tube radius exceeds the rear wall, the detector rings 5 - 12 observe the backscattered
spectrum of the stainless steel rear wall chamber. The five inner rings benefit from the lower
backscattering probability and the reduced magnetic field strength (blue dashed line). Com-
pared to the optimized (low field) nominal KATRIN setting, this scenario reduces the effect
of rear wall backscattering by up to a factor of approximately 45.
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7.4 SSC-Sterile: A new β-Decay Model for sterile Neutrino
Searches
The systematic effect studies presented in chapter 5 revealed that the current KATRIN
tritium β-decay model needs to be extended. Two modifications of the model have already
been successfully applied in the First Tritium Campaign analysis shown in chapter 6. How-
ever, a high statistics measurement possible with the TRISTAN detector, requires more
detailed modeling to reduce the influence of uncertainties on the sterile neutrino sensitivity.
The SSC-Sterile Model1 follows a multi-dimensional convolution approach [312]. It is
currently under development, however, the underlying method was already successfully
applied for the analysis of TRISTAN prototype measurements at the Troitsk nu-mass
experiment [324, 325, 326].
The following section introduces the basic concept, status, and outlook for the new tritium
β-decay model.
The Concept of a multi-dimensional Convolution Model
The concept and main development of the SSC-Sterile Model were carried out by Martin
Slezák2 and Alexey Lokhov3. It was further advanced for example by [47, 329].
The spectrum observed by the detector is gained by convolving the theoretical spectrum
Stheo with all spectral distorting effects. This allows for individual treatment of the un-
derlying effects as well as a convenient way of studying their impacts on the observation.
The resulting spectrum Mres observed at the detector is given by
Mres = Stheo ⊗Rk = STtheo ⊗R1 ⊗R2 ⊗ ... , (7.1)
where the response matrices Rk are calculated for each effect. [47]
The response matrices do not only take into account the variation of the β-decay energy
but additionally the change of the angular distribution. The four dimensional matrices
contain the redistribution from (m × n) initial to (i × j) final energy and angular bins.
Each (i × j) final distribution is calculated for an initial set of parameter tuple (m,n)
individually:
Rmn =

Rmn11 Rmn12 · · · Rmn1j
Rmn21 Rmn22 · · · Rmn2j
...
...
. . .
...
Rmni1 Rmni2 · · · Rmnij
 . (7.2)
The resulting response matrix is
R =

R11 R12 · · · R1n
R21 R22 · · · R2n
...
...
. . .
...
Rm1 Rm2 · · · Rmn
 . (7.3)
where the Rmn sub-matrices are the elements of the 4-dimensional response matrix. [47]
1The term SSC-Sterile refers to the original KATRIN model code SSC which is an abbreviation for
Source and Spectrum Calculation.
2Max-Planck-Institute, Munich
3Institute for Nuclear Research Moscow and Institut für Kernphysik, Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität
Münster.
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Figure 7.7: Visualization of a (10× 10) sub-matrix of backscattered electrons from the rear
wall. A total of 106 electrons with initial energies Eini = [18.375, 18.575] keV and a starting
angular distribution of cos θini = [0.9, 1.0] were used for the simulation. The final energy
EBS and angular distribution cos θ is stored in a 2-dimensional histogram. By repeating the
procedure for different starting energy and angle tuples (m,n), the matrix in equation (7.3) is
calculated.
Figure 7.7 shows the visualization of a typical sub-matrix Rmn of electrons backscattered at
the rear wall. Due to the energy loss, the energy distribution is smeared to lower energies
and the angular distribution is broadened.
Status and Outlook
The SSC-Sterile Model was implemented to the Fitrium analysis software and made
public to the KATRIN collaboration. It includes the option of considering individual
responses for backscattering at the rear wall, scattering in the source, the electro magnetic
fields, and the detector response including backscattering on the detector, pile-up, and
dead-layer energy losses [330, 47, 329] . The C++ code allows automatic construction
of the response matrices, as well as read-in of matrices calculated externally. In order to
reduce the computation time, parts of the calculations are performed by GPUs.
The further development of SSC-Sterile requires the comparison of the model with data
taken at the KATRIN experiment. A further study of the systematic effects that are
implemented will help to improve the precision of the model
7.5 Using KATRIN without Hardware Modifications in the
Future
As introduced in section 7.1, the objective of the new TRISTAN detector system is to un-
dertake a high statistics keV-scale sterile neutrino search with the KATRIN experiment.
After three years of data taking a sensitivity of sin2 θ < 10−6 can be reached. [17] This
would enable the opportunity to study a sterile neutrino parameter space that is close to
the cosmological allowed region in a laboratory and model-independent measurement.
Until TRISTAN is ready to be built in (earliest 2025), it is important to use the KATRIN
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experiment as often as possible to record spectra on an extended measurement window.
The gained data does not only allow to set new laboratory limits on the sterile neutrino
parameter space, it also enables the opportunity to steadily test and improve the tritium
β-decay model for energies several keV below the endpoint.
This section proposes a measurement with the current KATRIN setup that studies the
tritium β-decay spectrum down to 4.5 keV below the endpoint. It assumes a full KATRIN
measurement campaign dedicated only to a keV-scale sterile neutrino search with a total
measurement time of 40 days. All systematic effects and uncertainties identified in chapter
5 are considered, to calculate a realistic sensitivity of the measurement.
Settings for the 40 Day Sterile Campaign
In order to reduce the signal rate at the detector, the column density is set to 1 % of its
nominal value and the tritium purity is reduced to εT = 0.05. The latter can be obtained
by different gas compositions. All magnetic fields are operated at 70 % of their design
values except the pinch magnet. In order to further reduce the signal rate at the detector
(by a factor of 1.6) the pinch magnet is operated at Bpch = 6.0 T. The increased ratios
between the pinch and the source/detector magnet field have additional benefits. They
reduce the systematic effect of magnetic trapping in the source as well as backscattering
loss at the detector (sections 5.4 and 5.6). In order to minimize the spectral contribution
of electrons backscattering at the rear wall, the rear section magnet is turned off (section
5.2).
The upgraded LFCS is operated at maximum coil currents to avoid transmission loss
caused by non-adiabaticity (section 4.2). Furthermore, only the inner eight rings of the
FPD are used in the measurement.
The total measurement time of 40 days is divided in 960 scans of 1 hour duration, at 30
different retarding potentials between qUret = [14.075, 18.575] keV. The measurement time
per sub-run is equally distributed (2 minutes per retarding potential)4.
Table 7.1 gives an overview of the parameters.
Uncertainty Budget
In order to calculate the sensitivity that could be reached within such a campaign, all
systematic effects identified in chapter 5 have been taken into account in the study.
The following list gives a short overview on the assumed systematic uncertainty budget:
• Rear wall backscattering/ magnetic traps/ detection efficiencies: In chapter
5, relatively large uncorrelated uncertainties on the modeling of the three effects have
been derived (see table 5.2). An improvement of the model, for example with the
approach introduced in section 7.4, is able to reduce the large uncertainties and apply
correlations in the analysis on a medium time scale.
Therefore, the sensitivity study displayed in figure 7.8 distinguishes between two
scenarios. The best case scenario assumes that all uncertainties are reduced by a
factor of two compared to the current values (see table 5.2) and treats them as fully
correlated in the analysis. The worst case scenario describes the current treatment
with the full uncorrelated, relatively large uncertainties.
4This simplified measurement time distribution does not consider measurement points in the background
region (qUret > E0), or a higher measurement point density for energies close to the endpoint (due to
the lower count rate). Since the nominal duration of a KATRIN campaign is 60 days, it is assumed that
the additional time that could be required by an extended measurement time distribution is covered
within the remaining 20 days.
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Table 7.1: The KATRIN settings of the proposed measurement. Details can be found in the
text.
Component Setting
Source:
ρd 5.0 · 1015 cm−2
εT 0.05
Magnets:
Bpch 6.0 T
Brs off
LFCS maximum
all others 70 %
Scan strategy:
lowest qUret E0 − 4.5 keV
num. of meas. points 30
scan duration 1 hour
num. scans 960
total meas. time 40 days
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• Source scattering: Due to the reduced column density, the influence of uncertain-
ties on the parameters relevant to model source scattering (ρd, σinel, and the energy
loss parameterization), are small (section 5.3). They are taken into account in the
sensitivity study assuming the same uncertainties as for the First Tritium Campaign
(see table 6.1).
• Source activity fluctuations: In the First Tritium Campaign, a reduced tritium
purity of εT = 5.0 · 10−3 leads to a run-wise uncertainty on the source activity of
approximately 1 %. By combing all 82 runs, the error on the mean is reduced to a
mean value of 0.08 % [131].
At the moment, attempts are being made to further reduce the run-wise uncertainty
of the source activity by either a combination of LARA and FBM data, or by using
a part of the deep-spectral measurement points to determine the source activity di-
rectly with the measured rate at the FPD.
In the sensitivity study shown in figure 7.8, the impact of two source activity fluc-
tuations are compared: a run-wise uncertainty of 0.1 % and 0.5 %. Both values are
scaled down by the total number of runs following the discussion in section 5.5.
• Non-adiabaticity: With the upgraded LFCS, no transmission loss is expected for
the eight inner rings of the FPD on the studied energy range.
• Theoretical corrections: The same theoretical corrections as for the First Tritium
Campaign are considered in the model. It is assumed that the FSD is valid on the
full energy range within the uncertainties stated in table 6.1.
Sensitivity
The results of the sensitivity study are displayed in figure 7.8. The statistical limit on the
mixing angles reaches a maximum at sin2 θ = 6.0 · 10−5. Including systematic uncertain-
ties, the smallest mixing amplitude that can be excluded is sin2 θ < 2.8 · 10−4 assuming a
run-wise activity fluctuation of σactivity = 0.1 % and sin
2 θ < 6.1 · 10−4 for σactivity = 0.5 %
(best case scenario). If large uncorrelated uncertainties on the rear wall, magnetic trap-
ping, and detection efficiency corrections are taken into account (worst case scenario), the
sensitivity on the mixing angle is limited to sin2 θ < 8.8 · 10−4 for σactivity = 0.1 % and
sin2 θ < 9.4 · 10−4 for σactivity = 0.5 %.
Conclusion
The proposed measurement uses the KATRIN experiment with a reduced source ac-
tivity to measure the tritium β-decay spectrum over an extended energy interval down
to 4.5 keV below the endpoint. It uses the experiment in a setting, where the systematic
uncertainties are expected to be well understood.
With a total measurement time of 40 days, it is proposed to dedicate an entire KATRIN
measurement campaign to a keV-scale sterile neutrino search. In the best case scenario,
the current laboratory limits on the active-to-sterile mixing amplitude could be improved
on a mass scale of approximately 0.10 keV ≤ mνs ≤ 4.10 keV by up to a factor of 11. If
large uncorrelated uncertainties on the rear wall backscattering, magnetic traps, and de-
tection efficiency correction are taken into account, an improvement on the mixing angle
of up to a factor of 2.8 could still be reached on a mass range of 0.10 keV ≤ mνs ≤ 2.64 keV.
Following the great success of the sterile neutrino analysis of the First Tritium Cam-
paign data, this measurement would be the next major milestone towards a high statistics
sterile neutrino search of the KATRIN experiment with the TRISTAN detector.
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Figure 7.8: The sensitivity of a 40 day sterile neutrino measurement with only statistical
uncertainty (blue line) and different systematic uncertainty scenarios. The red solid and dashed
line display the worst case scenario as defined in the text. It is subdivided in two cases that
assume different run-wise activity fluctuations. The best case scenario is shown in green. The
predicted sensitivity is compared to the current laboratory limits from [244, 245, 246, 247, 248].
7.6 Conclusion
The KATRIN experiment is designed to determine the effective electron antineutrino mass
by measuring the tritium β-spectrum in close vicinity to the endpoint. If the narrow mea-
surement interval is extended, it provides the opportunity to search for keV-scale sterile
neutrinos.
Chapter 4, 5, and 6, described how the KATRIN experiment can be used for such a
measurement without any hardware modifications, and by only adjusting experimental
parameters such as the source activity. This sort of measurement has the potential to
improve the current laboratory limits on the sterile neutrino parameter space by up to one
order of magnitude.
Further improvement of the sensitivity would require several hardware modifications which
are presented in this chapter.
One important extension would be a new detector system that is able to resolve high
count rates. The TRISTAN detector, which is introduced in section 7.1, is designed to
measure count rates of up to 108 cps with an energy resolution of 300 eV at an electron
energy of 30 keV [17]. These features would start to probe a sterile neutrino parameter
space of cosmological interest with the KATRIN experiment.
With the currently installed LFCS upgrade introduced in section 7.2, the accessible param-
eter space of a sterile neutrino search can be additionally extended. With the new air coil
system, the transmission for electrons with high surplus energies increases significantly.
For electrons that enter the main spectrometer close to the symmetry axis (observed by
the FPD bullseye), the entire tritium β-decay energy range can be studied without an
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expected transmission loss (within a statistical uncertainty of 10−4).
In order to reduce another leading systematic uncertainty, a new beryllium rear wall is
discussed in section 7.3. Electrons backscattering from the rear wall can contribute to the
measured spectrum with up to 32 % if no countermeasures are taken. By installing a re-
movable beryllium disc between the source and the rear section, the effect can be reduced
by up to a factor of 2.7 · 102 to a maximum contribution to the measured spectrum of
1.2 · 10−3.
The studies of chapter 5 showed that it is important to extend the current KATRIN
tritium β-decay model for a keV-scale sterile neutrino search. The SSC-sterile model in-
troduced in section 7.4 presents a new multidimensional-convolution approach that treats
systematic effects as response matrices. The underlying method was already successfully
applied in the analysis of tritium β-decay data [324, 325, 326]. However, a further devel-
opment of the code is required for a high statistics sterile neutrino search.
Finally in section 7.5, a sterile neutrino measurement is proposed that takes into account
all the information gained in this thesis. It it assumed that an entire KATRIN measure-
ment campaign is dedicated to a sterile neutrino search with a total measurement time of
40 days. By reducing the source activity, the tritium β-decay spectrum is measured down
to 4.5 keV below the endpoint.
Depending on the systematic budget, a sensitivity on the active-to-sterile mixing angle of
up to sin2 θ < (2.8 − 9.4) · 10−4 can be reached which would lead to an improvement of
the current laboratory limits on the active-to-sterile mixing amplitude of up to a factor of
11 on a mass range of 0.10 keV ≤ mνs ≤ 4.10 keV.
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CHAPTER 8
Summary and Outlook
As shown in chapter 1, the experimental discovery of neutrino oscillation proved conclu-
sively that neutrinos have to be massive. This finding stands in fundamental contradiction
to the SM in which neutrinos are formulated as massless. One way to introduce neutrino
masses to the SM within a minimal extension is described by the seesaw mechanism. There
are many different seesaw models that all have one thing in common: they require the in-
troduction of right-handed neutrinos. These particles would predominantly be uncharged
under any SM gauge symmetry (sterile), however, mix with active neutrinos via mass
eigenstate oscillation.
In principle, the mass of the sterile neutrinos can take any value, but there are several pre-
ferred scales. One of them is the keV mass scale. Sterile neutrinos in the keV-range could
act as Warm Dark Matter and help to solve several open questions about the structure
formation of our Universe. They would manifest via active-to-sterile mixing as a kink like
distortion in β-decay spectra, enabling a search for sterile neutrinos in laboratory experi-
ments.
The KATRIN experiment, as described in detail in chapter 2, has the goal to deter-
mine the effective electron antineutrino mass with an unprecedented sensitivity of 0.2 eV
(90 % C.L.). In order to achieve this, the tritium β-decay spectrum is measured close to
its kinematic endpoint. In its first four-week tritium measurement campaign (KNM1 ), the
current limit on mν̄e could be improved by already a factor of two, to a new upper limit
of mν̄e < 1.1 eV (90 % C.L.).
In order to gain a high statistical significance, the KATRIN experiment is equipped with a
highly luminous tritium source. The daily tritium throughput of 40 g results in an activity
of 100 GBq, stable on the permille level.
In chapter 3 it is shown that this feature can be used to extend the physics reach of the
KATRIN experiment and search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos in a model-independent
laboratory experiment. Previous works show that such a measurement has the potential
to reach a high statistical sensitivity on the active-to-sterile mixing amplitude of up to
sin2 θ < 10−8. This would allow to study a parameter space of cosmological interest.
In order to achieve this high statistical significance, a new detector system is required.
The TRISTAN detector is currently under development and is planned to be available
for a sterile neutrino measurement with the KATRIN experiment earliest in 2025.
This thesis presents the idea of using the KATRIN experiment without any hardware
modifications for a first sterile neutrino measurement. One result of this work is that even
with reduced statistics, the KATRIN experiment is able to improve the current laboratory
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limits on the sterile neutrino parameter space by more than one order of magnitude on a
mass range of several keV.
In order to achieve this, the tritium β-decay spectrum needs to be measured on an ex-
tended energy range. In chapter 4 it was found that two major challenges arise, when the
retarding potential is lowered accordingly:
1. The signal rate at the detector increases rapidly and exceeds the limits of the FPD
already at 400 eV below the endpoint.
2. The growing surplus energy of the signal electrons with respect to the retarding
potential leads to a transmission loss due to non-adiabaticity.
In the scope of this work, several countermeasures that address both problems were iden-
tified. It was found that by lowering the source activity (either by reducing the column
density or the tritium purity), as well as by a modification of the source and detector
magnetic field, the full energy range of the β-spectrum can be measured within the FPD
limits (section 4.1).
In section 4.2 the cause of the non-adiabatic transmission loss was studied and it was noted
that the effect scales with the distance of the electron’s propagation path to the main spec-
trometer symmetry axis. This information was used to find effective countermeasures. By
either increasing the LFCS or reducing the detector magnetic field, the magnetic fluxtube
inside the main spectrometer that is observed by the detector can be decreased. This leads
to an improvement of the transmission probability. Furthermore, the radial dependency of
the effect was used to define fiducial detector segments, depending on the specific electro-
magnetic setting.
All information obtained is incorporated to define three measurement scenarios that en-
able a keV-scale sterile neutrino search with the KATRIN experiment without hardware
modifications (section 4.3).
If the β-decay spectrum is observed further away from the endpoint, specific systematic
effects become relevant. This work presents the first comprehensive study off all yet known
systematic effects of a keV-scale sterile neutrino search with the KATRIN experiment. In
chapter 5 each effect was studied following the same procedure: the relative influence of
the effect on the full tritium β-decay spectrum was derived, either analytically or by Monte
Carlo simulations. If possible, the effect was modeled in order to take it into account in
data analysis. Uncertainties on the modeling were discussed and their impact on a ster-
ile neutrino measurement was studied along a hypothetical 7-day reference measurement
(Monte Carlo data set).
The studied systematic effects were divided in three categories, depending on their size and
uncertainty. No effect was found that would make a search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos
with the KATRIN experiment impossible.
Finally, a comprehensive list of recommendations for the next steps was developed. It
suggests action points for short and mid term improvements that are required both for
a high statistics sterile neutrino search and a sterile neutrino search without hardware
modifications.
With the First Tritium Campaign that took place in 2018, the KATRIN experiment
achieved a major milestone on its way towards the neutrino mass determination. The first
operation of the experiment with tritium demonstrated impressively that the KATRIN
experiment fulfills the high requirements that are necessary to reach this ambitious goal.
During the campaign, the source was operated at a reduced tritium activity. This enabled
a first sterile neutrino search with KATRIN on a mass range of 0.0 ≤ mνs < 1.6 keV.
With the information gained in chapter 5, the KATRIN β-decay model which is opti-
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mized for an endpoint analysis, could be extended by several systematic effects. Including
the additional corrections, the measured data showed excellent agreement with the model
which states one of the greatest achievements of this thesis.
As a result, the current laboratory limit on the active-to-sterile mixing amplitude was im-
proved by up to a factor of eight on a sterile neutrino mass range of 0.10 ≤ mνs ≤ 0.76 keV.
All information on the campaign as well as the analysis can be found in chapter 6.
In the last part of this thesis (chapter 7), future strategies and perspectives for a keV-
scale sterile neutrino search with the KATRIN experiment were developed. The general
design and the current status of the TRISTAN project was presented. Furthermore, two
additional hardware modifications were introduced. One of them is an upgrade of the
LFCS which has already been installed at the KATRIN main spectrometer. It was shown
that with the upgrade, the effect of non-adiabatic transmission can be further reduced.
When only the most inner detector ring is used, the entire tritium β-decay energy range
can be measured without any transmission loss.
Furthermore, a multi-dimensional convolution approach was presented which shows the
potential to significantly improve the tritium β-decay model on the full energy range.
All systematic effects that have been derived in this thesis can be modeled as individual
response matrices and combined to one overall response matrix that takes correlations
between the individual effects into account.
In the last section, all information gained in this thesis are incorporated into a measure-
ment proposal for a 40 day sterile neutrino measurement with the current KATRIN setup.
The predicted sensitivity of the campaign includes a realistic uncertainty budget and shows
the potential to improve laboratory limits on the active-to-sterile mixing amplitude up to
a factor of 11 on a mass range of 0.10 ≤ mνs ≤ 4.10 keV.
The results of this thesis made clear that the KATRIN experiment has the opportu-
nity to play a significant role in direct laboratory Dark Matter searches due to its unique
features. The results provide comprehensive recommendations that lead the way towards
a high statistics sterile neutrino measurement. Especially the result of the First Tritium
Campaign should strongly encourage the KATRIN collaboration to continue on the chosen
path.
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Appendix
A Transmission Studies with the KATRIN Simulation Frame-
work KASPER
The KASPER simulation framework is a software to simulate electron motion in complex
electro magnetic and geometrical structures [331]. It was developed by members of the
KATRIN collaboration with the purpose to provide high precision simulations for the
KATRIN experiment (see for example [124, 332]). Since its public release in 2017 [331],
KASPER simulations have been used in several other experiments, for example XENON
[333], Darwin [334], Project-8 [335] or the Troitsk nu-mass experiment [324, 326] (for the
latter see also appendix H). KASPER consist of several packages. For the work presented
in this thesis, the following modules are of relevance:
• The particle tracking module KASSIOPEIA calculates the electron trajectories in
electro magnetic fields by solving the Lorentz equation. In order to safe computation
time, the degree of precision can be adjusted. [124]
• The KGeoBag package provides geometrical shapes that are used for field calcula-
tions, particle navigation and interaction [336].
• The field calculation is done by KEMField, a tool to calculate electro magnetic fields
for complex geometrical structures on large scales [331].
• Backscattering of electrons on silicon is simulated with KESS [288]. The former
stand alone software has been implemented to the KASPER framework in order to
simulated electron backscattering on the FPD (section 5.6).
The simulations are configured via XML-files, where the user can chose the component
that should be simulated and the starting and terminating conditions for the events. The
precision of the trajectory calculation can be chosen from exact tracking where the Lorentz
equation is solved for every step of the particle (with a pre-defined step length), adiabatic
tracking where the equation of motion is only derived at the guiding center position, and
magnetic tracking where only the magnetic field lines are calculated [124]. The simulation
output is stored in root histograms.
Detailed information on the KASPER framework can be found in [331].
Transmission Studies with KASPER
For the transmission studies presented in sections 4.2, 6.5, and
Analysis of the Simulations
The generated electrons propagate towards the FPD and are terminated if they fulfill
one of the following conditions
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• Terminator max-z: Electrons that pass the main spectrometer and the pinch
magnet are terminated at the position of the detector.
• Terminator min-z: Electrons that are reflected due to non-adiabatic motion were
terminated after they passed their stating position with direction to the source.
• Terminator trapped: If an electron is trapped inside the main spectrometer and
is repeatably reflected at both entries it is terminated after 10 turns.
Since the initial magnetic field inside the PS-2 magnet scales with the radius, only electrons
that fulfill the conditions
rini ≤ rdet ·
√
Bdet
Bini
, (8.1)
θini ≤ sin−1
√
Bpch
Bini
, (8.2)
are considered in the analysis of the simulation. [16]
The transmission probability is calculate for each energy bin i by forming the ratio of the
electrons started n[i] and passed the main spectrometer t[i]
T [i] =
t[i]
n[i]
. (8.3)
The uncertainty on the transmission probability is derived in [337] and given by
σ[i] =
√
(t[i] + 1)(t[i] + 2)
(n[i] + 2)(n[i] + 3)
− (t[i] + 1)
2
(n[i] + 2)2
. (8.4)
The uncertainty caused by the energy binning is calculated by the standard deviation of
the mean. [16]
Table A.1 shows the LFCS settings used in the course of section 4.2.
B Relation between Non-Adiabaticity and Chaos
Electrons with high surplus energy with respect to the retarding potential experience a
high magnetic field gradient inside the main spectrometer which can lead to non-adiabatic
angular transition (for details see section 4.2.1). This causes a large transmission loss of
up to 60 % for the nominal KATRIN magnetic field settings, if no countermeasures are
taken.
In [125] it is found, that the effect varies substantially for small differences of the starting
conditions which is related to the chaotic nature of the problem This section proves, that
the non-adiabatic electron movements fulfill the properties of a chaotic system after the
definition that can be found in [338]. The study closely follows [125].
Figure B.1 shows the comparison of the propagation paths of two electrons that move
inside the main spectrometer for two scenarios, simulated with KASPER:
1) Adiabatic Scenario (left figure):
Both electrons had a surplus energy of Esur = 100 eV above the retarding potential. They
are generated in the center of the main spectrometer on the symmetry axis with a ra-
dial distance of 10−14 m. Their initial polar angel is θini = 5
◦ which leads to a magnetic
reflection on both ends of the main spectrometer according to equation (4.4). As a conse-
quence, both electrons are trapped. During their propagation through the spectrometer,
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Table A.1: Overview of the LFCS settings used in the study shown in section 4.2. The applied
coil current is shown for each coil number for three settings. The values for the nominal setting
are taken from [125].
setting: Nominal max. LFCS 400 A
Coil no. Icoil in A Icoil in A Icoil in A
1 99.2 95 400
2 4.0 95 400
3 18.3 120 400
4 40.3 120 400
5 5.4 120 400
6 92.1 120 400
7 46.0 120 400
8 86.4 120 400
9 57.0 120 400
10 17.5 120 400
11 30.4 120 400
12 69.6 95 400
13 1.0 95 400
14 8.5 95 400
15 8.5 95 400
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Figure B.1: Both graphs show the dependency of two electron trajectories on a small variation
of the starting condition of 10−14 m. The left panel shows an example of an adiabatic propa-
gation of two trapped electrons. The distance of the trajectories is small and stays within two
orders of magnitude which can be explained by the fluxtube widening. For electrons with non-
adiabatic transmission conditions (right panel) the small variation of the starting conditions
leads to an exponential increase in the distance of the trajectories. After 30µs the electrons
show a distance of approximately 1 m. This behavior is a strong indication for a chaotic system
[338]. The figure as well as the idea of this study is adapted from [125] appendix figure 12.
their distance increases by up to two orders of magnitude, which can be explained by the
widening of the fluxtube. After approximately 0.4 ms both electrons turned 100 times
inside the main spectrometer and the calculation was terminated. The small variation of
the starting condition had no significant influence on the trajectory of the electrons.
2) Non-Adiabatic Scenario (right figure):
In the second scenario, both electrons had a large surplus energy of Esur = 15 keV. Other-
wise, the same starting conditions were chosen for the simulation as for scenario 1. Unlike
the previous case, the small variation of the starting position causes a fast and exponential
increase of the distance of the two electrons. Because of their high surplus energy and
respectively velocity, 100 turns were already reached after 32µs. At the end of the simu-
lation, the distance of both particles is in the order of meters. The 10−14 variation of the
initial potion had a major influence on the resulting electron trajectories, which indicates
a chaotic behavior of the motion [338].
The assumption that the chaotic behavior is in fact a numerical artifact of the simu-
lation itself, caused by the large number of iterations that are required to calculate the
step-wise trajectory, was already disproved by [125]. There it was shown that the influence
of numerical instabilities on the simulation result would scale with the number of steps
per gyration, which was ruled out by an ensemble of about 1000 separate simulations.
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C Simulation of secondary Photon Emission at the Detector
Chamber
If the retarding potential is lowered in order to observe a wider energy range of the tritium
β-decay spectrum, the count rate at the detector increases rapidly and exceeds the FPD
limitations (section 4.1.1). One way to reduce the signal electron rate is to lower the
detector magnetic field with respect to the source magnetic field. As a consequence, the
fluxtube widens up and the fraction of electrons that are observed by the FPD decreases
accordingly (see section 4.1.4).
Figure C.2 illustrates the results of a KASPER field line simulation of a scenario where the
detector magnet was turned off and the pinch magnet was operated at its nominal value
of Bpch = 6.0 T. A large part of the magnetic fluxtube connects to the detector housing.
Electrons that hit the stainless steel surface are either absorbed or backscattered. During
both processes, the electrons can create secondary γ-emission via bremsstrahlung [268].
The backscattering and secondary emission probabilities can be derived with GEANT4
and KASPER Monte Carlo simulations.
Due to their electric charge, backscattered electrons will propagate always along their
original field line and can not reach the detector. The electrically chargeless photons,
however, contribute to the detector γ-background.
The following derivation gives an estimate of the detector background increase caused by
photon emission of β-decay electrons due to a widened fluxtube.
Electron induced γ-Background at the Detector
The contribution of the γ-background to the β-electron signal is
Rγ-bgk =
Γdetγ
Γdetβ
, (8.5)
where Γdetγ is the photon and Γ
det
β is the signal electron rate observed by the detector. The
photon rate is given by
Γdetγ = Γ
wall
β · fγ · fbs · fΩγ , (8.6)
with the following factors:
• Γwallβ : The rate of β-electrons that hit the detector chamber walls.
• fγ : The probability for an β-electron to emit a photon due to bremsstrahlung.
• fbs: The backscattering multiplication factor, that takes into account electrons that
hit the chamber walls multiple times due to backscattering and backreflection.
• fΩγ : The fraction of photons that are in the direct line of sight of the detector and
therefore contribute to the γ-background.
Combining equations (8.5) and (8.6) gives
Rγ-bgk =
Γwallβ
Γdetβ
· fγ · fbs · fΩγ . (8.7)
Assuming a radial homogeneous tritium density profile in the WGTS, the ratio of β-
electrons that hit the wall or the detector wafer is given by the size of the corresponding
fluxtube in the source that is mapped on both components
Γwallβ
Γdetβ
=
r22 − r21
r21
= 1.79 , (8.8)
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with the inner and outer radius of the fluxtube connected to the chamber r1 = 0.335 cm
and r2 = 0.559 cm (according to equation 4.15).
The conversion factor fγ is derived in a combined GEANT4 and KASPER Monte Carlo
simulation. The KASPER simulation is used to calculate the magnetic field in the detector
chamber and the impact angle of the electrons. With GEANT4, fγ and the energy spec-
trum of the photons are simulated. Taking only photons with energies bigger than the post
acceleration electrode potential of qUPAE = 10.0 keV into account, leads to fγ = 1.22 · 10−5
.
Not all of the generated photons are able to reach the detector wafer. Only photons that
are generated at the wall of the post acceleration electrode chamber that is marked yellow
in figure C.2 are in the direct line of sight to the wafer.
Assuming an isotropic photon emission, the probability for a photon generated at position
z to reach the detector wafer can be calculated analogous to equations (5.33) and (5.34)
PΩγ (z) = cos
[
tan−1
(
2rwaf
z
)]
=
1√(
2rwaf
z
)2
+ 1
, (8.9)
with the radius of the FPD wafer rwaf .
By integrating over the post acceleration electrode length lPAE, the factor fΩγ can be
derived
fΩγ =
∫
lPAE
1√(
2rwaf
z
)2
+ 1
dz = 9.0 · 10−2 . (8.10)
The simulations show, that 27 % of the electrons that hit the detector chamber scatter
back. Backscattered electrons are likely to be backreflected at the pinch magnet or the
retarding potential. The multiple impacts on the stainless steel consequently leads to
multiple emitted photons. Assuming that all backscattered electrons are backreflected to
the chamber walls, the multiplicity factor is given by
fbs =
∞∑
n=1
0.27n =
1
1− 0.27
= 1.37 . (8.11)
Combining all the factors lead to a background contribution of
Rγ-bgk = 2.69 · 10−6 , (8.12)
which is neglectable.
D Backscattering Probability and Energy Distribution of backscat-
tered Electrons
Electrons that scatter back at the rear wall have a non-zero probability to reach the de-
tector and contribute to the measured spectrum [10]. For a KATRIN sterile neutrino
search, this states one of the most dominant systematic uncertainties (see chapter 5). In
order to find effective countermeasures, it is important to understand the dependency of
the backscattering on different parameters.
The following section presents a study, where the influence of different materials, impact
angles and incident electron energies on the backscattering probability and the energy dis-
tribution of backscattered electrons is studied with GEANT4 simulations.
Electrons that penetrate solid matter undergo different interactions on the surface and
inside the material, causing energy and direction changes. Due to the angular changing
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Figure C.2: If the detector magnet is turned off, the fluxtube widens (rainbow colored area).
Only a small fraction of the signal electrons are observed by the detector wafer. The other
field lines connect with the stainless steal wall of the detector chamber. Those electrons can
cause photon emission. If the photons are generated in an area close to the detector (yellow
area), they contribute to the detector background.
processes (mainly elastic scattering) the electrons have the probability PBS to scatter back.
[288] The backscattering probability as well as the shape of the backscattered spectrum
depends on three different factors:
• Material: Rutherford’s theory of scattering predicts that the total scattering cross
section is proportional to the atomic number in first approximation σ(Z) ∝ Z2 [339]1.
The left graph in figure D.3 shows the backscattering probability as a function of Z.
For boron (Z = 5) the backscattering probability is more than ten times smaller as
for gold (Z = 79). This can be explained by the different penetration depths which
lead to a reduced backscattering probability as well as a broader backscattering
energy distribution (see figure D.4) [341].
• Impact angle: The impact angle is defined in a way that θimp = 0.0◦ corresponds
to a perpendicular impact. PBS grows with the impact angle θimp of the incident
electrons (figure D.3, middle graph). For electrons hitting the surface with angles
close to 90◦, the backscattering probability becomes almost 1.0. The shape of the
spectrum varies in the height and width of the peak for different θini (see figure D.4).
• Incident energy: The backscattering probability increases only slightly with the
initial energy Eini as can be seen on the right graph in figure D.3. For typical tritium
β-decay energies the difference is in the order of a few percent. The peak height of
the energy distribution scales with the incident energy, while the rest of the shape is
only slightly affected as displayed in figure D.4.
1Recent measurements correct it to σ(Z) ∝ Z1.47 [340].
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Figure D.3: Backscattering probabilities as a function of material, impact angle, and initial
energy. Left: PBS strongly depends on the material, and increases with the atomic number.
Middle: The steeper the impact angle, the higher is the probability for electrons to scatter
back at a solid surface Right: On the keV-energy scale, PBS scales only slightly with the
energy of the incident electron. All three dependencies can be traced back to the penetration
depth of the electron in the the solid. Large penetration depths lead to small backscattering
coefficients. [341] The orange marker serves as a reference point which corresponds to the
scattering of electrons that impact perpendicular on a gold surface with an initial energy of
20 keV.
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Figure D.4: All spectra are normalized to the backscattering probability and displayed as a
function of the energy in units of Eini. The energy distribution of the backscattered electrons
varies in shape, especially for different materials and impact angles. A small atomic number
as well as a large impact angle lead to a more distinct main peak close to the energy of the
incident electrons. The influence on the incident electron energy is small.
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E Validation of GEANT4 Backscattering Simulations and
Uncertainty Estimation
Electrons that scatter back at the rear wall, have a non-zero probability to reach the de-
tector with a deviated energy distribution [10]. The effect is one of the leading systematic
uncertainties, when the KATRIN experiment is used to search for keV-scale sterile neu-
trinos (see chapter 5). In order to determine the backscattering probability, as well as the
energy and angular distribution of the backscattered electrons, GEANT4 simulations on
a single event basis are used.
The simulations have been compared to a selection of measurements, with the objective of
verifying and determining an uncertainty on them. The first and the third study follows
mainly the idea of [342], however, adapted to the specific energy range used to simulate
the electron backscattering.
Backscattering Probability
In [343], the electron backscattering probability PBS has been measured for 27 different
elements using an electron microprobe analyzer. For the comparison of GEANT4 simu-
lations, 14 different PBS have been selected, all measured at an initial electron energy of
Eini = 20.2 keV. Figure E.5 shows the results. The mean deviation between measurement
and simulation is found to be 6.28 %. For the backscattering coefficient of gold, as required
for the simulations of the rear wall backscattering, the deviation is with 3.26 % close to
the 2 % uncertainty of the measured values as stated in [343].
Energy Distribution
In [344], the energy distribution of electrons backscattering on a thick silver surface with
an initial energy of Eini = 30 keV, is measured at a fixed scattering angle. Figure E.6 shows
the comparison with a GEANT4 simulation. Two different aspects become apparent when
comparing the spectra: 1. the peak of the simulation is shifted to lower energies; 2. in the
lower energy part of the spectrum at approximately Ee = 2.5 keV, the simulation shows
another increase in rate that can not be confirmed by the measurement.
It can be assumed that the thickness of the specimen has an influence on the mean energy
loss of backscattered electrons and could therefore cause a shift of the main peak. Unfor-
tunately, the author of [344] does not specify the thickness of the silver specimen used for
the measurement. No explanation on the deviation at low energies could be found.
The mean deviation weight with the count rate, was found to be 19.56 % for the full en-
ergy range, and 14.84 % if only energies > 5 keV are considered. This states the largest
divergence of simulation and measurement that has been found in the scope of this study.
Angular Distribution
Figure E.7 shows the comparison of a simulated and a measured angular distribution
of electrons backscattering on a thick gold foil as described in [345]. The electrons had an
initial energy of Eini = 15.7 MeV, which is approximately three orders of magnitude larger
than the tritium β-decay energies.
The simulations have been performed for two different interaction models used in the
GEANT4 code. While the emstandard-opt0 package is specialized to simulate interac-
tions in the MeV-range, the emlivermore package is designed for keV energies. The latter
has been used in the simulations of rear wall backscattering. Both simulations show excel-
lent agreement with the measurement. For the simulation using the emlivermore package,
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Figure E.5: The figure shows the comparison of measured and simulated backscattering
probabilities PBS as a function of the atomic number Z. On the full range, the simulation
show good agreement with the measurement. The mean deviation was found to be 6.28 %.
The largest deviation appears for elements with a low Z. If the mean value is weighed with
the backscattering probability, it reduces to 4.76 %. The uncertainty on the measurement is
indicated with 2 % [343]. The error on the simulation is the statistical uncertainty.
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Figure E.6: The comparison of two backscattering spectra: one that has been measured in
[344] using a mono energetic electron source (orange) and one the has been simulated with
GEANT4 (blue). The spectra show a deviation of the peak position and in the lower energy
part. Apart from that, the shape of both spectra are in good agreement. The weighed average
deviation of 19.56 % is the largest uncertainty found in the validation study.
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Figure E.7: The figure shows the comparison of a measured and simulated backscattering
angular distribution. The simulations have been carried out for two GEANT4 interaction
models. Both simulations show excellent agreement with the measurement with a weighed
mean deviation of only 1.43 % (livermore) and 1.99 % (emstandard-opt0 ).
the weighted average deviation is only 1.43 %.
Since the low energy interaction package emlivermore shows such good agreement for high
energies, it is assumed to show the same accuracy for interactions in the designed energy
region.
F Simulation of Energy and Angular Distribution of escaped
Electrons
Approximately 3 % of all β-decay electrons in the WGTS are initially trapped in local
magnetic field minima. The trapped electrons undergo elastic and inelastic scattering on
hydrogen molecules inside the trap volume and leave the trap eventually with a distorted
energy and angular distribution (section 5.4 [10]). In order to calculate the contribution of
the escaped electrons to the measured spectrum, KASPER simulations are required. The
simulations are based on [260], however, have been further developed to fit the require-
ments of this study.
This section gives an overview of the simulation settings and analysis for the study pre-
sented in section 5.4 as well as for the First Tritium Campaign analysis in chapter 6.
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Electron and Angular Distribution of escaped Electrons
In order to determine the energy and angular distortion caused by multiple scatterings
of electrons in magnetic traps, 105 mono-energetic electrons where simulated for each
magnetic trap displayed in figure 5.11. Their initial energies had a discrete distribution
with values between [0.575, 18.575] keV in 1.0 keV steps. By choosing only initial angles
larger than the trapping angle θini > θtrap, the electrons were all initially trapped.
During the simulation the electrons underwent elastic and inelastic scattering on hydrogen
molecules. The gas density was chosen to be constant, determined by the average gas
density of the corresponding traps2. The simulations were terminated after all electrons
left the trap due to the angular changes caused by the scattering.
Figures F.8 and F.9 show simulated energy loss ∆E and angular distributions of escaped
electrons θesc. The distributions vary for the different Eini, which can be explained by the
energy dependency of the scattering cross sections (section 5.3).
In order to calculate the distorted spectra of escaped electrons Γtrap,i, a tritium β-spectrum
is folded with the simulated ∆E distributions. The correlation of Eini and the probability
of an escaped electron to reach the detector without being magnetically reflected Pθmax,i
is also taken into account, by multiplying each of the bins by the corresponding Pθmax,i.
A comparison of the β-spectrum of the initial electrons as well as the distorted spectrum
of escaped electrons can be seen in figure F.10. In order to make the comparison easier,
both spectra are normalized to their maximum. The energy distribution after the trap is
strongly deviated. However, it is important to mention that the total number of electrons
that are able to reach the FPD with a deviated spectrum is about three orders of magnitude
smaller than the number of β-electrons with an unchanged spectral shape (section 5.4).
Magnetic Traps during the First Tritium Campaign
In order to determine the influence of magnetic trapping in the source during the First
Tritium Campaign, the same procedure was applied. Due to the relative small energy win-
dow of [16.975, 18.575] keV the ∆E and θesc distributions were assumed to be independent
of Eini, which could be shown in a high statistics KASPER simulation (with 10
5 initial
events).
G Theoretical Correction Terms of the Tritium β-Spectrum
For all correction terms, natural units (~ = c = 1) are used. The nomenclature is based
on [346], where the following quantities are defined:
• Total energy of the electron in units of me: W = (E +me)/me .
• Endpoint energy in units of me: W0 = (E − Ef +me)/me .
with the excitation energies of the final-states Ef .
• Electron momentum in units of me: p =
√
W 2 − 1 .
• Fine structure constant: α = 1/137 .
• Sommerfeld parameter: η = αZW/p .
2Due to their low density, the simulations of the outer traps require time consuming computation (in the
order of days for a statistic of 104 initial events). In order to avoid this, the density for the outer traps
were artificially increased by a factor of 25 (trap 2 and 5) and 250 (trap 1 and 6), which does not lead
to a significant variation of the simulation results as shown in [260].
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Figure F.8: The simulated energy loss of electrons that started either with a kinetic energy of
Eini = 18.575 keV (blue histogram) or Eini = 8.575 keV (orange histogram). For lower electron
energies, the tendency to multiple scatterings increases (see section in 5.3) which leads to a
broader energy loss distribution. For the sake of clarity, only energy losses up to 4.0 keV are
displayed here.
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Figure F.9: The polar angle distribution of escaped electrons. The angular changes are
mainly caused by elastic scattering. Analog to inelastic scattering, the elastic scattering cross
section also increases for smaller energies, which translates to a broadening of the final polar
angle distribution. The green line marks the maximum acceptance angle θmax for the nominal
magnetic field setting. All electrons that scatter back under an polar angle smaller than the
maximum acceptance angle θesc < θmax, are able to reach the detector if their energy allows
to overcome the retarding potential. All other electrons are reflected in direction of the rear
wall.
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Figure F.10: The normalized spectrum of electrons that escaped the trap (orange histogram)
and a β-decay distribution (blue histogram). By folding the β-decay spectrum with the simu-
lated energy loss distributions, the distorted spectrum can be calculated. The spectral shapes
strongly deviate, especially for energies close to the endpoint, where the scattering in the
magnetic traps has the strongest influence due to the low rate.
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• The relativistic Lorentz factor: γ =
√
1− Z2α2 .
• Nuclear radius of 3He in units of me given by the Elton formula [347]:
Rn = 2.8840 · 10−3 ·me .
• Mass of 3He in units of me: M = 5497.885 ·me .
• Ratio between axial and vector coupling constants derived in [291]
λt = |gA/gV| = 1.265± 0.004 .
Most of the following formulas are from the original references, however, chross-checked
with [346] and [12].
Relativistic Fermi Function
The relativistic Fermi function can be found in [290]:
Frel(W,Z) = 4(2pRn)
2(γ−1) · |Γ(γ + iη)|
2
(Γ(2γ + 1))2
· eπη , (8.13)
where Γ is the complex gamma function.
Screening of the Daughter Nucleus Coulomb Field by the Orbital Electron
The correction term is taken from [299]:
S(Z,W ) = W/W
(
p̄
p
)2γ−1
· eπ(η̄−η) |Γ(γ + iη̄)|
2
|Γ(γ + iη)|2
, (8.14)
with W = W − V0/me, p =
√
W
2 − 1 and η = αZW/p.
The screening potential V0 = (76± 10) eV is derived in [303].
Orbital Electron Exchange
The correction of the effect is derived in [300] and [290]. In [12] the parameterization
was renewed and does not only include the transition of the 1s ground state as derived in
[290] but also the first 10 exited states of the daughter nucleus 3He+:
I(Z,W ) = 1 + 2.462 · a2(τ) + 0.905 · a(τ) , (8.15)
with
a(τ) = exp
[
2τ · arctan
(
−2
τ
)]
·
(
τ2
1 + 14τ
2
)2
, (8.16)
and τ = −2α/p.
Recoil Effect, Weak Magnetism and V-A Interference
Due to the recoil of the nucleus, the two-body transforms into a three-body decay. Besides
the final state distribution, the recoil effect needs to be considered in the calculation of the
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coulomb field. It furthermore affects the weak magnetism of the system as well as causes
V −A interferences. All corresponding corrections have been derived in [348]:
R(W,W0,M) = 1 + (A ·W −
B
W
) · 1
C
, (8.17)
with
A = 2
(5λ2t + 2λt ·µ+ 1)
M
, (8.18)
B = 2λt
(λt + µ)
M
, (8.19)
C = 1 + 3λ2t −B ·W0 . (8.20)
The difference between the magnetic moment of trition and helion is given by µ = 5.106588
with a negligible error [12].
Recoil Coulomb Field
The correction factor is taken from [290]:
Q(Z,W,W0) = 1−
π ·α ·Z
M · p
(
1 +
1− λ2t
1 + 3λ2t
W0 −W
3W
)
. (8.21)
Finite Extension of the Nucleus
The finite extension of the decaying nucleus is given by two correction terms: L0 cor-
rects the coulomb field within the non zero extension of the nucleus and C accounts for
the evaluation of the wave functions of the participating leptons through the volume of
the nucleus. All equations are taken from [290].
L0(Z,W ) = 1 +
13
60
(αZ)2 −W ·Rn ·α ·Z ·
41− 26γ
15 · (2γ − 1)
(8.22)
− α ·Z ·Rn · γ ·
17− 2γ
30 ·W · (2γ − 1)
, (8.23)
with the finite size of the weak interaction:
C(Z,W ) = 1 + C0 + C1 ·W + C2 ·W 2 , (8.24)
C0 = −
233
630
(α ·Z)2 − 1
5
(W0 ·Rn)2 +
2
35
(W0 ·Rn ·α ·Z) , (8.25)
C1 = −
21
35
(Rn ·α ·Z) +
4
9
(W0 ·R2n) , (8.26)
C2 = −
4
9
R2n . (8.27)
Radiative Corrections
The correction terms are taken from [301].
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G(W,W0) = (W0 −W )
2α
π
t(β) ·
{
1 +
2α
π
·
[
t(β) ·
(
ln(2)− 3
2
+
W0 −W
W
)
+
1
4
(t(β) + 1) ·
(
2(1 + β2) + 2 · ln(1− β) + (W0 −W )
2
6W 2
)
− 2 + 1
2
β − 17
36
β2 +
5
6
β3
]}
,
with
t(β) =
1
2β
· ln
(
1 + β
1− β
)
− 1 . (8.28)
H Measurements at Troitsk Nu-Mass Experiment
The Troitsk nu-mass experiment is a MAC-E filter based tritium β-decay experiment that
was build and commissioned from 1985 - 1994 [349]. After ten years of data taking, a
limit on the neutrino mass of 2.05 eV at 95 % confidence level could be set [8]. In the
following years the spectrometer was upgraded and is now used to search for keV-scale
sterile neutrinos in a comparable approach as proposed in this thesis [240].
The similarity to the KATRIN experiment, makes the Troitsk nu-mass experiment most
suitable to study new technology such as the TRISTAN detector [17]. The first TRIS-
TAN prototype measurement campaign at the Troitsk nu-mass experiment took place in
May 2017 (Troitsk-I), followed by two consecutive campaigns in November 2017 (Troitsk-
II) and April 2018 (Troitsk-III). The objectives of the measurements were the characteriza-
tion of the detector prototype, studies of systematic effects, and development of analyzing
techniques at a real MAC-E filter tritium experiment [324, 325].
Beside that, the data taken during the second and third measurement campaign was used
for a sterile neutrino analysis [324, 325, 326]. For the first time, a differential tritium
spectrum was successfully used to search for keV-scale sterile neutrinos [326].
For the analysis of the data, detailed Monte Carlo simulations were required. For this pur-
pose the geometries of the Troitsk nu-mass experiment were implemented in the KASPER
simulation framework and made available for both, the KATRIN as well as the Troitsk
collaboration.
This section gives a short overview on the experimental setup and its implementation to
KASPER followed by a transmission study used for the Troitsk-I analysis is presented.
The Setup of the Troitsk Nu-Mass Experiment
An overview of the current Troitsk nu-mass setup is illustrated in figure H.11. The ex-
periment is segmented in a source, transport, spectrometer, and detector section. The
working principle is the same as that of the KATRIN experiment. Tritium is pumped
into the source section where it decays. The energy determination of the signal elec-
trons takes place in the spectrometer that is operated as a MAC-E filter setup with an
energy resolution of up to 3 eV. The signal electrons that are able to overcome the retard-
ing potential are counted with a single-pixel (Si)Li pin-diode with a diameter of 17 mm. [8]
The Troitsk nu-mass experiment disposes of a total number of 39 magnets organized in
several units. The geometries of the magnets and electrodes, as well as generous support
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Figure H.11: The Troitsk nu-mass experiment is segmented in four sections: the source
section including the windowless gaseous tritium source and an electron gun for calibration
(yellow), the transport and pumping section (red), the spectrometer (green), and the detector
(blue). The displayed components are: 1) spectrometer tank, 2) source tube, 3) high voltage
feed-through, 4) spectrometer high voltage electrode, 5) ground electrode, 6) pinch magnet,
7) detector magnet, 8) and 9) source and transport magnets, 10) spectrometer warm coil, 11)
liquid nitrogen jacket of pinch magnet, 12) detector and detector cooling system, 13) shutter
gate valve, 14) titanium sublimation pump, 15) tritium loop system, 16) mercury diffusion
pump, 17) tritium storage and purification system, 18) electron gun, and 19) cryo argon
pump. The figure is adapted from [240, 325].
during the implementation process, were provided by Aino Skasyrskaya3 of the Troitsk
collaboration.
The magnetic field as simulated with KASPER can be found in H.12. A major difference
to the KATRIN setup is that the highest magnetic field (pinch magnet) is placed on the
down stream side of the spectrometer. This reduces the spectrometer background caused
by electron scattering on residual gas. In order to avoid backscattering at the rear wall,
the rear and transport section magnetic field is stronger than the source magnetic field.
However, the generated magnetic trap states one of the largest uncertainties of the Troitsk
nu-mass experiment. [349]
Transmission Studies for the Troitsk-I Campaign
The TRISTAN detector prototype used during the Troitsk-I measurement campaign con-
sisted of seven hexagonal pixels each with a diameter of 1 mm. The left side of figure H.13
shows a picture of the detector array. The central pixel had a positional offset of 1.8 mm
from the spectrometer axis, which was considered in the transmission studies, as well as
the individual radial positions of the pixels. All detector pixels observe full transmission
for surplus energies up to Esur = 8 keV as can be seen on the right side of figure H.13.
Pixel 1, which was the closest to the symmetry axis, shows even a full transmission for
all surplus energies. Based on the simulation results, the measurement settings of the
Troitsk-II and -III campaigns were chosen. The measurement results did not show any
energy dependent rate losses which supports the simulations.
Further use of KASPER Simulations of the Troitsk Nu-Mass Experiment
The implementation of the Troitsk nu-mass experiment geometries to the KASPER sim-
ulation framework has already been required for several tasks:
3Institute for Nuclear Research of Russian Academy of Science, Moscow, Russia
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Figure H.12: The magnetic field of the Troitsk nu-mass experiment simulated with KASPER.
A large magnetic field difference between source and rear section traps most of the electrons in
the source. Hence, the electrons do not interact with the rear wall, where they would scatter
and distort the spectrum. However, a systematic effect occurs due to the trapping which states
one of the largest uncertainties of the Troirsk nu-mass experiment [349]. Other than in the
KATRIN setup, the pinch magnet is located in front of the spectrometer.
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Figure H.13: The detector array had an offset of 1.8 mm to the spectrometer symmetry
axis (shown as red dashed line in the left figure). The transmission of the detector shows a
fully-adiabatic transport for surplus energies up to 8 keV. Since the transmission probability
depends on the distance to the symmetry axis, the transmission loss starts at smaller energies
for the outer than for the inner rings.
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• Planing of the program of all three Troitsk campaigns, as well as support during the
measurements.
• Analysis of the results of Troitsk-I, II and III. Especially the reconstruction of the
detector responses showed excellent agreement of the simulations and the calibration
measurements [325].
• The KASPER simulations of the Troitsk experiment played an essential role in the
sterile neutrino analysis of Troitsk-II and III data [324, 326].
• For the Troitsk nu-mas keV-scale sterile neutrino program, under threshold events
have been simulated with KASPER and improved the so far used approximation
which is another leading uncertainty of the experiment [240, 349].
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